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Yonkers, N.Y. August 1953 

The loneliness of the last phase of my life which I am 

spending, bedridden, in this nursing home [Saw Mill River 

Convalescent Home in Yonkers]gives me the impulse to describe 

my life and that of my immediate family, its rise and decline, 

as all this lives in my memory, so that my dear children who 

never knew their paternal grandparents and hardly knew anything 

about them, may read these pages, should they evince any in-

terest in them. 

My recollections go back to the time when I was four years 

old; and, owing to my excellent memory, I .mve not forgotten any

thing worth describing. My parents as well as myself were 

born in Slovakia, in the mountainous region of the County of 
I 

Arva, to which their fore'father shad migrated from the East, 

several hundred years ago.My parents were orthodox Jews, not 
to , 

so much with respect .. ftheir religious faith, but by the tradi-

tion of past generations. My mother was given in marriage at 

the age of fourteen by her father who lived in Mat1na, a small 

village (which was also the birthplace of my mother); high in 
' 

/ ' . 
the Tatra mountains, just this side of the col.mty· line, · '' . , 

I 
the Countyof L1pto lying beyond, where he (as a Jew], according 

to the general · custom in Slovakia, ran the village tavern. 

The necessity for that marriage, ~t such an early age, came. 

after the death of his first wife, from the desire of the 

father to eliminate all possible obstacles to his seeond 
al.so 

marriage, which, by the way, was/to a11~v1ate ': the ·situation .. of 

his small household. This _~ proved to beco:me possible only 
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if the wish of the woman he chose for his second wife 1 was satis

fied, the.t all the children of the first wife leave the home • 

These were numerous, and I never learned anything about their 

fate, except that of one of my mother's youngest sisters, whose 

' husband later became an emnloyee of my fathers. 

I was the ninth child, [~is is an error, it should read& 

the eighth child]of my parents, and when I was four years old, 

there were two older brothers and five older sisters, and also 

a one-and-a-half year old brother in our family. At that time 

my oldest sister had already been married, ·a :· year •: earlier, at 

the age of sixteen. My family livM in ·: Turaossin, a nice 
" thy 

little town in the Valley of/Arva river
1

which divided ' the town 

in the middle, in a home which my parents had built for them

selves and which contained, two large apartments, separated by 

a vaulted-over entranceway for carriages, [leading from the 

street to the courtyard]. A large farmyard was reached through 

this entranceway; and further-on there was an even larger 

garden. On one side of the yard were the stalls for two cows 

and two horses, in a large clean barn ·· with a high loft for hay 

and straw. On the other side there was a shed for a light 

· gig and a larger coach with top, plus an enclosure for garden 

and household paraphernalia. Here is a sketch of the general 
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Ma;r:v of the inhabitants of that town were educated Jews 

who had gone to high school in Vienna or in cities of Silesia, 

after having attended the six grades of the excellent local 

Jewish elementary school, My brothers and ·sisters went to 

this same school. They received their further education from 

governesses who were licensed teachers. We had two excellent 

physicians in town who had studied at the University of 

Vienna. Many years later, one of them was still living in 

that same house of ours, and finally purchased it to become 

its owner. A family relationship also developed with that 

physician 1by way of the marriage of my second oldest sister 

to the brother of the doctor's wife, a man who was part owner 

of the great iron wholesale establishment in Sille1n, that 

belonged for generations to his family, the Rosenbergs, who 

were held in great esteem in the County. 

Our next door neighbor in the house,,th1's~ Dr. Kux, had at 

the ' time he moved in, already three little daughters of whom 

the oldest was my senior by one year and became my only play

mate, since my brothers and sisters, being so much older, 

showed little interest in me. This girl was plain and had 

the "voluntary limp" (probably · a . congenital limp) which, 

however, improved considerably in later years. But she was a 

smart child with wonderful ideas for games. Our preferred 

play was at the brook in front of the house; and whenever its 

water stood low, we would climb d.own the steep rocky embank

ment all the way to the bottom 1and would pick from between 

the rocks ., shiny little stones and empty shells which had 
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been washed down from the mountains at fiood times ·. · .... : 

There were also half-petrifim pieces of pure clay there which 

could be easily worked with a knife 1and out of which we carved 

plates, pots, and pans for the kitchen of a . doll house. We 

were under strict orders of our parents to get back inside the 

house when we would hear the bells of the returning cow herd, 

even though the cows were well··behaved ~ - :BYer;y· 's1hgl~ ·one of :·them 

came home by herself, without any prodding,to its own stall, 

where the preparations had already been made for relieving her · 

udder from the milk accumulated during the day, a task accomp

"lished without delay by a maid, trained for this workt , whose '· -, 

hands had to be well washed. 

A very exciting thing happened to us one day. Involved 

in our game of collecting shells in the brook bed, we almost 

missed hearing the cow bells of the returning herd and we were 

still struggling up the steep bank of the brook when the herd 

had already passed us partially1 and had reached our house. We 

dared not crossing its path, so we stopped at the brook's edge, 

intending to wait for the entire herd to have passed. At the 

rear came the HobligatoryH bull, included in any herd for pro

viding it with progeny, which those bulls accomplished con

scientiously albeit unconsciously. This particular bull faced 

me suddenly, motionless. He appeared to like children and had 

wise eyes; and before I knew, I found myself sitting up on. · one 

of his horns, holding on to it for dear life and howling full 

blast 1until the neighbors came running from their houses and 

rescued me from my awkward involuntary perch, carrying me off1 
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and delivering me straight to my mother's arms. I do not re

call having been punished for disobeying the rule to be home 

safe in time. The fright . I experienced made up for the punish

ment I would have deserved. I was almost five years ald at 

that time. 

My father was engaged in the business of felling trees and 

merchandising of the logs, an enterprise which in the course 

of the years had made him quite wealthy. For this business he 

purchased from the forest manager of the •ql.Ib:-e the stands on )j 
I 

the slopes of the narrow valley of the Arva river. These were 

all fir and spruce. The specimens serviceable for building 

purposes were feTh:rllate in the fall; in winter-.time they were 

strippm of their branches and · let -slide all the way down the 

mountain slopes which were amply covered with snow and ice, to 

be assembled to rafts 1without however damaging the logs. The 
, 

so prepared rafts were pushed and let down into the Arva as 
had 

soon as the thaw came and/'filled the river; then, appropriately 

manned,and guided without effort in the ample waters of the 
I 

river, to where it emptied into the r .iver Vag, .'. the latter 

carried those rafts into the Danube at Komorn. r1ost of the 

1 umber wa.s taken from the river at that point and was offered 

for sale to the owners of saw mills;which cut up the lumber for 

building purposes. 

This type of business enriched many Jews living in 

Slovakia 1who then endeavored to employ their so acquired capi

tal in different, less risky enterprises,even though the latter 

were hardly lucrative in those northern and eastern counties 
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of the Country. So
1
some of these people did leave their 

hereditary homeland and settlooyurther westward. The young 

men, intelligent and ambitious, did not see any future for 

themselves in these parts and, bent .on acquiring academic de-

grees, abandoned parents, brothers and sisters, without com-

punction 1even in view of the possibility of want and privation 

they would have to face in satisfying their ambitions ,in' which 

eff·ort·s. they mostly succeeded. As graduates of universities 

in western capitals they would then settle in Budapest, capi

tal city of their own country [Hungary] to become soon the 

most sought-after physicians and engineers whom the fast-develop

ing city lacked to a serious degree. 

My father who began to worry about the su~rt of his nu-

merous . growing daughters 1which to safeguard did not seem 

possible if he didn't ma.ke a change, made up. his mind to join 

so many of his correligionists, to give up the lumber business1 

and to start a new life in farming, on better land further west. 

He soon saw .his ·plan .oar::t;ied out, Sis connections in the 

capital made it possible for him to find a sui table location, 

through intervention of some non-Jewish lawyers who ·'t'Tere ::ac

quainted with Hungarian land~oWn:el'.::· .aristocrats. ' ·. 

The one found for him was a country estate in the broad 

valley of the river Zalatna in the County of Sohl, with rich 

stands<of beech suitable for use as heating materialras well 

as for charcoal burning. The insufficient yield of this es-
I 

tate as income for Count Almassy,in his own operation of the 

land,induced him to lease his property at conditions favorable 
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to the lessee. He, himself, lacked the necessary working capital 

because he, as so many of his social equals, had drunk up and 

gambled away t n ·Parf.s ' and 1ri Morite· Carlo ' wha.t~ ··:he · :had··,·rnherit- · 
·' 

·otlitl''' .·from· h'is ·forefathers-. The contract of lease was for fifty 
~ . 

years 1 with no right of the owner to terminate it 1 :tricluding :··· · 

- ~- -- the lessee's privilege to occupy, together with his family, 
, 

one wing of the ancient castle Vegles .. that was part of the 

estate. That castle was built above the main road [in the 

valley J, perchmg on rocks that jutted out over the valley; this 

situation provided an .open r view in three directions over the 

valley, bringing within view the buildings of the farm which 

\'Tent under the name of Prstusch. The lease agreement took ef-

feet immediately upon signing. It had been prepared by the 

lawyer who had acted as the go-between. How·ever, it did not 

contain, · as it turned out ' later, the usual stipulation that the 

lessor shall have the leasehold recorded in the Record of Deeds,as 

an · encumbrance ,llhich my father, ignorant in legal matters, 

failed to observe,.and which \'Tas to have dire consequences later 

on. 

It was not too late yet for the winter sowing as the fields 

had already been plowed. SO M. Ring, my oldest sister's hus

band,was promptly engaged as manager, and he moved with his 

wife and his few-weeks-old daughter into · a nice two-room apart

ment in the administration building of the farm. At that time 

there was no railroad line there,but one was promised for the 

near future. The soil of .the farm was generally not good; in 

fact, because of many years' ,. lack of sufficient cattle, and 
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it 
consequently of manure,was poor. It was suitable only for 

growing rye, oats, clover, and, in the low-lying parts, hemp, 

but not for wheat or corn. Large areas were planted to 

potatos,which furnished the income of the lease. These were 

used for the production of alcohol in the distillery estab

lished at the castle, already there1 but antiquated and much in 

need of repair; while the by-products were excellently suited 

for cattle feed. 

Years later, at the age of ten, I had an opportunity to 

observe 1and to have explained to me by the foreman of the 

by then modernized still, the simple chemical process by means 
was 

of which the •l'C'Ohol-/ manufactured, a substance that was much 

sought after1 mainly as liquor for human consumption,and only 

to a minor degree as alcohol for medicin~l use. The process 

practiced on our farm, briefly described, was as followss 

In the fall, the ripe pototos were dug from the soil, 

strippED. clean and conveyed to the point of use by shoveling 

them,through vertical shafts,into deep, dry cellars .built of 

brick, where they were stored for a while so as to rid them of 

all dampness. The cellars were so arranged that their floors 

were level with the floor of the distillery building, and con

nected thereto by wooden bridges leading to openings through 

which the potatos fell directly into vats,in which, when these 

were closed airtight, the potatos were boiled to mash by high

pressure steam,together with molasses, a by-product of the 

manufacture of beet sugar(, until the fermentation was complete . 

This chemical process converted the starch content of the raw 
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material into alcohol vapors which then were liquified in · 

condensers and conveyed into well-made oaken barrels
1
and thus 

made ready for sale. Before these barrels were closed air

tight, the alcohol was officially tested for proof which was 

the basis for the amount of alcohol tax to be paid. 

Following this, perhaps superfluous,description of a 

chemical process, I shall now revert to our moving [to the 

castle] which occurred after the spring thaw. The reason for 

the delay was a need to subject the rooms which we were to in

habit to a thorough cleaning. These rooms had remained unused 

for many years and. served bats and other creatures for nesting. 

Cobwebs covered the corners,and dirt lay an inch deep on the 

oaken flo<:>rs. Broken window panes had to be replaced, doors 

and windows painted, and the walls whitewashed. After all this 

l'las accomplished, moving could begin. Three days were allotted 

for the trip [to the new place]. Thus an ample supply of 

baked things had to be prepared, since nothing else could be 

considered for the many children,who were raised mainly on high 

quality pastry and boiled farinacious meals,anyway. My mother 

did the baking herself; she knew to prepare, with lots of 

butter and cream,marvelous pastries, filled with ground walnuts, 

poppy-seed 1 and raisins_, that were first mixed with pot cheese. 

At the same time the servants, who were of a goodly number, 

assembled all the furniture and household goods and everything 

else in the nature of fixtures and then loaded all this on 

large peasant carts and covered everything with waterproof 

tarpaulins. After this was done, the children, under the super

vision of our older sisters, settled, two and two on seats 
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fashioned tromobl1~dry hay, in peasant- wagons of a better 

kind' with tarp:ulins stretched on hoops high above ' our.' ... 
the 

heads. At the head of/caravan of wagons traveled my parents 

in their good carriage, with the youngest child and its Slovak 

nurse. After four hours of traveling, we reached our first 

night's stopover, the village of Kriva, whose tavern was run 

by my father's brother-in-law named Buchbinder, husband of his 

oldest sister. A very religious man, this Buchbinder was; and 

I ·*illrefer to his family later on. There were few sleeping 

accommodations available,since that family was very numerous, 

too. Nonetheless, the four youngest children were put into 

beds, while the older ones slept in the hayloft. My parents, 

the baby, and the nurse, found a suitable place in thenearest 
following 

village, We spent the I : ~: · night with my father's parents, 

then already very old, in the Village of Nagyfalu which we had 

to pass on our way. There wer-e enough sleeping accommodation_s 

there
1
since most of the members of that family had already 

left their parents•· house as grownups. on the third day we 

reached a well-built military highway which led, , by hairpin 

curves, over the watershed into the County of Sohl where, to-

wards evening, we found shelter at the well-kept inn in the 

lovely market town of Altsohl. The loaded carts··had fallen 

back several miles, but reached our abode nevertheless during 

that evening. We reached our final goal during the next 

morning and stopped in front of the ancient gate of the old 

castle where ·: the farmhands were awaiting us respectfully at 

the drawbridge that was lowered immediat~ly upon our arrival • 

As far as I remember, the sight of that half-ruined castle 
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did not please me at all. We drove straight into the inner 

courtyard where the wing of the castle with the living quarters 

was situated. A wide flight of stairs, with worn out stone 

steps 1 1nterrupted by several landings, ended,, at the top,at the 

entrance to a very wide corridor which ran the full length of 

the wing and onto which opened the doors of all of the rooms. 

My sister,whose apartment was at the farm 1 did not meet us 

at the time of our arrival at the castle1 as that was so un

certain. However, all preparations had been made to render our 

stay in the rooms,for the first few days after our arrival, 

somehow possible. An adequate number of bed frames, fashioned 

of wooden boards, had been distributed in the rooms. A large 

quantity of fresh milk products, honey, rice, and cream of wheat, 

as well as much preserved fruit, were stored on shelves in the 

deep, cold cellar. r1y parents were driven, within an hour after 

our arrival, and after leaving us little . ones in the care of our 

older brothers and sisters, to the farm, to see our oldest 

sister, and spent the night there. The same day,towards evening, 

the loaded carts also arrived and were quickly unloaded by the 

numerous farm help. That night, the furniture was left tempor

arily where it had. been unloadoo; and. next day it was distributed 

in the rooms as required for the purpose of each. 

Arter only a few days, the process of the household ran 

with the usual smoothness. Meat had to be brought from Altsohl 

nearby, three times a week. But the youngest children ate only 

eggs, milk, butter, cereals, and pastries. My mother continued 

to do the cooking by herself, since the household was ko$her 
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in the traditional sense ·; and therefore the cooking could not 

be left to the servants. For a better understanding of the 

castle's layout, I would. like to describe it here. 

was 
The dastle{built on rock, with walls three feet thick,had 

two huge courtyards separated from each other by one of the 

wings 1withliv1ng quarters for the administrator of the country 

estate who stayed there to check on the compliance with the 

contract of lease. The first courtyard was the farmyard,com

plete with sheds for horses, cows, and poultry; and adjoining 

them were the spacious living quarters of the yard-hands. In 

the center there was the deep draw-well, sunk into the solid 

rock by blasting, which collected water that seeped under the 

road 'from the mountains that the castle faced. The well was 

enclosed, for protection from contamination, in a wooden 

structure with roof. Next to it and at the proper height was 

an inclined open channel, made of heavY boards, that led to 

the trough for watering the horses and cattle. The second 

apartment wing joined the first one at right angles at the 

_common flight of stairs(with entrances at the top, right and 

left, to the two apartments. My parents took for us the first 

four large halls. There were also, in addition to the very 

large kitchen and pantry, two smaller rooms, set aside for the 

soon~to~arrive teacher and his young wife. The lower floor 

consisted of vaulted-over storage spaceS which, judging from 

what had been left there, may have served for storing military 

equipment. In the same courtyard, adjoining the end of the 

apartment wing, . was a pool that had been blasted out of the 

rock for receiving the waters that dxained from the two court-
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yards after every heavy rainfall, in which swam the ducks and 

geese that were raised in the yard • 

on the road from the castle to the village of Zalatna · 

there was a large tavern serving liquor. This tavern was part 

of the country estate and thu~ at my father's disposal; he left 
'it; 

it to his brother-in-law to run/ ne was the husband of my 

father's youngest sister. The tavern was a stopping·place of 

the peasants who carried th.eir surplus produce along that road 

to the weekly market at Losonc 1 where such produce was bought 

by Jewish merchants. Losonc had already its railroad connection 

to the capital and thus had become a commercial center of the 

surrounding counties, since produce brought to its markets 

could be promptly transshipped by rail to Budapest, where it 

found a retail market at good prices . 

A highly educated teacher had been engaged exclusively for 

my siste~~· private schooling, as my oldest brother was, at that 
and 

time, already at a German commercial school in Budapest,/the 

second-old est at '· a · high .. school in Silesia, and myself not yet 

ready for being taught. 

There were ample opportunities for me to play · in the ·court

yards of the castle, but I lacked a playmate because my younger 

brother was yet too young to serve me as one. Y~ mother, in 

order to remedy the situation, decided to invite the son of the 

bar-man of the tavern, a boy of my age but mentally rather re-

tarded. He came to the castle every morning, but because of his 

mental retardation 1he was not a great help to me. Catching and 
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running races were the only games we could play. One day.when 

we started once more to race around the pool in the rear yard, 

the boy fell into its deep water and sank into several feet 

of heavy mud at its bottom, accumulated there perhaps for 

hundreds of years. Upon hearing my shouts for help, the women 

came running from the first yard, but none of them knew what to 

do to avert a catastrophe. Consternation of all those at the 

castle could not undo the disaster; and the despair of the 

boy's mother had no bounds; she loved him dearly, retarded as 

he was. Being of melanch&y disposition, she now lost her 

mental balance entirely, and several weeks after the tragic 

loss of her son, the poor woman was found in the attic of her 

tavern 1 hanged by her own hands. Her husband, now left entirely 

alone, moved away in a short while, and we never heard of him 

again. 

Now, let me report yet another tragic occurrence, this 

time in the family of my father, about which I heard. later, at 

mature age. This happened in the Buchbinder family; he was 

one of my father's brothers-in-law. For his Jewish studies 

and his righteousness he had earned the special respect of the 

Jews of his own village and those of the surroundings. Among 

other things, he was authorized by the medical authorities to 

perform circumcisions, which wer:e done on all male children of 

the Jews and which he practiced,without a fee 1in a wide sur

rounding area. He.' had two daughters and four sons. The 

oldest son graduated with honors from the medical school in 

Vienna, was called, ~fter completion of his studies, to the 
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medical service of the army where he stayed for some time, 

since he had little hope for success in private pract:tce, 
[Austro-Hungarian] 

having had no connections in the capital cities of the/Mon-

archy. He was transferred to Briinn where he served in military 

hospitals. He received due recognition and 1 in a short time, 

advanced to be regimental medical officer of that garrison. 

Those in higher command recommended to him that he change his 

religion .. and assume the Catholic faith,the only one offering 

salvation, TtThich he then proceeded to do without any particular 

qualms. Soon thereafter he became court physician to the 

Baroness Seefried, a granddaughter of Emperor Franz Joseph and 

daughter of Princess Gisella von Habsburg. His parents never 

learned about his change of religion, but it was known to his 

brothers and sisters . 

It was about that time that tragedy _befell '.'that · family.·.~ . . 

It happened on the Jewish holiday:. of New Year. Buchblnder and 

his entire family, except for his oldest daughter, left behind 

to watch the house, drove to a nearby village on the eve of 

that holiday to attend a festive relig1ousservice
1 prepared for 

the Jews of the whole area, at which the pious Buchbinder was 

to lead in prayer. The strict order given the daughter
1

who 

stayed behind 1was not to. let anybody into the house and not to 

give out any liquor under any circumstances, not even through 

the window. A young peasant who appeared on New Year's Day at 

the locked door of the tavern, refused to give up, and when, 

in spite of his repeated demands, the girl didn't unlock it, 

he broke it open and threatened the scared ,delicate girl if 
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she woul~n't give him any liquor. However, as a precaution, 

all the liquor had been moved, the previous day, to the cellar, 

and locked behind its ste~ door; thus the man failed in his 

search behind the counter. Over that he got into a wild rage, 

attacked the young girl, threw her to the floor and, in spite 

of her desperate resistance, raped her. There were no next-

door neighbors who could have heard her frantic shouts. She 

kept the disgrace done to her ·- · a secret from her parents, 

who got home the next day, out of fear that a criminal com-

plaint 
1 
which they would lodge with the police, might bring 

about deathly vengeance of the young (Slovak) peasants upon 

her family, a thing that was by no means impossible. The girl 

sank into a state of melancholy which her parents observed 

~Tith great pain, without having even the slightest idea of i•lhat 

the cause might have been. When the girl became aware of what 

had ensued from the terrible deed, she did not hesitate any 

longer 1in her deep shame, to put an end to her life by her own 

hands, so as to spare her parents the inevitable disgrace .. Orie :day 

she threw herself into the wild, swollen brook in her village, 

from where her dead body could be retrie .. .red only several days 

later. She was the third victim of an unnatural death in my 

father's family. I met a brother of this girl on occasion of 

a memorial service for Max Polacsek that took place in the syna

gogue of the orphanage in our neighborhood. [This was much 

later, in Budapest. The orphanage was on the same street where 

I grew up.] He had married a niece of Max Polacsek and there

fore, was considered a relative of ours. [Max Polacsek's 
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daughter Lincsi married my mother's younger brother, Alfred.] 

That brother of the young girl later became wealthy by specu

lating in houses of which he owned some himself in the neigh

borhood of the Budapest School of Technology. 

Now let me return to my own family [and the story of my 

childhood]. The work on the farm at that time was already in 

full swing. New, modern stalls had been built, the shingles 

of the barn roof replaced, and all preparations made for 

starting up the distillery right after the potatos would be 

harvested which was soon to come. The ample stands of beeoh 

trees on the hillside served as fuel. Those trees 1thought to 

be suitable herefor · 1 had been cut down during the winter, split 

into logs three feet long, piled up so as to lose their humidi

ty faster, and transported to the farm at summer's beginning . 

The same material was used as fuel for the rooms of the castle. 

The spacious kitchen of the castle had a large hearth built of 

bricks, the lower part of which was a vaulted oven lined with 

fireproof bricks. This oven served for baking the large weekly 

requirement of bread for the family and the servants, the 

latter having been accustomed to consume a goodly amount of 

bread. The baking process ,which I observed with great interest-, 

was as follows: On the eve of the day appointed for bread~ 

baking, aB. of ·. the flour · was sifted, mixed with a little water 

in large troughs hollowed -out of beech~ogs and polished smooth 

on the inside; then prepared 1by the admixture of yeast that had 

been dissolved in warm water 1to rise during the night. Early 

in the morning, a fire of beech logs was built in the oven. 
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At the same time, the mass of dough was thoroughly kneaded 

until nme of it stuck to the hands of the kneaders anymore. 

As soon as the fir.e had burned down, the oven was thoroughly 

cleaned of the ashes that covered its floor~ by means of wet 

rags wound around long-handled push-brooms. The loaves were 

placed, with the help of similarly long-handled wooden 

"baker's spoons" 1 on the hot floor of the oven and the latter 

was then closed air-tight. After a time, determined by ex

perience, the properly baked-through bread loaves were pulled 

out of the still very warm oven, Its door was left open to 

speed. the cooling of the O"~ren. The foregoing description of 

a s~mple process should serve a better understanding of an 

exciting occurrence at the beginning of our second year at 

the castle. The kitchen was located with its back faotng · 

the castle-wall .in which there was a small trap door just in 
J 

line with the oven. This trap door seems to have been pro

vided (in olden times) as an escape hatch, leading outside 

the wall, should maurauding bands try to force their way in

to the castle yard and thereby make the defense against them 

hopeless, so that the inhabitants of the castle could, by 

opening the trap door and lowering a ladder from the kitchen, 

descend onto the terrace below from where it was not diffi-

cult to reach the valley. In our quiet times, the ladder 

was left leaning against the wall, below the trap door, to 

give access to that open terrace for a promenade. One day, 

which happened to be bread-baking day, the following took 

placez My mother came into the kitchen that the servants had 
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already left after the baking had been done, to inspect the 

loaves wh!ch by that time were out of the oven. Her atten-

tion was caught by a noise that reached her ears from behind 

the open oven door, so she cast a glance inside the oven. A 

man's distorted face,teeth gnashing, stared at her and scared 

her so terribly that she fled; yet she had enough presence of 

mind to slam the oven door shut first. The intruder had got-

ten into the kitchen, seeing that he .was unobserved, by way of 

the ladder, and through the trap door, [and then hid in the 

oven]. Now the terrible pain that he suffered in the still 

very hot oven gave him the force of desperation to break the 

frame of the oven door out of the brickwork that enclosed it, 

and to disappear as fast as possible by the same route ·by which 

he had 1 came. The yard-'-hands,. ·roused. by my mother's shouts 

for help, came running into t l.-..: kitchen, armed with iron bars, 

but didn't find the burglar whom they sought in the oven. 

While his escape route was obvious, his pursuit remained un-

successful. The very same day the opening for the trap-door 

was expertly bricked~ over ,to forestall a repitition of the 

break-in. 

That autumn I turned old enough to go to school [appar

ently just short of six years, since my father's birthday fell 

in December], and I was sent1 together with my younger brother1 
who would have nobody to watch him at the castle, to Altsohl, 

[about fifty miles from the castle] to board with ~he ·.tU\17.: of 

the rabbi who ran a private school in his home. We shared a 

room with his two daughters who were our age, and who slept in 
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a single bed, same as we did. The room was spacious and 

light and was used as a bedroom only at night 1because during 

daytime it served for teaching the older pupils. This 

was a private school for children of well-t-o-do parents who 

didn't want to send their children to the public elementary 

school, . A Jewish maid wa.s .. charged with the supervision of 

the fom· of us and also helped us to get dressed, and to 

get undressed in the evening. It happened one evening that 

this maid, out of sheer mischief 1 or perhaps out of curio,a1ty 

about the reaction of the older girl to her stupid prank, put 

her into our small bed, whereupon the child yelled mightly. 

Her father who happened to be in the next room, hearing his 

child's cries;came running immediately, sa.w what was going 

on, picked up his daughter ~- n 'his arms, imexpectedly slapping 

her face out of sheer excitementtand had his daughters moved,, 

then a.nd there, to a different room. The next day the maid 

~ras sent away without notice. I used to sleep restlessly 

and often woke up during the night. On one occasion, when 

I was restless once again and then woke up, I saw a light 

move back and forth over the wall along which our beds were 

placed; it frightened me very much and I connected it in 

my mind with ghosts,about whom our Slovak nurse had told us 

so many stories. Of course, as I could explain it to myself 

later, it was nothing but light that came from a room of the 

house across the street, reflected by an open ~rindow1 swinging 

back and forth in the wind. We did not stay there long,be

cause the rabbi needed the room for his daughters and asked 
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our parents to place us elsewhere. We were transferred to the 

next town, Neusohl, to board with a teacher of the Jewish ele-

mentary school there, a Jew from Germany, Dr. Joseffi by name. 

'iHnter had already set in and the school was rather far from 

Dr. Joseffi's place. His German wife, a "blue stocking", as 

such women were called at the time [a snob], who thought she 

had received an extra portion of wisdom at birth from the 

good Lord, showed little interest in us. we did rlot get enough 

to eat, our room had no stove, and only the warmth coming from 

the room next doer made it haJfways tolerable. 

Going to school early in the morning was, in that cold 

climate of Slovakia,as well as because of our rather tender 

constitutions, bad for our health. We got chilblains on our 

toes which, for lack 9f medical attention, turned into open, 

festering wounds. The only treatment of these painful sores 

were warm footbaths at bedtime, a method of treating fester-

ing sores 't-lhich., according to my present knowledge, would be 

rejected by any physician. We could not wear stockings but 

had to wrap our feet in pieces of linen and pull over those 

wide boots made of felt which had been made for us in the 

meantime. It took a long time for our wounds to heal suffi

ciently so that we could be taken home to our parents. 

At the beginning of our third year at the castle, the 

teacher (of our older sisters] 1 Fcgelhut, left us to take 

over as first teacher at the Jewish elementary school in 
, - / 

L1pto-Szent-Miklos
1
that had six grades. He was soon to be 
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replaced by a governess from Berlin who, upon my father's in-

structions, came to us loaded down with all the German classics 

and other good literature,published at that time, all of which 

became my sisters' preferred books. My brother-in-law, Ring, 

our 
who had run 1 farm operations,left us, too, in order to manage, 

together with his younger brother, their father's estate. They 

had a sister who married a lumber dealer named Trostler and 

1 I 

lived in Turoc-Szent-Marton. That estate included a large, 

two-story house 1whose long courtyard was enclosed by buildings 

on all four sides, one of which contained a distillery for 

liqueurs, and the others had numerous solidly built storage 

rooms. 

Across the back of that courtyard extended a building with 

a spacious apartment, occupied by a teacher named Venezianer 

and his family; he was teaching Jewish religion classes at the 

school. }zy brother-in-law moved into the apartment on the 

ground floor 1 which his _father had been using, but his brother, 

with lttife and daughter, retained his own place. Both families 

were amply supplied with produce from the large vegetable gar

den behind_ the main house. Next door to my sister's apartment 

there l'las a large tavern serving liquor as well as liqueurs. 

Close to the railroad station lay the fields owned by my .. 

brother-in-law's father. A spodium factory was later built on 

that land. 
I 

When my brother-in-law moved to Lipto-Szent-
, 

Hiklos, my eldest brother took over the management of our 

farm, after having helped my brother-in-law in this task , for 

several months. 
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That spring,when the distillery had finished the season's 

production, and after the fattening-up of the cattle was also 

completed, my brother was entrusted with the sale of these ._ani

mals. Some reliable employees t ·end·ed ' the animals on the 

usual way of transportation to the capital
1

where they were of

ferred for sale without delay. The sale went forward in my 

brother's presence and und.er his supervision, and the proceeds 

were handed over to him. A week later, he appeared back at 

the farm ,and when asked by my father to turn over the money, 

he explainedthat he had invested it in several barrels of old 

tline which ._when placed on the market in bottles,.would bring a 

considerable additional ·pr"ofit . . r.~y · .father, ' although .ftlrlous 

about my brother's self-willed disposition of the money en

trusted to him, had to face the accomplished fact. After a 

few weeks, the railroad office notified us of the arrival of 

the goods at the station of Losonc. These were three large 

oaken barrels; they had to be picked up at that railroad sta

tion1which was done without delay. Under my father's super- · 

vision, the barrels were cautiously lowered,by means of heavy 

ropes of hemp and using inclined beams for a slide, into the 

cellar and there placed on previously prepared wooden sup

ports. I1y father,who knew little about the ~uallty · o=r ~ ~ine but 

l'lanted to satisfy his curios1tt,: about the wine purchased, 

caused an employee of his,who was an expert.as his father was 

a wine merchant, to take samples right away from each barrel. 

The samples satisfied the man and, after he had made an es

timate of the sales price that could be achieved, my father 

was visibly pleased .. 
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Autumn had come and with it the start of the distillery's 

operation which, however, in such a tragic way, came to a pre

mature halt. It was the beginning of the end. It happened in 

full daylight, towards the end of the day' s· shift ,.when the 

machine-operator left the boiler room for a short time (as he 

thought] to hurry up the workers who moved the potatos towards 

the distillery. As it turned out later, he had failed to 

check the safety-valves of the boiler on that morning. I have 

mentioned before that the machinery of the distillery came in

to our possession in a very neglected condition. In particu

lar, the boiler had become less resistant to the steam pres

sure because of many years' accumulation of sediment that en

hanced the formation of scale. During t he machine-operator's 

absence from the boiler room , the steam pressure rose above 

the permitted limit, and then,because of the failure of a 

sa.fety•valve, climbed further and. further until the boiler ex

plod.ed. and crashed through the wall of the distillery, killing 

those workmen nearby who were moving the potatos to the stills. 

The number of dead was eleven, including the husband of my 

mother's younger sister, who had supervised those workmen 

just at that time. The machine-operator got away with his 

life but was scalded by the hot steam escaping from the boiler. 

1.Jhat a consternation in the farmyard and at the castle! My 

father was on his way home from a trip to the capital but was 

back in the castle the next morning. He had them report to 

him exactly what happened
1
and it became clear to him that this 

tragic event would have unforeseeable consequences. First of 
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all, the desperation of the wives of the dead men had to be 

alleviated by the promise of monetary compensations, which 

proved not to be too difficult. An official commission, 

that included an expert (in industrial · saf~ty],appeared on 

the third day. In addition to an examination of the site 

[of the disaster] it heard witnesses, including the machine, 

operator, whose testimony was very damaging to himself. The 

judicial inquest began promptly. The day before, the dead 

had been buried in the small cemetary nearby, according to 

the Catholic rite 1with a Catholic priest officiating, since 

this was the religion embraced by all Slovaks. The machine, 

operator was picked up the day after the visit of the com

mission, by the rural police, taken to Altsohl, placed under 

arrest, jailed,and remanded for trial. Nor did my father . 

avoid prosecution, seeing that eleven lives were lost due to 

negligence, Indeed, my father's conviction was to be ex

pected. Now, the heads of the pounty government recommended 

to him to file a petition for clemency, addressed to the 

Emperor's governmental office,and praying for the discon

tinuance of the prosecution against him. This was put in 

motion immediately,together with a request that the Emperor 

grant an audience. My father's good connections made it 

possible that my mother would soon be notified of the day and 

hour of the audience granted ·to ·her .. · She appeared at the 

Hofburg [Imperial palace] in Vienna, accompanied by [my 

parents'] lawyer-advisor,at the appointed hour and, after 

showing her orders for appearance, she was led into the ante-
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room of the audience hall. There she was received immediately 

by the Emperor who stepped forward to meet her and bade her 

take a seat, and told her to be brief since he was al1·;)ady 

aware of the petition. My mother 1 coached ahead of time by 

the lawyer, described the disaster that would befall her and 

her children
1
whose number by that time had already grown to 

twelve, if their breadwinner were to be kept away by a con-

viction for negligence in the operation of the distillery
1

of 

which not he but a licensed professional had been in charge. 

The Emperor rose to signify the end of the audience and saids 

"My child, go home to your children, your petition will be 

considered with benevolence." After a few weeks my father 

was notified that the procedings against him were terminated 

for lack of evidence . 

My second-oldest sister, Rosalie,was married off towards 

the end of our second year at the castle. There had been no 

lack of acceptable suitors. Her choice fell on a Mr. David 

Rosenfeld, the oldest son of his father whose wholesale iron 

business in Sillein he managed1together with two of his younger 

brothers. Late that same autumn ~ the wedding took place in 

I 
Szliacs, a spa near Altsohl. My new brother-in-law decided 

to settle in Losonc and to start there an iron business simi-

lar to that of his family in Sillein. Being an experienced 

iron merchant, it didn't take him long to carry out his plan. 

Yet, a few years later when his old parents had died, one 

shortly after the other, he liquidated his enterprise,to carry 
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on~ i n partn ersh:!p "t>rtth his b::~:;· ttc• . [ i ~-r Losonc~; h1s - fat1iel~ 's 

• great wholesa le business. Hi.s three yet U."1l:::arri e-J sisters 

were thus orphaned and required both female protection and 

further education. r1y sister, a wise and. sensitive woman, 

undertook to become the head of that refined household and. to 

see to the necessary completion of these still ver:I young 

girls • education, who would. soon beha.~.re most lovingly to-

wards n;;y sister, with the res•Jlt tha": life in that hc:ne be-

came all harmony, An exception was the youngest of the bro-

thers 11ho exhibited an unruly behavior and for whcm nothinc 

that '!ITas dcr..e for hi.m 1>1as satisfactory. But my sister just 

didn't c;i,re h1m any attention. 

As to rny.s8lf anC: ruy yourlger brcther, it may be repo1·!.. ed 

• that, after ~he bad experi ences of our sta.y in J~eusohl, w0 

-were: n o:: sc~t back there, b1;.t \"le.rc tak er., at the begi1mL1g 
I 

the following school year, to my sister's home in Llpt o-
I 

Sze:nt. -~":ikl o s , -;·;he!" e · :~re Ycry much en joy cd our stay that la ~t cd 

for se.veral years. Onlj: i~Jh en my s i s ·::u' 's own family had g.::cown 

to be mere m.L1Jerous
1

1.;- c:r c we moved, , t o become boarder::> :V"lt):: an 

old ,retired teacher o~· the local German Jewish element2.ry 

school. That schoc·l h .:td excellent teachers who had studic>d 

abroad. The school was housed in two separate buildings lo-

cated in the backyard of the temple, one for boys, the other 

for girls. Except for religious -~~struct iOl"l and for drawing, 

each grade had only one teacher for all of the subjects. Each 

morning, before classes, the children 2:atherc;d in the temple 

• yard v1here the Jewish cantor led them i n t he singlng of.' the 
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:;:;rotec: Kn.ise:-- Franz, etc. '1 • I t ook llttle interest in school-

vwrk an.:! t-~as a po:>r s:ud ent., wLo nevertheless had not ever 

suffered the rod because uf my rich brother.-ln-la\>/ 1 Ring, who 

was honorary mayer of the tot-:n and head of its Jm-Tish commur.-

lty. Jl!y schocl mates l·iere physically r.1crc well-dc..:vclopcd than 

l, so I W.).S ne".rer 2.si: cd to join their ':::all-games w::.1c!·1 they 

;lay od or: tr:e mFad m·rs bchinC. t!'le houses licing the streets. 

I:~ the sa:nc house in which w2 1-rere coa1·dcrs, tf:cre was a 

stationary store that carrjcd decalcomania.s 1which childrer. 

'-'oua-ht l"l , arge q " '=~ ~l"' iL.i~..... ,..So I ~ errncc.' l ._;· · ~ ,... 'h'1'"" '1 n . ., .. ,. L,-, - b .. ...... vc..~~.. !...· t, V.:>e 1.. ..... ~.! 4 .., ... .1..~ ·~~· .::') . ._J. _. ·_.;:;u ~ v 

be profitable for t~e store's ovme:r. To satisfy my craving for 

Si.rect s , fer wh ich my poc~ct r.IC::-ley was not c.r..ough, I needed a 

sot.:.r c e of il1come, for 1-;hich I L:~.nsidcreC. cealing in decalco-

m::..!'lias Yery suitable. So I proceetled., , fi:r·~: of al::!.., ::o ol:t1.ln 

a n illustra:c-d price list of ~hcse decalccm8.n1a s from t~1 c CU.fi-

J~ al. Since we c:r.ilC.ren, 1-1hencve.:c we 'IJer.t to b t:.y some c: the.sc, 

:,·er e shewn ::1 c a : :llogt.: e , so tha!; Ne c o uld m.J.ke o ur choices, I 

could observe t he &amc Scefellner, the sta~ionary whclc-

salcr i n :Suda pcs '.: 1 fr om w:;om the OK.r:.c.r o~ our l c cal static::ary 

store got ·r,Lc:.;c pict:.u-cs.. ':heY! I ·,r.:- o te to ::.ha!:. cow.pn. n~r l n 

celv cd pr omptly. 1xhcn at l zu:;t I tad a ~wrklng capital of two 

florins, which I sc:rapcl together wl ·:h the help of ny ~rounger 

brother, I placed my first order with the Nholesaler and asked 

for a ship:nent COD. I receivc-'<1. the _pict:.tres ;-.hlch I had orderC"".l1 

b y rct 1.1:~n ma il; I had selected them to meet the taste of the 

c !-. ilr2rer.. anC. cons equently I sold ~h CI!l quicl~ly. ~C (.Jn my lvorki:ng 
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Cc.pltal was doubled 1and my orders could become larger, and be 

se!l.t at ever shorter intervals. I accomplished my plan and 

could now satisfy my sweet tooth. I was at that time eleven 

years old and in the fifth grade. 

During the winter seasons a dancing teacher came to our 

town in which there lived many well-to-do, educated pcople
1
to 

whose children the best was offered. This teacher held 

e\rening dancing classes,which the parents were delighted to 

make available to their children. I, too, participated in tw·o 

of these dance courses which, although this w~. s a total lo~c:; 

of my time, seeing my utter lack of musical aptitudes, :1.~ · 
gave me an opportunlty to associate ~<rith girls, a thing from 

1·<hich we boys were otherwise excluded. A girl of m~· m•m age 

attracted there attention, and I endeavored to get friendly 

i·Ti th her, which I soon achi eve.1, as I was, according to my 

family, a good -locking ':Joy; .t-~y hair was fair 2.nd curly 1 and I 

was knmm to be :~"· C child or well-to-do parents, That girl 

Nas living in my immediate neighborhood, Nas always very n.tcely 

dressed, and l•.ras fair-haired like myself; she was the daughter 

of a contractor engaged in the building of a railroad line 

frem Kaschau [in SlovnkiaJ to O::lerberg [in Po1 8 ~ ·:2. A.s tte · 

g-irl's parents would not tolerate social intercourse bet~<icen 

boys and girls, t1e, myself. and that Sl'Teet girl, were forced to 

meet without her parents' permission, while her mother was away 

from home. To remain unobserved, we chose to hide in a large 

empty wood en box which wac standing in our courtyard ::md belonged 

to the owner of the store in the same house. We set up house 1n 

there, promised to m::J.rry in time, and alternated in telling each 
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other s tories that we had read lately .. We arranged, f or thos e 

days on which we may not be able to meet, to exchange lett ers1 

to be safely hidden in a certain place in the courtyard . One 

day these childish notes, written on pink sheets of paper, got 

into the hands of the girl's mother, and that put an end to 

my 11rst love. The girl's name was Ilka Diener and I met her, 

a married woman, later in Budapest, where two of her brother s 
A 

lived and worked, one as a. journalist, the other as pollee 
i\ 

captain. At that later time, they were using the name Diener-

I 
Denes. 

A year later I returned, carrying a poor report card, to 

the home of my parents, which was not in the castle anymor e, 

but in the large village of Detva, not far f":'orn our farm. 

~·lhat had happened that had wrought such a r~d ical chang e ~n 

t he life of my family? But before I report on tha t, I ;m~t t o 

refer to the cholera epide-:nic which struck th e entire Countr y , 

at the time of m;r ret urn to my parents' home in Det7a , and 

which took the life of countless people in our village, t oo . 

~~Y mother was full of fear for the lives of h er child.r cr. , a 

fear that overshadowed every thing else. In her ch ild ~~ood s he 

had been accoustomed to a simpler · life in her par ents • home, 

and therefore she had resigned herself easily and quickly to 

her own family's new, less favorable financial situation; a nd 

now she held on to her trust in her own energies to safeguard 
I 

the future of her loved ones. Everything that could have led 

to picking up the contagion of that dread, and at t hat ~ im e, 

incurable disease, had to be strictly avoided. All cont act 

Ni t h out s1d ers ·.-1a s shunned. Only boiled water ;.ms us ed f or any 
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purpose and our food was limited. to boiled farinacious and 

cereal courses. Our family was spared, the epidemic subsided, 

and now the time had come to think about the task of supporting 

the family. In the end, my parents decided. to move to Kremnitz, 

where their children had opportunities for continuing their ed.u

cation and where there were possibilities for my father to earn 

money once more. Also my mother's eldest half-sister was living 

there. 

Now I will report about the occurrences that turned my 

father's financial situation around so completely. Thus, I am 

returning to the time of the tragic event of the boiler explosion. 

The premature ending of the d!stillery's operations resulted, 

first of all, in the incomplete fattening of the cattle,since 

there was no more of the valuable potato-mash, the by-product of 

distillation. This feed-material contained a substantial resi-

due of molasses and yeast,and now there was no other way but to 

replace it by inferior feed,such as raw potatos, far from suf

ficient for complete fattening of the cattle. The animals, 

only partially fattened, could be sold only at prices that were 

much too low to cover the increased costs. This was a substan-

tial loss of a most important source of income, Then a drought 

in the summer of that year brought the raising of sheep, done 

on a high grazing plateau in the mountains, which ought to have 

brought a considerable profit, to a premature end, even before 

shearing could have begun. All grass, the only source of 
.. 

nourishment of the sheep, dried up . The large flock had to be 

sold in a hurry, and this caused a serious loss of capital. A 

new, modern distillery had to be built speedily to make operation 
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in the fall possible; otherwise, the expected new potato crop 

would remain unused. These circumstances and occurrences badly 

depleted my father's working capital. At the beginning of the 

fourth year of the lease, there came the construction of the 

Losonc-Ruttka rail line, :_bordering the estate at its full 

length, which raised the value of that property quite consider

ably. This increase of the value of his lands induced Count 

·' Almassy to think about selling his property and thereby ac-

quire capital whose yield would give him sufficient income for 

supporting his irresponsible way of life. Soon he found a 

suitable purchaser in his own circle. It was a Count Sigray, 

a passionate hunter who cared mostly for owning the castle so 

as to accommodate his hUnting companions during the the op~ 

seasons. There was no shortage of quarry on the wooded mountain 

slopes included in the property and. elsewhere in the valley. 

The absence 
1 

from the contract of lease, of the usual clause 

requiring the recording of the lease in the Record of Deeds, an 

omission for which our lawyer was responsible, permitted the 

new owner to give notice to the lessee. Thus, immediately after 

completion of the change in ownership, a written notice to my 

father cancelled the contract that had been concluded with 

the former owner. My father, believing that his lessee's rights 

were uncancellable, ignored the notice, whereupon the new owner 

asked the court for a judicial annulment of the contract. My 

father, still unaware of the significance of the lacking clause 

with respect to recording the lease, was not particularly 

worried about the notice. Then the Count started the litigation 

with a view to eviction. His attorney's brief was answered by 
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one that attempted to clarify the legal situation in a way 

favorable to my father. Thereafter negotiations ensued with 

the opposing attorneys,which resulted in repeated inter

ruptions and continuations of the court-proceedings and .eDd.~ _,_: :

i'**i~clu.t.~ at the judgment by that court' of the lowest level, 

a device used to boost those attorneys' fees, a scheme used 

by lawyers to this very day. My father was still 'hopeful of a 

favorable outcome in the courts. In the meantime, the fol-

lowing occurred at the castle. At the beginning of our fifth 

year ther_e,my mother observed the German governess to have 

developed a belly. After continued observation, this situa

tion became clear. The governess had an affair going with my 

brother Arnold [the oldest of the brothers], and its conse

quences were well-nigh unpredictable. To forestall the pos

sibility that my two grown sisters would become aware of this 

shameful situation, the governess who, by conceding that she 

had hoped to have her relation with , my.:··brot·her .-legalized by 

marriage, confessed her affair with him, was let go the next 

day; she was paid some compensation. Nobody inquired of what 

had become of her; · they were simply not interested. Soon 

she was repiaced by a Hungarian woman, a licensed teacher, en-

gaged by my parents upon recommendation of one of my father's 

business friends. She was officially engaged to a non-Jewish 

teacher named Szoke, who lived in the capital, and was still 

waiting for his tenure. He came, on the occasion of holidays, 

' to visit his fiance~and, because of his pleasant character, 

my family welcomed him and treated him in a friendly manner. 

year later he came to pick up .his bride and they got married, 
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I will refer later to those pe·ople once more. 

Now our.- •eventh · Yeat' was · ~· draw1ng to·~ - an end ·: .. La.t ·1;he ·: . ~ : 

farm and the castle]. The judgment of the court in our own 

suit against the termination of the lease could be expected any 

day. During this same period of time, there occurred the com

plete collapse of our precarious situation. One night the 

stalls and lofts of the farmyard suddenly Nent up in flames; 

people whispered that it was the doing of arr-;onists, paid 

agents of · count Sigray. It was impossible to bring the flames 

under control because there was not enough water;to try to save 

the cattle was hopeless;because the animals felt safer in the 

stalls and refused to be led out. They burned to death or fell 

victims to suffocation in the dense smoke. For my family, this 

was almost the last nail in the coffin of their former prosperi

ty. And then, a few· weeks later, the mail brought to my father 

the court decision which declared the termination of the lease 

by the Count ·valid, since the contract of lease did not contain 

the usual. ~lause with respect to recording the lease in the 

Record of Deeds and, consequently, the _less-or had the legal right, 

as conferred on him by existing and valid laws on leases, para

graphs so-and-so,to terminate the lease, wherefore it l'Tas in

cumbent on the lessee to accept such termination. The .lessee 

was ordered to vacate the property within three months from the 

date of that court decision, without any claim to compensation 

for his investments into any new facilities, .since the· Tatt .er 

were but replacements for what has been in existence there prior 

to the commencement of the lease. The reasoning of the court 

did not make it advisable to file an appeal to a higher tribunal, 
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and also there was no more money available to cover the costs 

of further litigation. So there was nothing else left for my 

father, then to save what he could. The remainder of the 

potatos were sold at a very low price to the distiller.ies .- that 

operated in the surrounding area; fUrthermore, whatever was 

left of oats and barley 1 was taken to market in Losonc; and 

finally, all that was not clinched and riveted 1was sold to 

the highest bidders. And now the move to the village of 

Detva was to begin. 

After my parents had difinately decided, as I have already 

said, to settle sometime in the near future in Kremnitz, and 

i'Thile the enrollment of Ptl±'ils at the [non-classical, or non-

humanist, , but technical] high school of that town was still in 

progress, my father took me there. The principal, a friendly 

gentleman, attended to the acceptance of newcomers, wh:tle the 

class teachers enrolled those who had attended that school the 

previous year. That principal, SchrOder by name, spoke a cor

rect German, so my father had no difficulties in talking to 

him in German. He supplied the information about my previous 
I 

year's attendance at the Jewish elementary school at Lipto-

Szent-Miklos, which school the principal said to have kno~~ by 

reputation; and he asked that my birth certificate and the 

transcript from the sixth grade be submitted to him. Now I 

had to explain that,for the moment 1 I was not in a position to 

submit the requested transcript, since I had somehow misplaced 
, 

it during our moving from Vegles to Detva. However, I said, 

I would make an effort to find it and then would submit it. 

The principal gave credence to my words·, and since I was already 
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twelve years old and had completed six elementary grades, he 

was willing to enter me in the second year's courses of high 

school, to give me an opportunity to acquire knowledge of the 

Hungarian language. He reserved to himself · though to revise 

his decision and to change me over to the first year's courses 

after receipt and perusal of the above-mentioned transcript. 

With that, he let us go. Now, I still had to be taken care 

of with respect to room and board. 

I have reported earlier that my mother's oldest half

sister had her domici'le in that town [Kremnitz]. My family 

did not know her 1but was informed about her in every respect 

by her old father who visited her once a year. She was willing 

to give me lunch and dinner, but there was not enough appro-

priate space in their place for a room for my use. However, 

just across the street from their apartment I could be accommo

dated, as she had heard, by the owner of a small grocery store 

there, who had a room upstairs which he would let to a student. 

We crossed the street to get more information about that situa

tion. Although the room was already occupied by two older 

students, it was not impossible that those two might not object 

to the setting up of a third bed. for which the room was larg~ 

enough, provided that such a change would bring them some re

duction of their rental.As the two boys, who were brothers, 

happened to be in their room, the matter could be clarified 

then and there. The landlord was willing to reduce their rental 
other 

to meet our wishes, if for no/reason than out of consideration 

for the wholesale merchant ·just· across the street1 of whose ·wife I 

was a nephew, according to what he had learned earlier. After a 
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few minutes' conference [with the students], he returned to us 

with the report that those two will not object to the $etting 

up of a third bed in their room. My father soon settled the 

amount of monthly rent,including breakfast,· with the landlord. 

Hy valise, temporarilly left with my aunt, was brought over 

from across the street, and I became the third man in the 

boat the same night. My father returned the same even1ng to 

his family in Detva, feeling good about having well taken 

care [of everything]. Next morning it turned out that the 

two brothers, one fourteen and the other sixteen years old, 

were nephews of my brother-in-law, Moritz Ring, being sons of 

his sister who had married a lumber dealer, Trostler, and 

' I lived in Turoc-Szent-Marton. Now that they had learned about 

our family relationship, the boys treated me in a friendly 

manner, the mor~o as I made an effort to disturb them as 

little as possible. 

1~ brother ; Arnold, after liquidating the residue of our 

possessions, took a job as bookkeeper and assistant to the 
, 

manager at the great lumber mill in Polhora, in the Arva val-

' ley, which was owned by the wholesaler,Popper de Podragy, a 

man who later acquired the title of Baron. · . . At one time he 

' had been a business acquaintance of my fathers. My second-

old.est brother stayed
1 
for that school year, still at his high 

school in Silesia, while my youngest brother continued in the 
f I 

fifth grade at the Lipto-Szent-Miklos elementary school. My 

mother did not want to move to Kremnitz before the following 

spring
1 

and so they stayed temporarily ·· in Detva. It was nec

essary first to find a suitable apartment in Kremnitz 11·1hich 
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was not easy,as there was a shortage of apartments there, due 

to the fact that many families settled in town during the 

building of the railroad line,in order to participate in the 

benefits awarded" in those years of good business, an etide.avor ·. 

in which they did not fail to succeed. There was only one 

free apartment, located at the foot of a hill, off the center 

of town. It was a detached building, directly on the b<UL'l.c of 

a brook which flowed from nearby mountains. So, temporariJ,Y · · 

we had to be satisfied with that. Moving took place at the 

beginning of spring. For simplicity's sake, our furniture ( 

came loaded onfo~epeasant wagons and. was distributed, under 

my mother's and sisters' supervision, in the rooms. So I was 

back in the lap of my own family. 

As to the supposedly misplaced transcript [from the ele

mentary school] which I failed to produce at the time of my 

enrollment [at the high school], its story is as folloNs: 

Shortly before my trip to Kremnitz 1where I was to go to high 

school, I gathered up the report cards I had received at the 
I I elementary school in Lipto-Szent-Miklos, and held them in 

readiness for being taken along to I\remni tz. I knew that on 

the occasion of my enrollment into high school they would ask 

me for my last year • s report card, or a complete transcript~ 

However, the last : of these report cards showed the mark "un

satisfactory" for Natural History and Algebra; and I knew that 

showing that card would lead, without any doubt whatsoever, to 

my being placed in the first year's courses rather than those 

of the second year. [Of 'the al tcgether six years 
1or grades I in 

technical high schools, for twelve to eighteen year olds, ·a ·s 
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1t ·was · ar*anged in those times]. That would be appropriate 
' 

on the basis of my having ~uccessfully attended only five years 

of elementary school. That, of course, had to be prevented be 

hook or crook. After a lot of brooding over this problem, I 

decided on the easiest way out (a~ .. I thought], and to accomplish 

the deception by simply making that first EO"llables Nun• in the 

word NUnsatisfactoryN disappear somehow. But to try to erase 

it by scratching it out with a sharp knife could possibly make 

a hole at that spot in the report card,and that would i mmediately 

reveal the falsification. Then I remembered that we children 

used to drop HsilberlingsH [small silver coins worth ten kreutzers} 

into nitric acid 1 in which they were dissolved, and then we put 

copper kreutzers into the liquid1
whereupon a thin layer of 

silver got deposited on the copper ·.ooins. These 1being of the 

same size as the silberlings 1
were thereby made quite similar 

to the ten times more valuable silver coins
1

and store keepers 

would inadvertantly accept them as if they were the latter, 

for our purchases of sweets. I figured therefore that it 

would be even easier to dissolve ink in this same manner. Our 

pantry contained residues of a variety of disinfectant liquids 

that had been used during the last cholera epidemic. There 

was some nitric acid among those, properly labeled as such. I 

made up my mind to go ahead and employ that method for re-

moving the qliabler H'im 1
'. I did succeed in making it disap- )1 

pear, by using a quill,which I dipped into ' the acid and th~~ 

brushed over the sy}Jabl e "UnH repeatedly( until those letters 

were completely gone; however, there appeared in their place 

a conspicuous yellow spot. I got so terriblY frightened and 
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enraged over that, that I tore that report card into small 
-· 

pieces and then said to myself: Now come what may: My 

father never learned anything of all that, since he showed 

no interest in his sons' report cards. Now·classes were 

to begin at the school, right after the enrollment period 

had end ~~a . 

The school was a large, old building on a plateau cut 

into the slope of the hill, A section of the town was 

built- on that hill, around a large rectangular square on 

the top, with kind of a monument in the center. Earlie~ 

that school may have been a government building, judging 

by the layout of its floors. The classrooms for the lower 

grades were very spacious but still scarcely large enough 

for accommodating the great number of students who came 

from all around the County of Bars and from the surrounding 

counties to this school, the only high school in that part 

of the Country. I picked for myself the last bench in the 

last row
1
as my aim was to remain as Unobserved as possible. 

Ignorant as I was of the language [Hungarian) in which the 

subjects were all taught, I had no interest in what was 

said, and, oblivious of my surroundings, I got immersM into 

reading my story books which I had brought along to school. 

The consequences could not fail to show up. At the end or· 

the school year I got a poor report card and I had to re

peat the second year's studies. A few weeks after school 

had opened, I was called to the principal who, with a stern 

face1 reprimanded me for my failure to produce that old report card 
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from the elementary school 1 and wanted to know the reason 

theretore.I repeated my earlier story and promised to get 

busy looking for that report card. The principal let me 

go1after threatening that, if the report card were not in 

his hands within four weeks, he would transfer me to the 

first year's studies. As an experienced pedagogue, he may 

have been fully aware of the fact that I had very good 

reasons for not producing that report card. I was most 

elated when I was not called again to the principal's of-

flee after those four weeks had elapsed, or any time later 

on. He may have asked for and received the information 

that he t-ranted to :r.ave, in the meantime, directly from the 
I I school office in Lipto-Szent-Miklos, and might have decided 

to await [before he would do anything] the teacher's com

ments about my progress at their half-yearly conference. 

There were no complaints about my behavior, but my teachexs, 

naturally, were uninformed about what knowledge I may have 

acquired, since I could. not speak the language of instruc

tion ·[Hungarian], and my silence at the examinations was at

tributed to that. The principal thus gave me the temporary 

benefit of doubt; yet, and again for reasons of pedagogy, 

he continued. for no less than three more years to stop me 

every time he espied me, with the question : HWell, what 

about that report card?". By that time I became aware of 

the fact that 1 by having deliberately lied, I had committed 

a most incorrect deed which I could remedy no more. My bad 

conscience about that gave me no rest and contributed con-

sidcrably to the unfavorable influences that affected my 
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diligence at school. Not until I finally reached the fourth 

year of high school studies and made conspicuous progress, 

did the good man stop to vex me with that question. 

Vle did not stay long in that poor apartment. My father 

had decided to go into business as a liquor wholesaler, an 

activity which he intended to start as early as the fall of 

our first year there [in KremnitzJ, as soon as the dis

tilleries of the nearest country estates would have made e

nough of their product, so he could start selling it. He 

intended to buy up that product, to store it, and then 

merchandise it in the original barrels, selling it to the 

Jewish tavern~ owners in the surround.ing villages. By a 

lucky break, a detached house with a good. apartment and 

good yard-buildings was offered for rental across the street 

from the new technical high school,erected on an empty lot, 

which opportunity we eagerly grabbed; we moved in at the 

end of that fall and my father thereby gained the space for 

storing the merchandise received, for which he had made pay

ment before 1 so as to assure their later delivery. There was 

no need to advertise, because those tavern-owners usually ran 

country stores, too, thus were customers of my uncle , Heller, 

from whom they could purchase their merchandise requirements , 

at the lowest prices and on credit, and they appeared every 

week on market-day in our town and heard
1

on those occasions, 

that they now could buy what they needed in the way of 

liquor at favorable prices. Up to that time, their shortage 

of capital did not permit them to purchase anything but in 
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small quantitites from the distilleries
1
which did not allow 

them any credit, as a consequence of which they were forced 

to return to those sources ever so often, which in turn in-

creased their costs. My father was willing. to sell them 

liquor in a quantity corresponding to the size of the 

original kegs in which the liquor was received by him -

kegs which had to be returned empty - against payment of 

no more than the going prices,r~six-month promissory notes, 

and at an interest rate of six percent per annum. Such ad

vantagious terms made them switch to purchasing their re

quirements from my father. Unfortunately, it did happen 

sometimes that the maturity of promissory notes had to be 

extended when the customer did not have sufficient funds 

available on the original date of maturity. But, as my 

father himself had but a limited amount of capital, and as 

his customers' notes lacked endorsers and therefore could 

not be discounted [at the banks], he could, as time went by, 

purchase less and less from his suppliers. It happened 

more and. more often that he could not supply what his cus

tomers were ready to buy at the time they presented them

selves, and these then stayed away. This business stopped 

to be worthwhile and thus had to be given up. 

It was at that time that my third-oldest sister, 

Ernestine, got married to David Schlesinger, who was a 

lower level employee at the saw-mill in Polhora and to whom 

my brother, also an employee there, recommended that he 

step forl·mrd as a suitor. It was at the time of the vic-
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torious conclusion of the military compaign in Bosnia, to 

be annexed by the [Austro-HungarianJ Monarchy, in which my 

newest brother-in-law had participated as a sergeant- ac-
I 

countant, serving with a honved regiment [r.egiment con-

sisting of Hungarian troops only], where he had the op

portunity to learn a little Hungarian. The young couple 

settled in Sillein where my new brother-in-law, as a vet

eran of the Bosnia campaign, obtained employment as bailiff 

for the Circuit Court (a court below _ the level of County 

Court] there. That was a job which paid a low salary and 

thus commanded a modest household. I1y younger brother, 

Ad.olf, who, after completion of the fifth grade of elemen-
I I 

tary school at Lipto-Szent-Miklos, was back again,like my-

self, in the home of our parents,~ - He had been accepted on 

the basis of his excellent school record (the year before] 

into the second year of studies at the technical high 

school (in Kremnitz] 1and consequently was by now in the 

third ;>rear of studies at the same time that I was in the 

fourth year. Just at that time all technical high schools 

having a six-year program were transformed, in the entire 

Country, without changing their programs, into eight-year 

teaching institutions 1 so as to conform to the eight years 

of studies in ''gymnasiums" [classical or humanistic high 

schools]; thus I would have needed to attend my school for 

four more years before I could graduate from it. I was, 

therefore, wondering whether I shouldn't give up my 

further studies at : my school after completion of the fourth-

year studies in which I was then enrolled, and to apprentice 
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myself to my uncle's store, a plan in which my aunt1/ Heller, 

encouraged me; she got to liking me and saw in me a pleasant 

potential successor to her aging husband 1 unto whom he could 

transfer the management of his flourishing ~epartment store, 

should he decide to retire from that business. She also had 

some other plans [perhaps plans for some marriage] for me, 

should that business be conferred upon me, in fact, at some 

later time. 

After my father was compelled to terminate his liquor 

business, i'Te left the apartment which we could not afford in 

our new situation that left us without income, and we moved 

to one that l'las cheaper, although it was larger by one room, 

and which l>Tas situated. in a section of town higher up in the 

hills. My mother had planned to rent this extra room and to 

give board to students 1 so as to earn money for our liveli

hood . until my father would once more have an opportunity to 
I 

make a living. She succeeded, in fact, at the start of the 

new school year, in getting four well-brought-up boys from 

the circle of my father's former customers, as boarders, 

whereby part of the expenses for our household were covered. 

I discussed my plan;to quit . school for good at the end of 

the school year,with my younger brother who was smart and 

sensible, to hear his opinion about such a move. He lis-

tened to me i>Tith obvious indignation, considered my plan , a 

decision which would be shameful for the family and which he 

said I must give up immediately. After a long and more ma

ture reconsideration of the matter, I agreed to the validi-
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ty of the arguments he had made to me,and made up my mind 

to continue my schooling 1after all. I resolved then and 

there to become a diligent pupil and a good student, which 

I knew I could achieve only by the most int~se applica

tion of my energies~ seeing that I still did not master 

the Hungarian language to a satisfactory degree, in con

trast to my (younger] brother who, because of his better 

faculties of comprehension, had 1by that time, full com

mand of that language. vlorld history and history of Hun-

garian literature were the two subjects of which I cram

med, word by word, albeit in abbreviated form, the text in 

my school books, a thing that caused me very great diffi~ 

culties. 

My father, bent on finding a new source of income, 

pondered the possibility of importing Silesian coal from 

the Guttmann mines to our part of the Country. He re

called from his own experience what difficulties the dis

tilleries and. other small faptories endured in using low 
I 

quality coal from the Salgotarjan mines nearby, due to its low 

caloric content and lack of. screening for uniform size, coal 

wh~_ch those enterprises generally used in view of the proxi

mity of its source. The Sile:·sian coal cost twice as much 

as the coal from Salgotarj~, yet its higher caloric con

tent and the fact that by screening it was rid of stones, 

still made its use more advantageous. He traveled to 

Silesia, made contact with t~e commercial managers of those 

mines, to whom he described the advantages to result for 
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them from from an ~1largement of their market, allowing an 

increase of production, to which purpose he offered to in-
. 

troduce andimport their coal in Slovakia, if they would en-

trust him with their exclusive representation there, aga1nst 

payment of : a specified commission for each carload. of 

ten tons of coal 1sold in that territory. They readily a

greed to such an arrangement 1and a contract incorporating 

a.ll the conditions was handed. to my father the very next 

morning. He returned to his family full of hopes. Since 

coal was generally in short supply in Hungary at that time, 

it could be imported there free of duty from any other part 

of the Monarchy. Hy father used the services of my fourth-

oldest sister, already grown up, intelligent and smar t, for 

the bookkeeping and correspondence which, of course, was 

conducted in German. A circular letter that was dispatched 

to all coal consuming factories, large and small, and to 

farmers who used threshing machines in their operations, 

located. within ten miles right and left of the railroad 

line, notified them that my father, as the exclusive repre-

sentative of the source of 9upply, would be able to furnish 

high quality Silesian coal from the Guttmann mines, coal 

which, because of its high caloric value, they may be able 

to use much more economically than the brown coal, full of 

stones, which they had been using before. He would be 

pleased to furnish further information ·Nith respect to 

prices and conditions on the occasion of a personal visit 

planned for the near future. He rented a carriage in which 

he visited potential customers, furnishing the necessary in-
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formation, and he succeeded in a short time to reach a 

satisfactory level of sales of that coal. It was unavoid

able to grant credit of four weeks for payment of coal 

bills, in many instances, particularly with .respect to 

owners of small establishments. This, however, entailed, ac

cording to the form of monthly accounting agreed upon with 

the mines, a charge that corresponded to the coal actually 

furnished, against my father's collections of bills and his 

earned commissions. However, in the course of time it turned 

out that those small agricultural operations, because of a 

poor harvest, could not pay up in time 1so that at month~s 

end my father found himself unable to pay the amount (neces

sary to even out the account],since he did not have any capi

tal of his own at his disposal. That balance to his debit 

increased from month to month ru1d that caused the managers 

of the coal company,who were aware of my father's financial 

situation, to cancel, at the end of two years, the sales

representation and to stop the delivery of coal altogether. 

He was told to pay the balance of that account within a month, 

otherwise the managers of the coal company would make him 

judicially responsible~by turning the matter over to their 

lawyers for litigation in the court. To avoid the conse

quences of what was threatened, my father was constrained to 

go ahead right away with the sale of his (old family] home 

which he had left, but which he still owned~1~ Turd.oaa1Jl, ."' -, 

to keep as a reserve against the future ne ed to provide for 

his daughters. Our tenant there, Dr. Kux, who had sa id, 

several times i n the past, that he was desirous of acquiring 
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the house, was now notified that he may make an offer. His 

offer, received by return mall, was satisfactory, and so 

he was invited to visit us for concluding a contract of sale, 

whereupon he appeared on the weekend, was received by 

my father and my mother [in the .friendliest wayJ as a rela-

tlve, since he was in fact a brother-in-law of my sister , 

Rosalie, whose husband
1
}tr. David Rosenfeld, was the brother 

of the doctor's wife, as I have mentioned before. 

After an ample meal, the contract, prepared by a local 

attorney who was a nephew of my brother-in-law } Schlesinger, 

was laid before the parties and, after payment of the price 

of 5000 florins, was signed by both sides; and finally, it 

was handed to Dr. Kux. The contract included the authorlza-

tion for him to have his ownership recorded in .the Record of 

Deeds. That amount sufficed for paying the balance of the 

account with the Silesian coal company. However, the sale 

of the house now deprived my family of the benefit from a 

monthly ren~,so badly needed. for paying the household ex-

penses. My father, perhaps as a consequence of his many 

trips by carriage,during those raw and cold winter months, 

contracted an ailment that affected his legs, which our 

doctor thought to be rheumatism. He prescribed hot mud-

baths that were offered to the sick, summers and winters, at 
., I 

the spa of Postyen. My father now had nothing to do, and, 

not wanting to lose any time, he began that prescribed 
• • I treatment for his leg ailment in the mud-baths of Postyen; 

but he returned from there after a month without having ex-
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perienced any improvement . 

While my father was away, my brother Max returned to 

the home of our parents from the capital,where he had 

graduated from the German commercial school. A store at 

street level in the house where we lived had been empty 

for quite some time and. was still waiting for an occupant. 

My mother, with a quick decision, rented that space so as 

to open a grocery store there, which my brother was to 

manage together with my sister Amalie. It was intended to 

be a branch of my uncle Heller's store1 who lived [and had 

that store] in our town, but limited himself to the whole-

sale business and was willing to supply us with his mer

chandise [for retailing],on a commission basis, that is, 

to give us a share in the profits on these items. We our

selves would obtain from other suppliers around the Country 

those goods which he did not carry, such as salt, petro-

leum, lard, liqueurs, and many other household needs, and 

we would sell those wares for our own account. Fresh bread, 

a much sought-after item, was to be carried, too; my mother 

would bake it herself so as · to insure its being tasty. Now 

the necessary shelves were "'set· ·up< .. the wares received from 

my uncle's store taken in stock, and the atore ·was open~, 

without waiting for the arrival of the rest. 

That part of to~m was inhabited mostly by lower level 

employees and workmen of the mint, the only one in the 

Country, as well as by miners of the few ore mines that were 
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still operating, all of whom_ were eking out a living in 

their small homes. In olden times, many of the now ex-

hausted ore mines in the mountains surrounding the town, 
the 

had been the source of/greatest wealth in the land in 

precious metals, copper, and mercury ores. That was the 

reason for locating the mint there. In the few mines 

still being worked, the precious metal ores were found to 

be enclosed in tufa-like stone in the shape of sffiall 

granules. In those days the precious metals were recov-

ered from the ore not by smelting but by crushing the ore, 

by means of steam-driven hammers,to a fine sand,from which 

the precious metal was recovered,in employing sedimenta

tion in water that was guided along well-joined wooden. 

troughs. The precious metal, due to its high specific 

gravity, sinks to and collects on the bottom of these 

channels, while the lighter substances are being washed 

away. The gold and silver granules collected in that man-

ner were then melted in a smelting oven and separated from 

each other by a process unknown to me. The employees and 

workmen (of the mint] were paid in gold coins minted there, 

which they then exchanged for paper money, at a premium, 

when they went shoppirig to the stores. In my brother's and 

sister's store, these workers could buy food-stuffs which 

they needed for the week in any desired quantities, even 

the smallest. In addition, they were granted one week's 

credit for the :cost · of the food they purchased, There-

fore, they liked to come to my brother's and sister's store 

and buy there all that they needed. The net income of this 
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store fell nonetheless short of what was needed for house-

hold expenses of our family
1
of which numerous members were 

still living at the parents' home. The :.-entals tor the 

apartment and the store, taxes, and imposts·, as well as 

the expense for clothes for my growing sisters, absorbed a 

considerable portion of the income. Also, the small amount 

derived as the share of profits from the goods sold on a 

commission basis, for which a large sa les vol~e - that 

never came - had been expected, kept the income of the 

store at a low level. The workmen's wives preferred to 

purchase flour for bread-baking, that should have become 

our mass-sales item, at a lower price from the peasants 

who brought their surplus flour and other produce to the 

local public market. That flour came from the peasants' own 

corn harvest which they took,for being milled,to the many 

small water-mills along the brooks. The farmers generally 

raised, around their homes, one pig at a time 1 to supply 

their yearly requirement of lard, For the reasons mentioned, 

it became unavoidable for the family t o take, day after day, 

small amounts of money out of the receipts of the store. 

Therefrom ensued a shortage of money [in the store's business) 

which, in time, brought about our inability to pay the bills 

for goods purchased from producers around the Country, in a 

timely fashion. As a principl~, uncle Heller was always paid 

first, before others, for the merchandise furnished by him. 

Thus, the other wholesalers withdrew the credit that they had 

granted us and would not send any more goods; and one day my 
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brother was constrained to declare himself bankrupt, which 

was communicated to the creditors by our lawyer,to whom 

the liquidation of the business was then entrusted. He of

fered the creditors 1in the name of his clients 1 the payment 

of 50% of their unpaid bills 1as a full satisfaction of the 

debts. Since large amounts of debt were not involved, the 

creditors were amenable to continue negotiations towards a 

settlement that would be acceptable to them, so that they 

would save '!'That they could. Finally, agreement was reached 

on a 70% settlement with the stipulation that the payments 

were to be made with~n . four weeks. l-1y brothers-in-law, 

Ring and Rosenberg, were willing to make available the sum 

of money necessary for these payments so as to avoid possl-

ble consequences of bankruptcy. The settlement was ful-

filled, the store closed, and once more my family found it-

self without income. After consultations between my mother 

and those two of my brothers-in-law
1
it was decided not to 

engage in any further business enterprises for a v1hile, to 

give up the large apartment, and to endeavor first of all to 

get my sister, Amalie,married. My two brothers-in-law, to-

gether,would make available the means for the future needs 

of the family household. The change of apartment followed 

very soon thereafter. 

How did my father fare and behave in this period of my 

family's life? 
. . , 

Upon his return from Postyen, he was ex-

ceed ingly upset by my mother having opened '·a - store without 

telling him· and asking him for his consent. He would never 
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have given l t, if for no other reason then for that of his e· 

reputation. r1y mother was aware of his vanity, requiring 

that he still be thought of as a substantial businessman, 

and therefore had the store officially registered in her own 

name. Nov; my father resolved not to bother about the store 

and, in fact, he never 'entered it. His illness became 

worse,and he could walk only with the aid of two canes. His 

~~successful business ventures of the past, as well as his 

illness, totally destroyed his vitality and he had stopped 

to think about any future activity altogether. He was 

sitting down,or was walking back and forth in the apartment, 

read neither books nor newspapers, and became so arbitrary 

that we children avoided even coming too close to him. His 

legs · got better with the arrival of warmer weather and he 

profited from the opportunity to go to the club on after

noons,which was his privilege as a member. The club was 

pretty much frequented after five o'clock, since the town 

1<1as inhabited by so many active as well as retired officials 

[and employees] of the mint, of the mines, of the circuit 

court,of the tax administration,and of other offices. This 

was a German tm-m whose citizens of long~standing were well

to-do. [In the club] my father soon found partners for the 

card game called HKlabrias", wid ely popular at that time, 

played ~;ith the smallest stakes of money. He was a good 

card player, much better than his partners; and now he went 

there every day, finding his partners already 1-Taiting for 

him. My mother soon found a smaller apartment which suited 

our changed financial situation, near the place of her half-
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sister ., Heller. The apartment ~ras in a building near the 

great and beautiful gate of the to~, leading to the large 

market place. It was the most beautiful section of town. 

I would like to mention here that 
1 
years lat.er, the [Hungar

ian] painter~ Hax Bruck, invited me to visit him in his 

studio (in Budapest],and that I found there to my surprise 

a beautiful painting of Kremnitz which he had painted in 

that town during a summer vacati.on. It ~ras a picture of 

that same beautiful gate including the houses next to it, 

and among them the one in which l·re had lived. I inquired 

about the price and decided to buy it as a present for my 

brother, Arnold, who lived (by then in Budapest] in his 

villa ac~oss the street from us [i.e. from the villa of 

the Szilard family, where I, myself, grew up]. My brother 

was very happy with it when it arrived soon, to embellish 

his living room as the only painting there, since neither 

he nor his wife had any understanding of art and therefore 

never bought any paintings. This picture might very well 

still be in existence 1because my sister-in-law, Hartha, 

continued to live there after my b~other's death and even 

afte~ the death of her [oldest] son, Richard, together with 

her v.ridovred daughter-in-law, Klara, who later, by her second 

marriage, became the wife of [Doctor] Thein, and because no 

changes whatsoever w·ere made in that apartment at any time. 

Novr my mother was trying to find a possibility for 

getting my sister, Amalie, married; she was neither young 

anyfnore 1nor beautiful, but very smart and intelligent, and 
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had a Gern:an classical education, A matchmaker in the capital 

who had been recommend c--d to my mother by Hrs. Szoke, the last 

governess of my sisters, undertook this touchy assignment,after 

having received all the necessary information through Mrs. Szoke. 

He recommended a leather dealer named Josef Eckstein who lived 

in Nagy-Becske~ek,who wanted to marry a modest woman with some 

dowry.. 'My brothers-in-law Ring and Rosenfeld had promised my 

sister a dowry. of 5000 florins. Now the matchmaker contacted 

his client in Nagy-Becskerek and gave him the information he had 

gathered. In the meantime Hrs. Szoke obtained information about 

f'!!.r. Josef Eckstein's character and abo·ut his family. Since the 

information received by both sides was satisfactory, the gentle

man was invited to visit us. He came, and as he was favorably 

impressed by our family 1 and the promised dowryc. satisfied his 

expectations as well, he declared himself ready to enter into 

W€dlock with my sister, and so informed the matchmaker. !-1y 

sister did want to get married and gave her consent to this mate~, 

even though she did not express herself with respect to the im

pression which her suitor had made on her. To me he appeared 

to be very unpleasant, in particular he had some expression of 

strangeness in his look. The wedding took place in the nearby 

spa of Stubna. On the following day the young couple left for 

.i.~agy-Becskerek, accompanied by the best wishes of the family. 

Now I want to go back again in my recollections to the time 

Hhen I abandoned my plan to quit school. I have already men

ticneC. hov; difficult it was for me to be a good student, since I 
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was lacking proper knowledge of the language in which we were 

taught, [Hungarian]. Our teachers, except for a substitute 

teacher who taught my class geography, were excellent, special

ized educators, some of them of German, others of Slovak nation-

ality. The teacher of Hungarian literature was the only Hun-

I 

garian; he hailed from Kolozsvar in Transylvania. He was a 

lyrj c poet whose poems had appeared in print, I chose the seat 

at the end of the second bench so as not to miss anJr of the 

1 ect ur es to which I list enE..>d most attentively. The program for 

geography included the knowledge of the European countries with 

particular concentration on Hungary 1
of which we had to draw an 

exact map. I made a special effort to produce a drawing that 

would be both precise and pleasing to the eye, in which I ac

tually succeeded. When I handed in my completed work, our sub-

stitute teacher remarked, for reasons unknown to me, that he 
my 

doubted/having made the drawing myself. This insinuation angered 

me and offended my self-esteem to such a degree :hat I resolved 

not to answer any of his questions at the forthcoming examina-

tions. I>1y behavior at that first opportunity revealed to him my 

purpose to demonstrate my scorn of him. After a repitition of 

this action of mine, he became certain that his first impression 

was valid. So, after the class was dismissed, he ha.d me summon-

ed by the beadle of the school to the conference room, and he 

wanted to know from me why I left his questions unansw·ered, 

.Thereupon I told him that his remark about my drawing must have 

been attributed to an anti-semetic attitude which I did not 

think fitting for an educatpr and which constituted a sufficient 
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reason for me not to answer his questions. His amazement about 

~ my impertinent answer was obvious and he dismissed me with 

threats of further consequences of my improper behavior. I 

resolved that, should I be ordered to appear at·the principal's 

~ 

office, I would repeat, even if the teacher were present, that 

which I surmised to have made him utter those unfounded remarks, 

and that they justified my own behavior towards him. However, 

as nothing of this sort ensued, it became clear to · me that the 

teacher must have come to consider his accusation as one which, 
point of view, 

from the ped~gogic/should never have been made in the first 

place, and that he must have wished to forestall any further de-

velopments in this matter. From then on he did forego though 

calling on me to step up to the maps and to answer questions. At 

the end of the school year I was given a ''satisfactoryH mark in 

geography. Then, in the following term, this teacher was en-

trusted with teaching the lower grades only, since the school had 

secured a new, fully licensed, teacher of this subject for the 

higher grades. 

of high school, 
When I had finished the sixth grade/ I was invited by my 

sister Rosalie, together with my younger brother, to spend our 

vacation at her home in Sillein. The guest-room of that large 

house had been prepared to accommodate us. There were yet other 

school children, relatives of ours and of our age, from Vienna 

in town, who had been invited by their own relatives. These 

were boys and girls, all of them merry and without cares. The 

youngest sister of my sister's husband was still living with my sis-

• ter at that time; she vtas a quiet but lovable girl whose two 
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older sisters were married to two brothers. named Salvendl. He 

organized afternoon games at which we had a jolly good time. The 

young people from Vienna knew how to propose smart games which 

~ave us great pleasure. We much enjoyed, too, the game of for-

felt which often went to the brink of flirting. For instance, the 

loser had to retrieve his forfeited "collateral" with a kiss to 

that girl among the players who had been elected to that role by 
a 

secret ballot. In this way we spent/marvelous vacation and we 

said a regretful farewell to the Vie~.lit,.. _youngsters, wishing to 

meet them there again during the following vacation. 

Upon our return to our parents' home, we found them in a·· 
worried mood. }1y sister Amalie's letters brought no pleasant news. 

She complained about not feeling well and she felt being pregnant 

already, and wished to return to our parents' home after the 

birth of the child she expectedi As there was no obstacle to 

that, she -v;as notified that she could expect a \'Tarm reception and 

that the parents would do anything to help restore her health. 

Several months later her hus~and brought her home together with 

her daughter Erna who had been born in the meantime. From that 

time on she was bedridden. The doctor who attended her found her 

illness to be cirrhosis of the liver . to which she succumbed within : ' 
the year. The child, of course, stayed with my mother who brought 

her up and kept her with her until she got married. 

By that time, I was a pupil in the seventh grade, The 

seventh and eight graders were permitted, subject to their class 

teacher's permission, to participate in the weekend dancing 

parties which were started by the inn/keeper on the premises of the 
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inn in town. Fro~ time to time I, too, asked for permission to 

go, not really to participate in the dances though, but to .ac

company there my sister Jeanette who otherwise would not have 

had a chance to go. She was a well-built, pretty girl, who in· 

conformity with ·. her considerable musical talents ,also danced 

well and was very keen on doing so. She was now the oldest 

daughter at home and my mother shared with her the duties of 

keeping house and was glad to see her grown daughter profit from 

opportunities to enjoy life. From time to time, some unmarried 

teachers of the technical high school appeared, too, at those 

dancing parties1to initiate contacts with the daughters of 

prosperous citizens of the town, hoping to find there marriage 

partners vTho would please them, in which they always succeeded. 

Almost all of the teachers who were unmarried when they came to 

• town 11-rould marry daughters of such burghers and enjoyed there

after the benefits of their parents-in-lal'r's affluence. None of 

these teachers was transferred against his wishes to a school in 

a different town; · the nice school principal,who himself was 

happily married to the daughter of a well-to-do local citizen, 

took care of that. 

That school principal was an engineer who had been educated 

abroad and was licensed by the authorities in charge of education 

to teach descriptive geometry at any technical high school in the 

Country. That new technical high school was built according to 

his designs and its layout and details left nothing to be de-

sired. I followed his lectures, which the students attended when 

• they were in their seventh year at the school, with great inter

est, and I recorded his presentations' with great zeal in my draw-
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ings.during the afternoon periods reserved for drawing. Those r 

lectures continued into the eighth year. As a result of the 

clarity of ti"1e principal's lectures and their easily U..Ylderstood 

presentation, I mastered that discipline so completely that later, 

at the Institute of Technology ··1n · t;he capital, where great 

importance was assigned to that subject, it was eas~going for me. 

Vacation time brought me a big disappointment. I had hoped 

to spend it again, as the year before, in Sillein, in the company 

of young people from Vienna. But my brother-in-law Rosenfeld 

fell seriously ill, and 1going by the doctors' findings, one could 

hardly hope fo= a recovery; indeed, he died of pneumonia soon 

thereafter. Ny sister who was childless, did not want to stay 

there after her ·.husband's 'death, He had died intestate and thus 

she was comp ~lled to assure her inheritance rights by negotia-

tions with her deceased husband's tNo brothers, one of whom had 
her 

always encountered/with hostility. , Those discussions were "ff'ery 

embarrasing to her. According to the law, there was no doubt 

about her entitlement to half of her husband's acquired assets 

a:nd to the refund of her dow-ry ·.· . But she did not want to assert 

her claim through litigation1 and she was intent on avoiding any

thing that would have caused offense to the large family of the 

Rosenfelds. As the first phase of her negotiations had produced 

no satisfactory result, she turned to that brother of her hus-

band who lived in Vien..l1D. as a high executive of a bank, to be an 

arbitrator. He was president of the Landerbenk and was highly 

respected as a man of special correctness. He was willing to 

accede to her wishes to clarify the matter with his two 

brothers right a1-my, which led very soon to a solution of the 
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matter of my sister's inheritance, a solution to which she agreed. 

She was satisfied to receive double the amount of her dowry, .. com-

ing to JOOOO florins. She left Sillein after the settlement, 
had 

taking along her own furniture which she/brought from home when 

she moved to Sillein, and she settled in the capital where my 

brother Arnold had been living for the last two years. My sister 

wanted to stay with my brother,which conformed to his own wishes. 

Therefore, . they rented, in good time before her moving, a su:l.table 

three-room apartment, [in .American parlai1ce this would be a four- · 

room apartment] with rt vie1>: of the beautiful 1 well-tended (gardens 

of] Elizabeth Square. ~.Y sister arrived soon thereafter. 1-ltth 

the help of a nice maid the apartment was fixed up 
1
and the house

hold going along at its usual pace within a short time. When the 

weather was nice, my sister would sit in the garden of that 

• square on afternoons and would enjoy the popular outdoor concerts 

given there. J.l1y brother was a lumber agent. His duties were to 

• 

negotiate sales of the lumber,cut in the mills,to the many con

tractors engaged in the building of housing in the rapidly devel-

oping capital. Than1-:: s to b..i.s commercial · acumen, he soon had f1ril . 

ground under his feet again. This 'vas in the year 1879. [~·1y 

father was then 19 years old.] In the following year, my brother 

succeeded in convincing an Austrian c ount, or rather the manager 

of his estates, [of the merits of] producing thin boards of beech-

wood coming from his beech forests, and making them into crates 

which were in demand in southern Italy for the shipping of fruit. 

He offered to purchase large fixed yearly quantities1 if the count 

wo~ld assume the obligation of producing the material. A contract 

vlas concluded to this effect. However, it soon became clear that 

/~ 
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the count, because of inadequacy of his estates' management, 

~ could not fulfill his obligations with respect to deliveries,for 

which the contract stipulated. a penalty. And since the count 

had no hopes for being ever able to fulfill his · obligations, he 

sought to cancel the contract, which he achieved by paying a 

rather large sum of money. This was my brother's first great 

business success. 

3y that time I had become a student in the eighth year of 

studies
1
[that is, a seniorJin the technical high schoo~~· It 

was the first year in which a baccalaurate examination was pre

scribed for students of technical high schools, too, and those 

examinations were upon us. The ignorance of what would be re-

quired of us in these exams caused great anxiety tb my class-

~ mates. Our teachers,who were univ~rsity graduates and had thus 

become familiar with baccalaurate examinations in thei~ time, 

tried to quiet our fears with assurances that no student who had 

kept up with his studies at all times would have any reason for 

anxiety. A part of the study materials of the eighth year had 

to be refreshed in our minds, and another part had to be re-

studied from scratch, so we would master the whole at the exam-

inations 1which then followed one another at a steady pace. All 

this involved mainly the two subjects of world history and 

Hungarian literature. All else was no problem for us. The fear

some day came and went, and passed tolerably, the morefso as the 

guest member of the examining team of teachers, a Professor 

Sto~zek, from the physics department of the Institute of Tech-
' 

• nology in Pest, [later the Institute was moved to Bud a, the erst-
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while sister-city of Pest, across the river Danube, the two 
I 

~ having been unified in 187JJ; thus he was interested only in the 

~ 

students' answers to questions in physics. The students who had 

an Hexcellent" mark in a subject in the last yep.r in which they 

had taken it, were excused from taking the respective oral ex-

amination, from which rule I myself drew a benefit. We cele-

brated the completion of our high school years with a common 

dinner,which the principal, accompanied by our teachers, also at

tended; and he wished us, in a beautiful speech, the best for our 

further development. 

Here I would like to go back to an occurrence which, due to 

my ir.experience, caused me quite some anxiety. I reached my 

twentieth birthday while attending the last year of studies at 

high school and that made me subject to military subscription. 

Since graduates of high schools of advanced standing were entitled 

to serve< for only one year as officer-candidates, as against the 

standard three years' service of all others, I applied to the ap

propriate military authorities for a grant of that preferred 

service at government costs. (Apparently 1the officer-candidates 

generally had to cover some of the cost of their service, such as 

uniforms, etc., themselves.] I submitted a certificate of in

digence in support of my request. I did not have to wait long 

for the approval; it came together with orders to present myself 

on a certain day at the headquarters of the honv~ regiment (a 

regiment manned by Hungarians only], garrisoned in Losonc. Con-

forming to these orders, I traveled the night before on a so-

~ called mixed train, a (freight] train, to which third class and 



fourth class coaches were attached, vl'ith a ticket at half price 

~ to which students were entitled, to Losonc. There I checked 

into a hostel, just in case that I should decide to sta,>r in town 

for one or two days. My physical examination by the military 

• 

- ~ 
-----

9,optors was performed by the regimental physicians of the 

garrison,on the morning of my arrival 1with the decision : "at 

this time unqualified for service", and I was dismissed with 

orders to report back in a year. Thereupon I proceedee_ to my 

hostel 1 ate goulash with a lot of potatoes 1and then planned to 

look around. the town; but before I got up, a man approached and 

sat down at my table, involved me in conversation and asked me 

about the purpose of my stay there. After I had satisfied his 

curiosity, he offered to acquaint me with an interesting card 

game by means of which it was possible to win a lot of money . 

It was a trick of card- sharpers; he called it "Where is the red? 

Here it is~". In a split second, he had slipped two cards out 

of the deck,face down on the table 1and invited me to pick out 

one of the two, and. if it should be the red. ace, he would repay 

me double my wager. I should make an experiment first, just to 

see whether I had any luck with. cards. I let myself be led down 

the garden path and wagered one florin. The card which I turned 

over was, of course, the red ace, since - as I realized later -

both cards were red aces so as to make sure that I would win. He 

repeated this trick several times to ttvin me over for yet more of 

this game. From that point on, he managed to let me lose con-

sistantly, by reversing the trick and not having any red ace 

among the t1·10 cards on the table. Hithin fifteen minutes, the 

small sum of money that my mother had given me for the trip 1 was 
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in the pocket of that card- shar~. Now he left me 1 and I was stunned. 
, 

The innkeepers wife who had observed the game and surely was in 

cahoots with the card-sharpa-llhen she sa1'1 my desperation, and aware lin ' 

as she was of its reason, advised me to pav-m th.e gold ring she saw 

on my finger, a gift of my mother, received from her after com

pletion of my seventh year (junior yearJ at high school,as are

Nard for my zeal in studying, I got the info!'mation frol'!l the 

woman about the location of the town's pawn shop, and she urged 

me to go there right away since they would close at three o'clock. 

I arrived there soon and explained · what I v-mnt ed. I received 5 

florins for the ring as collateral; and because I was not certain 

whether this sum 1-rould cover my bill at the hostel and the return 

fare, I took off my top coat and asked for a loan on that, too. 

I received another 3 florins, returned to the hostel, paid for my 

mid-day meal, and left with the feeling of having been the vic-

tim of a bandit. In the evening, I started the trip home the 

s~me way I had come. In the morning, upon reaching my parents' 

home,1:1here my mother was awaiting me, I first reported briefly 

about the regimental physicians' finding of Hat this time un-

qualified for servlceH 1 about which my mother was glad. 3ut now 

it struck her that I had returned without my top-coat. Upon 

her inquiry ~;here I 1eft it, I tald her of my adventure at the 

hostel and of the necessity that followed therefrom to pawn not 

only the coat but also the ring that was her gift, to cover the 

cost of my return trip. Although my mother was very upset when 

she heard that story, she did not get angry. She patted my 

head and said only that this experience should make me more 

c~utious in the future. 
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After graduation from high school, my mother wanted to do 

something pleasant for me 1and she offered to let me visit my 

place of birth and my relatives who were still living there, 

and who would surely be happy to see me again., now that I was a 

grown young man. Far ~ack of any other [attractive] idea, I de-
, 

cided in favor of such a vacation trip. We notified my rela

tives of my forthcoming visit and my uncle Buchbinder,whose wife 

1o;as my father • s sister, met me on the appointed day at the rail-
, 

road station at Kralovan, the terminal of the line which brought 

me fron Kremnitz to the county line of Arva, to take me from 

there in his carriage. He still remembered me very well, greeted 

me warmly, and the carriage trip began. A good road, built in 

the last ten years, led us;· climbing over hills in some places, 
_, 

along the narrow valley of the Arva river, soon to the first 

large village of Nagyfalu. This was the birthplace of my father, 

whose parents had at one time run the village tavern,there, but 

were by that time not ·. l1Y1ng- a%17 _mor_e • ._,. , The next -village was 

Kriva,where my uncle Buchbinder had his home 1 of whose family I 

have already reported some details. My aunt welcomed me with 

great joy, and after I had answered all of her questions about 

the well-being of my parents, brothers, and sisters, I vras led 

to the adjacent room,where a festive table was set for the mid

day meal. To my query -- about the children of the family, I was 

told that the sons were already grown up and had settled, one in 

the capital, the other abroad. There were t'tl:o more children, 

still small, who were about to be fed their meal in their s;n8.ll 

room by a Slovak maid. He had roast lamb and apple strudel ~· :· . 
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which I ate with gusto a~d of which, being urged byAaunt, I ate 

a lot. As there w-ere no young people of my age in the house 

\'lith Nhom I could pleasantly spend my time there, I decided not 

to stay long, particularly as there was only scarse accommoda

tion there for me. My aunt had yielded her own bed to· me for 

the night
1 while she fixed up a primitive contraption for herself 

in the tavern. Hy uncle, busy as he was in the tavern, had 

little -:ime fOr me; nor m my aunt, for that mattP.r 1 beC2.USe Of 

her manyfold household duties, in the position to keep me com-

pany. The following day I walked around the village and its im-

mediate s1..1rroundings which were not particularly interesting. At 

night I asked my uncle to take me,very early the following morn-

ing, so that during the day he would not have to be away from his 
[~"Le~i ~9e.l-1 place for too long a time , to my other uncle.4 "~<rho lived not far 

[~v.e-':.+1:""'>\el from there, in Turdossin (my birthplace], and whose l•Tife also vms ,, 
a sister of my father,and i'rho owned the inn [in Turdossin], on the 

hi ghT,my near the bridge 1 shmm in the sketch 1..rhich I have made 

[for the beginning of these Recollections]. There, too, I 1-ms 

welcomed amiably,and the two growing daughters greeted me as a 

close relative. Both were merry maidens, ready for any mischief. 

I recognized the small, clean village very well; and I profited 

from the first opportunity to visit the play:::at es of r:J.Y you."lgcst 

years, the daughters of Dr. Kux, who still lived in our former 

home. The girls were still unmarried a~d were staying with their 

parents; they had grown into plain girls, nor were they pleasant, 

according to my first impression. I would like to mention here 

that the younger brother of these girls named Hilhelm att ended; 
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as I h2.d done, the t ec1~nicc.l high sc!'lool i n :r:rcmni tz, anc had 

• bo2.rded there Hith the teacher of German, JanY.:owsky. !·~Y second 

visit was with my physician, Dr. Langfelder, who i'Tas also my 

godfather and, as such, had entrusted my mother. \'Ti th a gold 

ducat .intended for me on my seventeenth birthday. My mother, 

after having saved it conscientiously all the time, did give it 

to me on that appointed d a y. Eowever, even afterwards it re-

~a in ed in my mother 's c t:st ody Wl-:;11 the day I left my parents' 

home to continue n:;>' studies in th e c<:.pital. 

I spent pleasant days in the company of !J1.Y <"lunt' s young 

daughters. After a ~.;eek' s s tay i'Ti th these relatives, I t'las 

dr2.Y en , at my request, to Also-Kubin where Gustav, the second-

oldest son of my grandfather Klopstock, (my mother's father), had 

• his medical practice as official town-physician. He was honored 

as a good doctor, but as a person he was not likable, ncr was 

he particularly friendly towards me. The following morning myLaaternaiJ 

grandfather picked me up and took me to his home in Halatina. 

Eis wife [that is,his second wife, E:l paternal grandmother's 

stepmother] received me in a friendly manner, and so did her 

youngest daughter Hathilde, a sixteen-year-old, shy, pr et ty girl. 

On the s~me day my grandfather killed a young lamb from his 

flock of sheep which attracted my lively interest. After skinn

ing the Ciarcass and removing 1 ts in.nards, and thoroughly washing w1th 
it . ' 

'water, , he profusely sal tool inside and out and stored it in the 

cold cellar to furnish a week's meat supply for family and guest. 

The bony parts of the carcass were hung from hooks in the smoking 

• chamber 1 to serve, after being thus processed
1 

as a meat reserve 
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for the winter months. In addition to being an inn/keeper, my 

grandfather also raised sheep on a fairly large scale. The 

sheep's milk ·Nas made into cheese, pressed between two cone-

shaped, hollo't't wood en forms, thoroughly smoked and taken by my 
I I 

grandfather on market days to Lipto-Szent-Hiklos 
1 
where it sold 

lil{:e hot-cakes. It vms a very tasty cheese [called ostyepka in 

Slovak], much enjoyed in Slovakia at that time 1 a."ld was very much 

in demand later in the capital also; and even nm-1 it is available 
, 

here in NeN York at Paprikas \'Ieiss, the food import store. At 
I the time I and my younger brother still attended schcol in L1pto-

.Szent-I1iklos, my grandfather, Nhenever he brought his Narcs to 

market, would give us such a double-cone-shaped cheese called 

kasel [in German, the Nord beinz probably a dimirru.tive for Kase 

vlhich means cheese], but only if we had the so-called 11 zidakl" · 

• on our bodies, [a fringed undershirt, worn as an orthodox ritual]. 

other1-vise he would give each of us only a Groschen (North four 

--• 

Kreutzers). 

He had. nice autumn weather and I went ·with r1athilde on hikes 

in the hi gh mountains from where the even higher, snow-covered 

' r'l rlu. g es of the carpathian mountains could be seen. '3eyond that 

border [of Hungary] lay the Austrian territory of Galicia v1hose 

ca.pital city Lemberg vms captured later, during the ·world war, 

[that is,the First vlorJ.d Har, ' and this happened.' 1n' 191Sl :b;r the 

rapidly advancing hordes of the Russian army. After a pleasant 

·stay there fer a week, I left to take a trip, suggested by my 
o I grandfather,to see the market at Lipto-Szent-~iklos a~d to visit 

there my sister [Josephine] Ring, a visit which I myself had 
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planned. She received me with great joy and I spent very pleasant 

• days there. I visited. our ersti'lhile tutor [of my sisters] !1r. 

• 

Vogelhut, who was still serving as head teacher at the Jewish 

elementary school there. Many of my past school~ates who were by 

then attending universities, were in town on home vacation with 
we 

their parents, and we enjoyed meeting each other;/organized get-

togethers at the inn, "The Black Eagle", which was still operated 

I ' by the father of a dear friend of mine, Kalm::1n Heise!'. My child-

hood girlfriend, IUca Diener, to whom I had vm.;ed eternal love, 

did not live in that town any more; she had moved l'lith her parents, 

after completion of the railroad line Kaschau-Oderberg,to a place 

11rhich was not known around. there. Three l'leeks had gone by since I 

had embarked on that trip arou..YJ.d the world l'fhen I decided to go 

home . 

~vhen I got home, my aunt Heller asked me to keep her twelve

year old daughter, who ha.d too much time on her hands, busy with 

some worthi-'Thile study. I proposed to acquaint her with some 

German c~siali literature that would be fitting for her age, to 

read aloud some of it to her, and to induce her to learn by heart 

some of the beautiful ballads of Schiller and Gothe. Her father, 

an educated retired teacher, v1as very pleased wi~h my suggestiont 

and it was arranged that I should use the afternoons for that 

activity. One of the girl's friends of the same age ,.,.ras U!'ged 

not to miss such a favorable opportunity for instructions ,and 

thus both girls came every afternoon to the home of my parents. 

First I described to them the life and work of these great minds, 

• v1hose poetry Hill be forever the heritage not only of Germans 
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•• 
but of all cultured nations of Europe. We read Wilhelm Meisters 

Lehrjahre (William Meister's Years of Apprenticeship, by Gothe] 

and many other books that kept the girls' interest in these 

reading sessions alive. 

The day [in 1880,when my father was twenty years old], set 

for my departure for the ,capital, for continuing there my educa-

tion to become an engineer
1

was upon me; and when I went to take 

my leave of my aunt, she gave me two rolls of fifty silver 

florins each, as a fee, she said, for my lectures to her daughter. 

For me, such a sum was a fortune and it enabled me to support my-

self for fully two or three months without the need to ask any of 

my brothers or sisters to help me. I arrived in Pest [that flat 

part of the later unified city of Budapest which lies on the 

left bank of the Danube, just opposite Buda, the hilly part 111hich 

111as the capital city J at the railroad. terminal in the borough of 

Josefstad.t. At that time that was the only station for long dis-

tance train service, aside from the South Station in Buda. I was 

met .there by my sister and taken to her home by streetcar. Regis-

tration at the Institute of · ~echnology had. not yet started, so I 

had a few days at my disposal for orientation in those for me so 

strange surroundings. There were no difficulties in enrollment at 

the Institute . . The students were registered in the office of the 

'*Questor" [chief cashier]. Each of us was handed a questionnaire 

which we had to complete, and the so-called •1Ddex•. a booklet in 

which we ourselves entered. our personal data as well as the list 

of those courses which we would. attend, with the names of the 

~ professors,whom, incidentally, we were permitted to chose [from 
----.;-
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among several who taught the same subjects]. After paying thirty 

florins tuition for the semester, receipt of which was acknowledged 

by an entry in that "mdex", enrollment was completed. Of course, 

it was mainly the high school transcript which was the basic docu

ment underlying the permission to enroll, and it was retained in 

the Admission Office. ~t that time, the Institute of Technology 

was housed in a very old building near the beginning of Dlloi Road 

[the road in Pest, leading to the suburb of Ullo in the southeast], 

with lecture halls not large enough to have seats for all the stu-

dents, so that many of them had to listen to the lectures standing 

up. However, the erecting of a new building for the Institute had 

already been started on Mu.zeum Korut[a section of the "outer ring" 

of boulevards, forming a half-circle around all the main portions 

of Pest, while an "inner ring", a smaller half-circle encloses 

• the older downtown area], near the National I1useum, which promised 

to satisfy all requirements of such an institute. Within a very 

few days after my arrival I visited Mrs. Szoke, the erstwhile 

governess of my sisters, who received me in a very friendly way. 

I asked her .at that opportunity to communicate to her husband my 

request that - since I was compelled to support myself - he be good 

enough to help me to get tutoring jobs with elementary school~ 

pupils,which he,as an elementary school teacher, may be able to 

do for me. She promised me that she herself would not spare any 

effort to help me to find work. It d.id not take long until ~'!r. 

Szoke invited. me to visit him at his school on a certain day and 

at a certain hour. Of course, I appeared there on time and was 

introduced to a lady who was waiting there for me and whorh ~ir. 
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Szoke had informed about me before I arrived. She was looking 

• for a univers"ity student 1for supervising her three boys who at

tended the same elementary school in the first, second, and . fourth 

grades, respectively, my presence to be required in the afternoons, 

between noon and five o'clock. She would not eat lunch with the 

children, since she usually stayed, even during lunch time, at 

her husband's jewelry store,located in what at that time was called 

Hatvany Street, but later-on was known as Kossuth Street, where she 

ate lunch with her husband. She offered me for that schedule of 

watching her children and supervising them while they did their 

homework, twenty florins a month, which I considered an appropriate 
I fee, and, therefore,~accepted her offer with satisfaction. I was 

to start that job at the beginning of the following week. I agreed 

to that, too; she gave me her address, and took her leave from Hr. 

~ Szoke and myself, after having thanked him abundantly for having 

arranged our meeting. In the afternoons there were no lectures 

given at the Institute. Tw·o afternoons a week were assigned to 

free-hand drawing classes, while two more offered the students 

the opportunity to prepare drawings
1
required for the course in 

descriptive geometry. As my high school transcript contained an 

"excellent" in drawing, I was excused from the free-hand drawing 

course. As to the drawings for descriptive geometry, those I 

could do at home. Thus I could take care of the supervision of 

the lady's children without interference with my studies. The · 

lady awaited me at the appointed time to get me acquainted with 

her children and she stayed with us for the mid-day meal, too, 

so as to observe the impression that I would make on them. After 
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lunch she left me alone with them. There was a maid there to do 

all the work
1
including the ccoking,and a governess to watch over 

the children. The latter sat with us at table, served the child

ren their meal, and then put the ¢1n!Da 3 room in order. On the 

very first afternoon it became clear to me that I would not have 

an easy way with these children. They were disobedient, unruly, 

wild children, with no respect for anyone. It was impossible for 

me to work with them in a serlous manner. Children are generally 

cruel, with few exceptions. They are apt to discover soon how 

they can curb their guardians. I observed ' this [here in AmericaJ 

with respect to my beloved grandson Andrew,too . . I will tell about 

it here. Hhen I arrived here, the child was one and a half ~rears 

old. He did .. not talk or walk y~t. To make myself useful, I 

1·muld take him out in his stroller. It was autu."'ln and he wore 
i 

light Im1tted gloves. The moment we reached the street, he would 

strip those gloves from both hands and tr...row them to the pavement. 

I picked them up and put them back on his hands, but he took them 

off immediately and threw them out on both sides of the baby 

carriage, obviously enjoying what he did. This was repeated with-

out let-up until we were back at the apartment. Day after day 

this went on. He had found out that his doings annoyed me and, 

after I got tired of bending down so much, I would become impatient. 

Then winter came. Now he wore heavy gloves, but in spite of the 

cold weather,he continued his game of str~ppi~g : them off. To 

spare me the sto9ping and picking up the gloves from the pavement, 

Bozsi sewed the gloves to the cuffs of his warm jacket. Now there 

was no need for me to stoop down anymore, but he continued his 

game of~1pping off the gloves, which I, out of f ear that his 
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hands might freeze, put back on him right away. As I, in spite 

of making a stern face, did not succeed in stopping him
1
finally 

gave up taking him out. 

The lectures at the Institute had started. I sat in the 

front bench so as to be able to listen to them undisturbed. In 

the first term mathematics was the most important subject for me. 

In addition to the prescribed course on the theory of equations, 

I also enrolled in the elective course on the theory of numbers. 
" L 

Both were taught by the famous mathamatician Julius Konig who 
in a 

presented his lectures/language on such a high level of erudition 

that it took ~ my greatest effort to follow him with unflaBB1ng at-

t ention. I missed none of his l ectrues, so that the professor ob-

served that my seat was never unoccupied. Thus, when it came to 

the examinations at semester's end, he offered to give me a mark 

of Hgood" in both subjects in which I had beeu enrolled, without 

an examination, which I,of course, accepted with joy 1 in view of 

the very stiff requirem~~ts which he had set for his students. 

Since I got marks of "good" in the other subjects also, I could 

qualify, using my certificate of indigence, for a 50% rebate of 

the tuition, which I continued to enjoy for the four subsequent 

semesters, too. · In the second semester, I took, in addition to 

the second half of the course on the theory of numbers, one 

given on linear equations by Professor Hunyady. I spent the first 

long vacation after the end of the second semester with my parents, 

and upon a new request by Aunt Heller, I took up the teaching ofthe 

two 70ung,·.ci~ls · ,who had finished the eighth elementary grade, 

once more. vl e read , 'vlerther,.r s Sufferings" and now a lso several 
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plays by Schiller, such as "The Robbers", as 'l'lell as some other 

works, I introduced those girls to some Shakespeare plays, too, 

When I took leave from my .aunt before returning to the capital, 

I received from her once more two rolls of fifty florins each as 

a fee for my work with her daughter; At my parents' home, there 

were at that time, in addition to my sister Jeanette, the three 

younger sisters& Hermine, Halvine, and Gisella. r:r.y sister Flors. 

who,after completing the eighth elementary grade, wanted to pre-

pare for a profession, was taken to ~ozsony for ' this purpose1took 

there a one-year course in the teaching of needlework, and after 

graduating therefrom, she got a job as a needlework-teacher in 

the Jewish elementary school at Sillein, where she stayed with my 

sister Schlesinger. [ ¥.y sister Flora) continued to hold that job 

for the following year. My younger .brother Adolf, having just 

~ graduated from high school,and having earned there th2 overall 

mark "excellent", and myself, now traveled together to the capital. 

-· --

Right at the start of the first semester, I left the home of 

my sister Rosalie and rented a room, together with a school-mate 

from the Institute of Technology, at 15 lUng Street [ajlong arter

ial street,leading from where the Institute was at that time to

wards the City Park towards the northeast], from a Dr. Samek, 

whose wife had just borne her first child. It was a girl who, 

twenty years later, became the most famous singer in the Countr~ 

and as such the prima donna of the Opera House. (There was only 

one in Hungary at that time, the Royal Opera of Budapest, J That 

room could be reached both from the main staircase through the 

ant eroom of the apartment, and from the direction of the court-
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yard through an entrance which, in addition, offered access to 

the kitchen and to a narrow passageway leading to the dining room. 

The apartment was in a building that had, at street level, a night 

spot, a honky-tonk so to speak, with a back door that opened ·oDto 
the courtyard. Admission was free 1and the guests were only asked, 

every now and then1 for any contribution they chose to make, for 

which a collection was taken up in the simpliest manner. Free ac-

cess to that place and egress therefrom to the courtyard through 

that back door gave us the favorable opportunity to get to our 

room,even after the door of the building was locked for the night, 

l'lithout paying the custodian for unlocking it for us. [This is 

still the custom in most European countries, except for its modi-

fled form practiced in France, i<rhere the Concierge opens the front 

door by remote control, pulling a cord that ends in her HlogeH.] 

• He exploited this convenience thoroughly,as it permitted us a 

longer stay Rt - the small coffee shop across the street l>There we 

--• 

regularly had our very frugal suppers, consisting mostly of a 

small amo~~t of cheese for four kreuzers1with a slice of · bread for 

t wo kreuzers, completed by a glass of coffee with milk and a 

fresh ''water-roll H [a ;large, round, smooth-surfaced hard roll, 

baked with plenty of yeast to make it light and as large as pos-

sible out of the smallest amount of dous~. a roll still standard 

in central Europe], all of which cost, including the tip for the 

waiter, ten kreuzers. For the duration of the summer vacation, I 

left the room to my roommat.e who then shared it with another 

schooL-mate of ours. ~~en I reappeared in Budapest, now together 

with my yo~~ger brother, I again took possession of my room and 

asked my roommate to rent a place elsewhere, so that I and my 
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brother could stay together. f>'Iy brother chose to study machine 

engineering; his enrollment at the Institute went off without a 

hitch at the new building on Museum Ring where it w~s now located. 

(Later the Institute was moved again, to a large campus in Buda, 

where I myself attended the first year of my engineering studies.] 

Now I would like to report on how the futures of my brother 

Arnold and of my sister Rosalie, who shared an apartment in Buda-

pest, developed further. Hy brother wanted to get married. Upon 

recommendation of friends he therefore turned to a matchmaker, a 

1-voman who was vlid ely employed as a marriage broker by well-to-do 

Jewish circles. She was the 1-1ife of an orchestra conductor, and 

Tflas glad to be at my brother's service,of ~orhom she kept a record 

on her list of eligible young men who intended to marry. She sug

gested to him a Miss Mandel; , daughter of a physician who had come 

from Croatia to settle in the capital 1 and then had given up his 

practice. Dr. Mandel's . ~ife was a sister of Horace Landau, a 

very rich bachelor w·ho at that time lived in Florence. His and 

his sister's family hailed from Posen [in Pomerania, then Germany], 

from where they immigrated to Hu.YJ.ga:ry and settled in Budapest, 

to.gether with their very close friends, the Davidsohn family, [!J:.!l:. 

mother's maternal forebears). Old man Landau had been,in his home-

land,a Jewish teacher and now was supported by his rich son Horace, 

one of his three sons ,and vias staying, together with his very much 

younger wife, at his son's large [apparently second] house that 
/ 

was on Vaci Ring in Budapest, generally known as "Landau Palace". 

The two other sons of the old man and some of his numerous daughters 

11 ved in Vienna, ·some other daughters in Budapest. The young lady 
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mentioned [in connection vrith !J.lZ u.'1cle Arnold's marriage plans], 

l'las the third of h e:r mother's five daughters, three of . whom were 

already married. The oldest was married to a Mr. Krieshaber, a 

second to a Mr. Mandello, and another to a physician in Karlsbad. 

The youngest was still a child. Said young lady had been promised 

by her rich uncle a dowry of twenty thousand florins. She was 

not younga!l1' mor·e, ~or was she pretty, but educated and raised 

in accordance with her family's social standing. Before she and 

my brother met, Mr. Mandello was asked by the girl .' s parents to 

proceed to Kremnitz and to gather there the necessary information 

about our family. Then,as his report was satisfactory to the 

Mandel family, the matchmaker suggested that my brother pay them 

a visit. It did not take long until my brother came home one 

eYening joyfully excited, and gave us the news that he now con-

• sidered himself engaged. In accordance vrith custom, my sister1 

not losing any time, paid a congratulatory visit to the Mandals 

-· 

the very next day. The brid e-to-b_e accepted my sister's good 

wishes with a cool demeanor and made the remark that . those seemed 

to her somewhat premature, since she had not yet defiD1:tely made 
./ 

up her mind. :Ny sister, much embarrasaecl, excused her having 1 

a 
come as a result of/'6onfusion, got up,a11d left after a very brief 

gooooye. i.Vhen my brother came home for supper that night and my 

sister reported to him on her visit, and hew it went, he decided 

to stop further visits to that family. However, two days later 

he was politely invited there, together with my sister, to a 

family supper,without even a trace of a reference to the remark, 

very embarrassing to the parents, too, which their daughter had 
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made to my sister. Hy brother, to whom this proposed marriage 

appeared. very desirable, explained the fact that he had not paid 

any visit for two days 1 by saying that he had been out of town; 

but my sister,claiming a slight cold, declined the invitation 

with thanks. The result of that tactless behavior of her future 

sister-in-law was a later lack of a close family relationship, 

not only between the two of them 1but even with respect to all of 

us brothers and sisters. For us, she remained a stranger. 

Further developments came soon thereafter. After the wedding, 

which my parents did not attend, and after the return of the young 

couple from the customary honeymoon, they moved into an apartment 

that was free in the "Landau Palace". The furniture, custom

built from drawings that they had approved before, vms awaiting 

them there . 

Nor did my sister stay a widow for long. In that very same 

year she was visited by the matchmaker whom she already knew and 

who brought her an offer of marriage. It came from a ~tr. Josef 

Rotthauser, the well-known owner of the g~eat toy store at the 

corner of King Street . . He had been a widower for some time and 

had a daughter who lived 1-J"ith an aunt of his late V<rife's youngest 

sister, that aunt having been born a Davidsohn and being married 

to Dr. Sigmund Vidor [that aunt Jeanette and Dr. Vidor were mz 
maternal grandparents]. My sister, barely forty years old, and 

having lived for years with a sickly husband 1 and now tired of the 

lonely life of a widow, did want to get married again. Afte.r 

talking it over with her brother, she promised the lady an answer 

which the latter may fetch from her in a few days, together with 
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information on her financial situation. My sister, after confer-

r-1~ once more with my brother, who had gotten in the meantime 

the necessary information [on !·1r. Rotthauser], declared herself 

ready to me.et the gentleman. Hr. Rotthauser was · a ·good-looking 

man 1 ot worldly manners, and he made a good impression on my 

sister, so there was no obstacle in the path of the marriage, 

which in fact followed soon thereafter. It was, however, ac-

cepted only reluctantly by the family of Mr. Rotthauser's f~rst 

wife, out of fear of a strained relationship between the little 

girl, Vilma, and my sister, her step-mother, a fear which later 

proved entirely uncalled-for. The newlyweds moved to a nice 

apartment on Andrassy Avenue,near the coffee-house "Japan", which 

contained their combined furniture. When I, together with my 

younger brother, reappe~ed in Budapest for the start of the 

~ second year of my studies, I considered it my duty to call on 

Hrs. vlirt but did not intend to get involved once more with her 

-· 

ill-bred children
1
and I told her so, using the excuse that I 

needed. the afternoons for my own studies. I recommended to her 

instead my very poor schoolmate Neumann. He, too, vias born in 
, 

the County of A:rva and had attend.ed the technical high school in 

Y~emnitz at the same time as myself. Of course, it would have 

been only natural to recommend my younger brother, but I con-

sidered him much too restless and impatient for being able to 

cope with those children. Now I had to look for some other 

source of income. One of my schoolmates knew about a family in 

Altofen (a northern suburb of Budapest
1
on the Danube, on the 

Buda side]; they wanted a tutor for their only son who attended 

elementary school in the fourth grade. My schoolmate d.id not 
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need this job, since he had a similar one already. That family 

[in Altofen] were Czechs called Zaicsek, owners of a pawn-shop 

on Gisella Square. Ny schoolmate gave me the exact address and I 

presented myself to }~. Zaicsek the very same day and asked him 

for details of the tutoring job, His son 1who lacked company,was 

to be watched from four to seven o'clock, for which a fee of 

twenty florins a month 1-;as set. That was an offer that suited 

me 1and as I appeared to please Mr. Zaicsek, I got the job. At 

the beginning of the following w·eek, I presented myself to the 

family at the appointed hour, and after an exchange of the cus-

ternary courtesies, I turned to my duties, to keep the boy occupied. 

Before we started, we 't'Tere served coffee and cake. He was a quiet, 

well-behaved boy, a late child of his parents, his sister being 

seven years older. These were simple Jewish people who had come 

• there t1-1enty years earlier fror.1 the German part of Bohemia [the 

Czech dominion of Austria, now part of Czecheslovakia], a.Dd ·:·owned: 

the one-story, rather old house in which they lived. The daughter, 

who was active in their household
1
was a plain girl. She was born 

there and thus had a command of the Hungarian language. After the 

·--· 

boy was done with his homework, I 1'lOUld read to him stories to 

which he listened attentively,and visibly with great interest. I 

vlOuld have been satisfied,if only the distance between my place 

and their home would not have been so great. I walked across the 

Margaret Bridge. I rarely took the trolley, to save t~e fare 

l>Thich would have cost me a good.ly portion of my fee, It took me 

almost an hour to walk home and I reached my room quite tired out. 

One evening, as I was sitting in the coffee shop across the 
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street from my place and had my usual cup of coffee, a young man, 

apparently my o~m age, joined me at my table,which was next to 

the entrance door. He got into conversation 
1 
and when he heard my 

name,he was visibly very much surprised, gave me his own,which, 

in turn, awoke' my own surprise. His name was Strumpf and he 

turned out to be the son of my mother's youngest sister, the same 

whose husband had died such a tragic death [from the boiler ex

plosion] at our farm Petruach·. , Thus, he was my cousin. He was 

employed as a salesman at a cigar store nearby with a salary of 

thirty florins a month. Hhen I asked him for his ad.dress 1he did 

not give it to me, which made me assume that he stayed at &'· .:~ 

shelter. I was struck by his rather miserable attire. His mother 
I r 

and sister were living in Also-Kubin in the County of Arva,and 

were supported by his mother's father Josef Klopstock, our common 

• grandfather. We agreed to meet again at the same place,and he de

parted. The fourth semester of my studies was nearing its end. 

I was still a zealous student of the Institute and passed my ex

aminations with good results. During the summer vacation that 

followed,I stayed on in Budapest to earn some money, if possible. 

Hy brother-in-lal'l Rotthauser had a friend and Brother-Freemason 

who was a building contractor. r~ brother-in-law told him that 

he would be v~ry pleased if I could find work in his friend's of

fice during the university vacation. That builder,by the name of 

Klein, a non-Jew, proved to be willing. His office was near ' ··· · 

City Park. He had an employee, likewise a civil engineer, and · 

they were entrusted with the construction of a two-story apart-

ment building and of a large fountain in front of the exhibition 

hall in Cit-y Park. Hi th a salary of eight florins a l'reek I thus 
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began my first activity as a future civil engineer. Ny assign

ment called for preparing a front vie1-r, on a scale of 1 to 50, 

of the building then being erected,from some sketches and from 

the already completed construction drawings. The employee 

helped me in my work and Mr. Klein was satisfied with my ac

complishments. on Saturdays it was my duty to take the payroll 

list and. the cash wages, counted out for each worker, to the 

building site1 where the foreman handed out the individual w·age 

amounts in my presence. I also had to prepare the accounting 

documents necessary to obtain progress-payments, documents that 

had to be prepared on the basis of the contractually fixed unit 

prices, 't'l'hich helped me to learn that simplest and most exact 

method of accounting for work completed. But noN the vacation 

1-;as o~rer. The fifth semester was to begin, and with it, my 

11orri es about a livelihood. I1y brother Adolf showed little in

terest in his chosen studies of machine engineering and just de

cided to make a sNitch so that he, too, would become a civil en

gineer. He had great difficulties in earning his livelihood,and 

since he had reached military age, he intended to do his service 

at that time, provided he 1'-Tere found to be physically acceptable 

He applied successfully for the privilege of serving for one year 

as an officer-candidate at government cost, was found acceptable, 

and he was assigned to a supply regiment with headquarters in 

Vienna, whereto he proceeded forthwith. 

Having remained alone, I gave up our room and moved, to

gether with yet another schoolmate, to a much larger room on 

Rombach Street. That schoolmate's name was Rosenberg but he 
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I 
changed it later to nudo Hhen he settled in Szeged as a bll!1d1ng 

contractor. As I learned in the year 1902, 
I 

Pista Rudo [who later 

became a friend of the familyj was a nephew, a brother's son, of 

my roommate Rosen berg. I'1y roommate appeared to · have some means, 

and he was very helpful to me. He was entrusted with tutoring a 

seventh~year student of a technical high school in descriptive 

geometry ,in which that boy was failing. However, since my school-

mate 3osenberg had graduated from a gymnasium [a classi cal-human

ist high schoolJ, he was not certain enough of being able to 

teach descriptive geom et ry at all,to.his pupil. So he yieljed 

this job to me, in p&Tment . for which I was g iven the rent-free 

use of a small room at the pupil's home. Now I had at least a 

roof over my head. Hy pupil's name was Frommer, later c hanged to 
I 

Jambor; he became an engineer and was the brother of the very 
r 

active ar chitect Jambor. That p~pil of mine was net a nice boy; 

he never looked in my eyes, did not address himself to me at all, 

and even failed to gr eet r.Je. After a blackboard, , a· large wooden 

compass, and a straight-edge had been acquired, I began teaching 

him the way I myself had been taught by my erstwhile school 

principal Schroder at the technical high school in Kremnitz. I 

was never certain whether m;y student followed my lectures and I 

avoided testing him about t hat ; _but I did check the geometrical 

drawings he made, In the end, he got a ugoodH mark in that sub
/ 

ject. Hy place was at 15 Vaci Kcirut [a section of the inner ring 

of boulevards], n8ar my brother-in-law Rotthauser's haberdashery 

store that was at #1 of the same boulevard. On his reques t to 

pinch-hit for him as a cashier at his store at noon~time, so he 

could join his wife for the mid-day meal a t home, I appeared there 
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every day, precisely at 12sJO,and stayed until he reappeared at 

2 o'clock. I received JO kreutzers per day for this service, 

and that sufficed to pay for the ample portions that I ate tor 

my mid-day meals, at the students' eating-hall of the Institute. 

Now I needed only to find additional income for defraying the 

cost of my suppers and for other expenses. By sheer chance I 

met one evenlng,at the coffee house across the street from the 

Fonciere building,a young man who hailed, like myself, from the 
I 

County of A:rva and was an engineer, employed by the contractor 

who was engaged in building the rail line Szabadka-Zimony. 

Upon my inquiry whether they could use an engineering student 

with good drafting abilities, he said_ that this should certainly 

be possible just then 1 since1 with the construction almost com

pleted, they were about ' to look for a draftsman who would pre-

• pare the dra\vi:ngs necessary for the final accounting, shovring 

the completed building structures and bridges. He offered to 

introduc~o his Chief Engineer and to recommend me f or that 

job. These drawings would have t6 be first done on transparent 

paper, then mechanically copied over onto drafting paper, and 

finally checked against the ori g inal drawinga, The work was of-

fer ed against payment ''in accord", that is for a fixed fee p er 

compl eted sheet. I · waa willing to prepare the drawing s for this 

form of compensation. Two months Horking time was set out for 

this job, which was to be carried out at their office, I de

voted my time from 4 to 10 o'clock to this job and completed it 

by the deadline. I earned with that 300 florin s which served 

to relieve my worries for a long time. 
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• 
Vilma, my brother-in-law Rotthauser's daughter, came home 

to her father when she turned fourteen, and was lovingly received 

[by her stepmother J, and continued from then on to be treated in 

the same manner,as a consequence of which the young girl lived 

very happily in their midst. She did not attend school but re

ceived her further education from private teachers who came to 

their home. She was musical and played the piano well. She had 

a lot of girl friends from respectable .Jew1 sh families who liked 

to visit her because of her lively inclinations. Her father had 

a brother who had numerous daughters and several sons. There 

vm s a very nice girl among his daughters, Theresa by name, who 

had a marvelous talent to become a professional singer. She ob

tained her musical training from the voice teacher Belovics. She 

came often to visit her cousin Vilma, oh which occasions I was 

• l:tkely to appear there, too, I developed a great interest in 

that gifted girl, and on one occasion I aslred her to lend me, for 

-· 

a short time, her photograph, which she gave me on her next visit, 

asking me to return it soon. I had the plan to try and draw her 

portrait from the photograph and to keep the drawing in remem

brance of my student ;jrear s. I succeeded so well that it was 

well-nigh impossible to distinguish the drawing from the original. 

It was my first and last atterr:pt of this kind until I, as an 

eighty-nine year old man, decided to while a'ITaY the time that lay 

heavy on my hands, by again making such drawn reproductions 1 of 

l'lhich I had made one so successfully as a student. 

Then ~Y brother-in-law Rotthauser's business turned from bad 

to worse. The expe!'!sive fancy ltems laclred pur.c!'lasers and only 
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t he +-cys sold well at Christmas time, yet the i:::1ccrr:e fell far 

short of 'lvhat was needed to cover the considerable overhead . 

~1ucll of the goods remained unsold and my brothe~-in-la~l could 

pay maturing notes, which he had given to vario~s department 

stores in Paris and Nurenberg t o cover the credits they .had ex-

tendec to him, in no other way but by drawing upon the dowry of 

his wife; otherwise he would have been compelled to declare hirr.-
' 

self bank~upt1 which he wanted to avoid under all circQ~stance~. 

His daughter turned eighteen at that time. He contemplated get-

ting her married 1 and as fast as possible. He thought of my 

brother Max,wto was still working at that time in Neu-Sohl aa 

bookkeeper and cashier of an industrial enterprise that made 

furniture cut of bent poles of beechwood, a company of whic!l. my 

b~other .<\!'nold had been part owner at cne time, As my brother 

• Nax pleased that girl, · .. which !l.er father could clearly ob

serv~ and as, on the other hand, my brother considered the possi-

bili ty of this marriage a ve1~y desirable thing, there Nas no ob-

stacle to the union between the girl and my b~other Max. The 

girl's inheritance from her grandfather Davidsohn was still de-

posited in the office of the :,t::ublic Guardian. It consisted cf 

75 th6usand florins worth of officially approved government 

securities,whose interest was payable to her father for covering 

the expenses of her education, Now, by getting married, she at-

tained legal majority and her right to receive her inheritance, 

deposited with the Public Guardian. My brother-in-law did not 

intend that the entire sum be given to my brother as a dowry, 

but wanted to hold back part of it for possible contingencies ·-· later on. He thought of a reserve of 25 thousand florins. En-
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• 
gagement and l'Tedding follo'I'Ted soon, and the young couple built 

their nest in a four-room apartment. Ny brother Max had not yet 

made up his mind with respect to a particular Lusiness activity. 

Awaiting an opportunity for making such a decision, he specula

ted at the Produce Exchange, encouraged herein by several of his 

childhood friends(who had become 001lmedit7 ':lrokers), obviously in 

their o'l'm interest~ . My brother, inexperienced as he was in 

such matters, accepted the advice of these brokers and dealt in 

conmodity futures on such a large scale as was not in keeping 

with the size of his, or rather his young wife's, assets. It did 

not take long before his wife's fortune was sacrificed to his ad-

diction to speculation ~· . He became an insurance agent for an 

American insu~ance company at a monthly salary of 150 florins, 

plus commission on the amount of life insurance that he sold. His 

• father-in-law did not fare any better. After the reserve he had 

set aside from his daughter's money had fallen victim tc his 

• 

store's poor business, he t'fas compelled to liquidate his enter-

prise. He became an agent for the same insurance company for 

which my brother worked. ~ut hls large circle of acquaintances 

as well as the fact that he belonged to the Freemasons, , whose 

members gave great support to his new business endeavors, made it 

possible for him to close large insurance deals, so much so that 

he could soon purchase a small villa [European designation for a 

high-quality, even though small, detached home, t-lith apartments 

for one or a few families, located in a gardenJ, in Bulyowsky 

Street,that was to be held in his wife's name. That building had 

two apartments
1
both facing the street. His daughter moved into 

the ground-floor apartment. 
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In the meantime I had become a senior, or "engineer-candidateH, 

at the Institute of Technology; and ·I faced, as so many times be-

fore, the problem of finding an opportunity for making some money. 

And once again it was a chance happening that helped me to achieve 

it. One morning I had gone to the coffee house across the street 

from the Fonciere Building to have breakfast, when I noticed that 

the place was full, except for one single seat at a table at which 

an obviously sick man, whose two crutchea :'lere leaning against 

the wall, vvas sipping his coffee. I asked his permission to take 

the empty chair at his table and sat down, facing him. He ob-

viously wanted to talk,and so I learned that he was an engineer, 

graduated from the School of Engineering 'in .Jiuni ch 
1 
and that a very 

serious illness of the spine had·'t, at the age of JO, made him in

capable of working. He told me also that he was spending his time 

mainly in that coffee house, where he would read the foreign 
\ 

papers and other publications available there. Going home and 

coming back again were difficult for him, since he was reduced to 

Halking with ·crutches. . He may have been in his forties but 

looked much older, and only the liveliness of his ·vmy of speaking 

permitted the conclusion that he could not be much older than 

forty. He I'Tas born in Hungary and spoke the national tongue 

well. I had put on the table my "index•• 
1 
which I had brought along 

for registration,set for that very day at the Institute, for en

rolling in the last year of my studies there, from which my com-

panion could see that I was a student
1
and which was perhaps the 

reason for his being so communicative. Now I, too, began to talk 

freely, told him that I was to be a senior at the Institute, and 
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• 
that I was yearning to be done w·ith the long 7ear8 ·· ~t studies, 

that had caused me so much privation, and that, in fact, I ~tas 

again 1 at that very moment, facing the necessity of . finding gain

ful employment. He said it was not impossible that he may be able 

to help me in that. A colleague of his,who had received his en

gineer's diploma in Munich at the same time as he, now a build-

ing contractor, would come to that coffee house every day after 

lunch, just to keep him company for two hours. He would ask hi ill 

whether he had use for the services of a senior at the Institute. 

I should come the following day and get the answer. Early · next · 

day, he told me to visit, still durihg that morning, the office 
, 

of Henry Fischer on Hajos Street, 1n the third building from the 

corner of Andrassy Ayenue, Engineer Fischer, after I had ansiAJ"ered 

several of his questions about my studies and my experience in 

• drafting , agreed to hire me for the time from 2 to 6 o'clock 

every afternoon 1at the salary of 50 florins a month, and said 

--· 

that I may start the follwing day, I was glowing with happi~ess. 

Now I was releived of all my worries and relished the hope of per-

haps remaining employed there even after completion of my stud 1 es, 

which was already within sight. Engineer Fischer had bid on equip

ping Ullo,· Road with a granite pavement and had ·rec•1vecl the award 

just a few days before} the preparations for the execution of 

this job vrere already underway. Our first task was to draw an ac

curate map [of that roadway), on the basis of existing city maps 

showing that section of the City, but using a much larger scale, 

which would also show all driveways,leading to individual building~ 

as well as the grills · of all the catch basins. Based on a very 
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• ~otal lencth o f the nPce~s~ry curb - stones to ~e or dered was to 

he figured out , by t ~.1<"1ng int o c onsiderat i on ev ~n the area repre-

sen:ed by the gap s b et 1·:een t h e stones . That was 1-~ eq uired so as 

to 8.-.rni_d orde:-ing an ex:ces::; qu:::J.n'.:;i."::y of th2.t e:q:~ ensive material. 

'::'he p<l'lin: work }Jro~:::Jer, inc.ludi::::g the sp-:--e-'lding of the layers 

~1cn w tt~ 2 v~ry interesting ~ s siE~~ cnt. T~ts w~s ~he plann ed 

• 8.1 r ~ "'" 'h t. en .. e 

wor~ he done wi thout interrupting any o f the railroad 

traffic . Cle~rly , t his was a difficult constru~t1on j ob from 

the technic:=tl point o f vieN , bec~ur;r> :it involv ed great responsi-

bili t jes. Hm,rever ;_t; was co~pletE\.i , using our t echnical recommen-

dations
1
w1thout any accidents . The Railr oad Adm i nistration's en-

~ i neer 1:!1 charge of superv ising this 1'rork Nas later ask ed to give 
~. 
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a lecture about this very tricky job before the National Associa-

tion of Engineers. For that address he used large-scale drawings 

11hich we had prepared and furnished him, as illustrations. His 

presentation was received with great interest and applause. 

Now I had finally completed my studies and I made it known 

to my boss. A few days earlier he had been awarded the con-

structlon of two sluice gates near Szeged
1
but on the opposite 

bank of the Tisza River, to replace tw·o existing gates there, 

which had become inadequate, because they could not w1thsta.r..d the 

pressure of the flood waters
1
whose high water mark had been ob

served to increase latelJ. That undertaking led well~nigh to my 

chief's undoing. ' But before ·I report thereon, I 'Will .. tell about 

further events in the lives of my brothers and sisters . 

I have already briefly mentioned that a. few years earJ.i er my 

brother Arnold had become part-owner of a factory in Neu-Sohl 

that produced furniture from hollow rods of beechwood. : .. It came 

about tHo years after his marriage that he learned 1 by happen

stance1at the Lumber and Hood Exchange in Budapest which was lo

cated in the hotel Frohner on Nador Street, that the just-men-

tioned company, lacking sufficient ~mrking capital, encountered 

some financial difficulties. Since by that time my brother had 

accumulated a substantial capital, and as it did not suit him 

an~ore to be but a lumber dealer, he decided to contact by 

letter the management of that industrial enterprise relative to 

the possibility of a partnership. The company stated that it was 

willing to accept a part-o~mer against payment of twenty per cent 
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of the company's book value, in cash, as his paid-in share, which 

worked out to the sum of 20000 florins. This entP-rprise was in 

competition l'lith the Austrian furniture factories ":hat made items it-~ 
. .-.- "; -

r.rai"beech rods, and were -owned. by a Mr. Kohn, widely known in the 

(Austro-Hungarian] Jl1onarchy as "Bent KohnH C "bent H meaning in 

German Hcrooked" as well]. However, while those Austrian fac-

tories had the raw material at their disposal from their company-

m'lned forests, the Neu-Sohl entriprise was compelled to purchase 

the material from lumber dealers, in consequence of which its 

production costs were much higher than those of its Austrian com-

petitors; and that materially limited its sales TOluae. · This 

situation caused losses that increased from year to year', so that 

my brother found it advisable to exercise his contract~al privil-

ege to cancel his part-ownership. In accordance with his share of 

• 20 percent ,he had to be satisfied though with recouplng hal :' of 

the sum he had paid in originally, because the book value of the 

• • 

company, as a result of the accumulated losses, had dropped to 

just ha.lf of what it was worth 't'lhen my brother had becone part-

owner. Now he 1'ras constrained to provide for the livelihood of 

his family
1 
which consisted of hi_s \'life and three young sons born 

in the meantime, from what remained from his assets. 

He turned again to the merchandising of lumber. He purchased 

a small tract of land in the County of Ung, with a stand of beech, 

1·rhich he exploited for the cutting of wood, both for fire-wood and 

.tor · charcoal ·burning,·· . . and selling these products to fuel 

dealers in the capital. For the summer months he rented, in the 
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village that was closest to the forest;8.n apartment for his fami-

• ly, w·i th a stall for a cm'J', necessary f or these four months. The 

cow, tended by his wife, found enough food by grazing '· 1n areas of 

• 

·~ 

the forest that had already been cleared. After a few years,the 

trees of that piece of forest land had all been felled 1 but my 

brother was able once more to enjoy being well-off; so now he 

turned to the bus1~es s of real estate. About three years after 

'!':lY sister Rosalie had moved from Slllein to Budapest, my brother

in-law Schlesinger · changed his domicile to Kremnitz 1 where the 

administration of the town gave him a job in which his duties 

were to collect the market fees imposed according to the value of 

the produce brought to market. As there was much cheap, unemployed 

female labor available in to~~ and in its surroundings, my brother, 

l'lho at that time was a partner in the Neu-Sohl furniture factory, 

hit upon the idea to have the component parts that were made in 

Neu-3ohl assembled in Kremnitz [by 1-vomen workers]; and he entrusteC. 

my brother-in-law Schlesinger v1i th the supervision of that as•embly 

vrork, a job that did not require experience. Suitable factory 

spa.c e \'las soon located; and. the girls hired for the job took but a 

short time to learn the assembling of furniture from its compon-

ents. Then the finished chairs and arm ....... chairs were shipped, ac-

cording to orders of the company office, directly to the customers. 

IV'J.Y brother-in-la\; stayed in this job even after my brother had 

ceased to be a part owner of that company. 

My sister Flora, in view of both her sisters having moved 

away from Slllein, quit · her job as a needlework teacher in that 
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town and returned to the home of our parents [in Kremnitz]. Now 

there were, besides her, four more sisters there, namely, Jeanette, 

Hermine, Malvine, and Gisella, the youngest. My younger brother 

Adolf, after completing his one-year tour of duty with the mili-

tary, returned from Vienna ~'to · · Budapest, took up his studies 

again, but now not in •ch1D$ ;·:,··: engineering anyf.rore, but rather 

in civil engineering. He managed to get a job as a tutor for the 

son of a jeweler, a mentally retarded boy. 

But now back to my own story. Hy boss entrusted me, with 

full responsibility, with the construction of those two sluice 

gates and I 1-ms to travel 1 on the morning of the very next day, to 

the site of my ne11 activities. Upon arrival at Szeged, I first 

equippoomyself with warm outer clothing and under1·1ear and then re-

ported, in accordance w·ith my chief's orders, to his brother-in-

law who was living there; he was the lumber dealer Leopold v~hose 

wife was the sister of my chief's young spouse. A ferry carried 

the traffic to the opposite 'bibit··: of the Tisza River. After an 

hour's travel by carriage, I reached the site of one of the two 
, 

sluice gates, a village named Porgany, where there were two 

houses for the flood-guards
1

employed by the Flood Control Authori

ty. One of the houses was inhabited by the l .evee guard, the 

other by a machine operator , who was in charge of the large 

pumping station, equipped with rotary pumps. This second house 

was also to be used by the State's official supervisor of con-

struction and, in fact, was already fully prepared for that use. 

Thus it became necessary to speedily erecttfor my own use, a 
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wood en hut , for vlh ich t he lumber had al r ec_dy b een delivered by the 

• lumber-dealer Leopold. As s o on as I had chosen the right loca-

tion. , the hut was QUi c kly e~ ected 1 according to ~Y inst~uctjons ; 

a nd it was equi pp ed Nith two bed- stands ; fashion~d f r o:n rough 

'l:J c ard s . A large t 2.ble , tt-.:o ~·moden cha i rs , and a c!-"!e~: t o f dra~,;e:-s 

cor.~le:ed the fur:r:itUTe . The second bed was intended for my 

chiPf fo:- w~en he would co~e to the building site . I'·:.Y chief .saH 

to 'be built. 

I 
_ga:t.~ =lt: ? cr.:;2.ny; 8:-:c t:-.er -:: wer~ .again two houses · J:h.e:re f'or the 

? or the ~~~-"" .... -- .-. 

• c "'f'' c' " 1 1· "' ~~ r.•" "· c r ""
1 

'··1-:""' ,,,,.,.,., 0 on ':" i 11 c-.n~ ~ ,..., - ..... ~ c" ,.,c' bw the u--'ro-~-- - -- ...... . _.. ... ... _1..,. ...... - '""' .._, ·· ·· '- . .. .:; __ - · · w ·- ~ ,-; ..... _ _ '-" · · ·l:"" -~ ' J ..... 'II .... li..&.J'"" ~ 

C~c of ~h~ e~gineer s wa s assi~led to 

sup ervise tl-...e 1•101··k 01 .~ t h8 seco:;,C. gate . I mysel f had a const ructio~ 

f o::..· · .:an at my disposal . l' i-...e l evee g ua r d ' s wi fe cooked our ~eu.ls fo:-

Szeged ; u. .:J. after ti:e qua11tity of soil to be excavatcC f c~ t~c 

placement or t h e ga~e , i ~c l~3 lng all t tat soil wit ~ in t ~ e coffer-

dam , -.,;as f l gu.red o ut , and a fixed payment t hcref'Ol ' c I\2.S ag.ret.d upc·n , 

t h e sandhogs Get up t he i r eLts . This coffer-da~ . J csigne~ for 

t!!at sld e t r,e s tr uc t 'J.::.' e Nhi c!"'. facsd t!1e river, ~0 

• 
plt a:.:tc::.' it vro,_;, ld be e:::cavatcd , frcm flood l'laters l o corn.e , vJa s tc 



be anchored at its two ends in the huge levee of the Tisza River. 

The existing slwce gates which were to be replaced by new ones 

• were taken apart and removed, which caused no difficulties ,since 

their sandstone blocks had been laid in, and held m place ,only by 

chalk mortar, yet they were to be lifted out with caution, because 

• 

some of this material was to be reused in the new structures. 

After removal of the entire old gate structure, the ground layer 

that had supported it was meticulously examined in the presence of 

my boss, and it became plain to see that the removed s·lua sates 

had been built on an oaken grid of piles because the underlying 

layers were nothing but quicksand that had practically no bearing 

capacity. This circumstance commanded the application of great 

precaution, since the new sl\Dce 0ates had not been designed to be 

supported by pile grids 1 but rather simply to rest on concrete 

blocks seven feet thick and girded by a thick bung-wall. My chief 

made his representation to the supervising engineers,delegated 

there by the State, that the nature of the underground layer of 

soil had not been disclosed to the contractor before he submitted 

his bid
1

and that he had no way of getting any information about 

that before removal of tbe·.'Old gates, wherefore he was con

strained and entitled to refuse to carry the responsibility for 

the stability for the new sluce gates, nor was he willing to 

undertake the construction of the foundation for it. However, he 

declared himself willing to furnish the necessary materials, such 

as gravel, cement, etc., at cost, in which he would include 10% 

for overhead. This important statement ,, was entered in the log 

book and acknowledged by the supervising engineer. such eluice 

• gates are nothing but large, dome-shaped doors 1 formi~ a movable 
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barrier, the purpose of which is to let the waters that have ac

cumulated in the deep-dug drainage canals flow into the rivert 

while the latter is at normal level, and, on the other hand, to 

block,at times of high levels of the river, its waters .~o f:L6w 

out and flood the irrigation areas. Whenever the sluce gates 

should. have to remain closed, the excess water is taken from 

the drainage canals by the large pumps of the pumping station 

and emptied over the levees into the river. 

After that important declaration of my chief, work on the 

found.ation began. As ground water kept seeping into the pit that 

had been excavated, in spite of the protection by a rather tight 

coffer dam enclosing the pit, and even bubbled up through the 

bottom of the pit, the supervising engineer ordered the water to 

be kept out by means of continuous pumping , by a rotary pump, so 

• that the foundation could be built on a dry layer. However, that 

continuous pumping caused the fine quicksand at the bott_om of the 

pit to be loosened even more by the ground 1 water surging through 

it, to such an extent that the layer under the foundation lost 

its bearing capacity. After the foundatio~. seven feet deep, had 

• 

been completed, and the waiting period of four weeks had passed, 

we accomplished the construction of the superstructure in a short 

time. During that pause in our work I took the trouble to calcu-

late the pressure that the superstructure, together with the 

foundation,must have exerted on the ground layer on which they 

stood, and I also determined the location and direction of .the 

resultant force, which showed two th1ngsa 1., that the total 

load ,including one that derived from the weight of a portion of 
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•• 

the earthen levee itself, pressing down on the superstructure, 

surpassed considerably the maximum allowable pressure on the 

ground layer, per unit area. 2., that the resultant force 

traversed that portion of the foundation which had the small

est cross section, justifying the fear that the concrete block 

would crack, which it actually did 'later ·on, the crack showing 

up exactly where my calculations had predicted. The same 

happened to the second slublegate which was constructed ac

cord.ing to the same plans and in the same manner. 

The gr~up of supervising engineers were greatly scared by 

this occurrence, without however becoming aware of tts _poss1ble 

consequences. Nor did my boss find it expedient to enlighten 

them in this respect, since such a step could have caused pre

mature difficulties at the final accounting. In the meantime, 

my chief had secured the contract for the construction of a 

third, even much larger slu!oe gate at the flood area of the 

Danube near Mindszent, 'k·hic ,·,. construction was already under . way 

at that time. Now, after the final accounting of the work on 

the two alulcegates near Szeged had been taken care of, my chief 

entrusted me with the supervision of the job near Mindszent,to 

replace his engineer whom he transferred to the job of erecting 

a building in Gyor. The plans for the Mindszent sluice gate were 

correct and thus there were no difficulties with that job; it 

was only the ill-will of the old engineer,representing the State 

Authority, who just did not like us and who vexed me with his 

continual objections to our work that was in progress, which 

rendered my stay there rather disagreeable. Finally, the job 
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was done and I returned to Budapest, to work in my chief's office. 

He did not have, however, any work for me at that moment and 

therefore recommended me to the contractor Deutsch 1whose niece 

he had married and who was looking for a reliab~e engineer to be 

put in charge of the construction of a river quay in Semlin, for 

which he had a contract. 

On the occasion of my leaving his service, my boss Fischer 

gave me a very valuable gold watch, engraved on the lid with my 

initials, as a token of remembrance of our having worked together, 

which I would carry in my vest pocket for 50 years, until a pick

pocket stole it from me on a trolley car
1
which I took going home 

from an evening's visit with my sister-in-law Regine Vidor while 

she was spend.ing the summer at her brother Emil Toszeghy' s villa, 

that was situated within a large garden on the grounds of his 
., I 

brewery 1n Steinbruch (Kobanya, a suburb of BudapestJ. That en-

gineer and. building contractor Fischer had been my teacher in 

preparation for my later successful career1both as an engineer 

and as a builder, and I remained very thankful to him until his 

tragic death. 

Mr. s. Deutsch, the contractor who later changed his name 

• to Sigmund Denes, was not a graduate .. cengineer •. · He was the brother 

of Louis Deutsch, partner in the largest construction company of 

that time in the entire Country& Haas and Deutsch. A very 

smart man he was, still young, with quite some joie de vtvre., 

who but recently had married the daughter of the Danish consul 

Altschul, a wholesale grain dealer. He was, of course, very 

pleased to have me, and he entrusted me with a construction job 
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in Semlin,at a salary of 130 florins per month and free lodging, 

This construction contract was to be completed in three years . 

After having lived like a hermit in wooden huts through two 

cruelly cold winters, now the prospect of enjoyi.ng my life in a 

town 1inhabited by intelligent people 1filled me with happy ex

pectations. 

But before I report on this construction job, I want to 

tell about an emergency that has almost led to my former chief 

Fischer's undoing. In the spring that followed, when the snows 

had thawed, the river Tisza's waters in the area of Szeged rose 

to a flood level that was three feet higher than ever before, 

and threatened to break through the levees. The two slutae--:!giltes 

that Fischer had built and whose lack of stability I have already 

described, were unable to withstand the onslaught of the flood-

waters which were whipped by s:brong winds, and were simply deP. --

stroyed. The flood waters now poured through those large gaps in 

the levee and inundated the entire irrigation area, destroying 

the expected crops on thousands of acres of ·fartrl/land.. The lo.ss 

sustained by the owners of those lands amounted to many millions 

[of florins]. This catastrophe caused very great excitement in 

the Country. The department in charge of h7dra1ll.tc .--l'I"qj·ect-s ·~ -was 

violently criticized in the Parliment, since it was rumored that 

the newly built sluice ·gates had not been properly constructed, 

and that without these mistakes it would have never come to such 

a catastrophe. So, now a scapergoat had to be found to spare 

the authorities that had performed the supervision of the con-

• struction, the consequences of their mistake 1which was due to 
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professional ignorance. It was thought that it would be the 

simplest to blame the contractor for faulty work on the sluice 

gates as the sole culprit who had caused the disaster; and he 

was made morally responsible for it. As a cons~uence, he was 

excluded from being a contractor, in the future, for any con-

struction work of the State. That situation continued for 

several years, until Fischer succeeded in proving his inno

cence in · : a court preceding:, , after which the Department of 

Public Works withdrew its exclusion order. 

Now I will describe the Semlin construction job. It had 

been awarded to the contractor Deutsch by way of competitive 

bidding, for -.a sum which included but a very small profit mar

gin. The necessary materials and other items were acquired by 

my chief. A narrow-gage engine, with the :required number of 

lorries for transporting soil and other materials to the building 

site, were purchased at ;.a ·' Used equipment yard. A cross-section 

of the project, sketched below, is intended for a better under-

standin~ of ~v renorta 

v. K.SI'L 

[1{oc.ct] 

.. 

The quay to be built was planned to be one kilometer (2/J 

• of a mile] long; it would join, at one end,the stone wall of 
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the Danube Steamship Company's harbor, while at the other end 

it would be anchored to mounds of clay which the Danube had 

piled up in the course of hundreds of years. The necessary 

fill was taken from these mounds, too. It was a very dense, 

heavy, and clean clay,which, at some places, had to be loosened 

by blasting with gun powder. The [transportation of the fill 

and the actual work of] filling was sub-contracted at a fixed 

total price. It involved the moving of several hundred 
' I 

thousand cubic meters.(one cubic meter is slightly more than a 

cubic yard]. The excavation of the t~~·h for the stone sill, to 

serve as the foundation for the stone revetment of the embank

ment 1 was sub-contracted to [another J contractor, the well

known engineer and builder Stefan ·popper which reduced my burdens 

considerably. The rough stone ~cks were purchased by con-

• tractual arrangement with a Mr. Gutmann who was to supply this 

material from quarries which he owned in the surroundings of 

Belgrade (Serbia). Following these preparations, the con

struction work was actually started right after a narrow-gage 

track had been laid along the entire strip of land to be filled 

up and covered by the revetment • . I had my office adjacent to 

the building site. It consisted of a large, light room, separ

ated by an entrance hall from the room inhabited by my helper, 

a married man who supervised the workmen and whose wife cooked 

breakfast for me. He was a very reliable individual, a 

• 
Serbian who spoke Hungarian, too, a · dutiful employee, very 

much attached to me. The office was equipped with the neces-

sary furniture, including two beds. The second bed was intended 
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for my chief for the occasions of his visits to the site, 

It was important to push for the start or excavations, so 

that the construction of the stone sill could begin. In step 

with the progress or digging the trench, it was filled immediate

ly with blocks of stone brought alongside in barges (quite close 

to the actual point or useJ, so that the blocks could be hauled 

out of the barges and slid down into the trench in one single 

maneuver, which was done in the presence and under the super

vision of a foreman who checked the position of each stone, which 

had to be exact 1both horizontally and vertically. The top 

surface of the sill in the trench was designed to be level with 

what was considered Nlevel zeroN, that is the low water mark of 

the Danube 1n that particular area. For the purpose of account

ing for the blocks of stone, including labor far their placement, 

for which we were to be paid a fixed unit price per cubic meter 

of stone, it was necessary to provide the barges with volumetric 

markings. That meant that the volumetric capacity up to a 

[horizontal] red line, painted on the inside of the hold of 

each barge, was determined, and so would represent the volume of 

blocks up to that line and delivered to the construction site. 

These figures were entered for each barge-load in a delivery 

book. The revetment of the embankment could, of course, not 

start until the filling was completed along a section of the 

project, and only when the level of the Danube was at the low 

water mark. The depth of the stone layer forming the revetment 

was prescribed to be 60 centimeters [2 teetJ. These blocks 

were called "HackelstonesH, which meant blocks of stone, hewn 
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on four sides within a depth of 15 centimeters [6 inches] from 

~ the face,to be at right angles to that face. Thus it was very 

important for us that we received blocks of a type of stone 

that could easily be shaped [by stone masons) into such hackel

stones of the prescribed form. However, it turned out right 

after the arrival of the first shipment of blocks from the 

quarry,that it was very hard to shape the material furnished, 

(it was volcanic stone), which circumstance would have doubled 

the estimated cost of the revetment, and would have surely 

caused the job to end in a loss. Therefore, it was unavoidable 

to cancel the purchase agreement for the rough blacks ,so as to 

be able to acquire somewhere else a kind of material that could 

be hewn much easier. This first supplier was unable to give 

us such material and thus he did not agree to a cancell;dton:-;Of 

~ his supply contract with us,and ·threatened to sue us for damages. 

~ 

Finally a settlement was reached with h1m 1 so that he would re

main entitled to furnish us all the other materials. After 

carefully examining all the quarries. in the areas around Belgrade, 

I found a limestone quarry that contained a weather-proof, white, 

easy to work stone material, which insured the delivery of a 

rather substantial quantity of ·_th1s material before the onset of 

winter. It was necessary to quarry arid to deliver a part of the 

total required volume of stone. blocks before that, so that there 

would be time to check its assumed weather-proof quality. A 

material can be considered weather-proof if 1t can withstand the 

cold of winter in spite of its still containing the original 

amount of humidity with which it was quarried; in other words, 
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if the freezing of its water-content to ice and consequent ex

pansion of its volume will not split the material. The owner of 
I 

this quarry was a Mr. Frank from the County of TrencEen, and, as 

it turned out, the son of a some-time bookkeeper. of. my father's, 

at the time when my father was still a lumber merchant in 

Turdossin. His youngest brother, now his deputy, had been 1as my

self, a student at the technical high school in Kremnitz, and had 

been a border in my parents'lnme for four years. This circum

stance may have helped to make Mr. Frank agree with confidence to 

sign a supply contract for this stone material which was so dif~ 

ficult to make available. The minimum dimensions for tpe blocks 

were prescribed to be 55-75 centimeters [22-JO inchesJ for their 

lengths, 35 centimeters (14 inchesJ for the heigth, and 52-60 

centimeters (22-24 inches] for the depth1 to be sufficent for 

cutting those NHackelstonesH from them. The blocks supplied were 

to be unloaded on the completed sections of the levee. We our

selves would build there regular-shaped piles of blocks neces

sary for the evaluation of their volumetric quantity and thereby 

for the accounting with the supplier. The actual laying of the 

hewed stones to form the revetment, as well as all other work 

such as constructing the macadam roads, the brickwork of the 

drainage channels1 and . of the end-wall, were sub-contracted to a 

Croatian named Jordana, a contractor whom I had .. known before when 

I had worked for my previous chief. Now that everything was so 

well arranged, I could look forward with great hopes to all 

further developments. The supervision by the Croatian Public 

works Department had been entrusted to a chief engineer named 
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Lapain, a man who hailed from France but took Croatian citizen

ship, and who was assisted by a Serbian engineer and a reliable 

foreman. The work of filling progressed rapidly after the super

vising engineers had determined the profiles of .the mounds of 

soil from which the fill was to be taken. This was necessary to 

calculate later the total volume of fill used, on which the pay

ment due the contractor was based. Mr. La.pain was a quiet , eld.erly 

gentlemen who did not cause us any difficulties, in contrast to 

his assistant who felt the need to shout at the workmen on every 

occasion of his daily inspections, rather than to communicate 

his wishes to me, even though I accompanied him on all of those 

visits. In the course of time, his noisy ways became so annoying 

to .:me, that I stopped g<?ing along with him. When Mr. Deutsch had. 

again am occasion for coming to the building site, I complained to 

~ him about the engineer's way of shouting at the workmen. Mr. 

~ 

Deutsch promised me to put an end to such disturbances. He knew 

how to handle supervisors, to draw their attention away from the 

construction job and instead upon himself, by entertaining them 1 

mostly with Jewish jokes. He now employed this method with that 

noisy engineer. One day it was he who accompanied that gentleman, 

who was eager as usual to hear some new jokes. That was the op

portunity for my chief to fulfill the promise he had made to me. 

He told the engineer he would report to him on ·.an interesting 

conversation that had taken place between two Jews who went to

gether to Si~ilia on a pleasure trip. The very day they were 

there was one on which the volcano Vesuvius erupted, belching 

rocks and flames. One of the Jews was uneducated to the extent 

that he had never heard of volcanos and their eruptions, and so 
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was most surprised by the spectacle~ . He asked his correligionist 

why that mountain would spew fire; and he was enlightened thusa 

Hit is a mountain, it has nothing to do, so it spews fire". The 

noisy engineer got the hint; he flushed and stopped asking for 

more jokes. And from that day on he kept quiet during hi.s in-

spections. 

At that time my work consisted mainly in checking the 

delivered blocks of stone whose total volume had to be entered in 

the journal day after day, serving as the basis for our weekly 

accounting with the supplier. 

It was towards the end of that year that I got the sad 

message about my father's death. There could be no thought of a 

trip home, as that would. have required several days, and as I had 

• no deputy who could have supervised the receipt of the materials 

which were continually delivered, as well as the construction work 

itself. 

The excavation of the trench and the laying of the footing 

were planned to go on until the first appearance of ice-flows on 

the Danube. The excavated soil was filled directly into barges 

(pulled up alongsideJ that had been marked for their exactly de

termined volumetric capacity for the purpose ·Of our accounting not 

only with our sub-contractor but also with the State Authority 

with which the job was contracted for. The fully laden , barges 

were guided down the Danube by a steam powered tugboat that was 

the sub-contractor's property, and were emptied through a trap 

• door at the bottom of each barge at locations in the Danube ap

proved by the authorities. 
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There (in Semlin] I found, soon after my arrival, pleasant 

~ company with which - and with a glass of good wine - to spend 

joyous evenings in the only coffee house of the town. ThO$e_ 

people were officers and employees of the Danube St~mship 

Company; a circuit judge, a , particularly nice gentleman, was also 

part of that group. I took my noontime· and evening meals in a 

small German restaurant that was patronized mainly by officials 

~ 

~ 

of the various governmental authorities, and was offering good-

tasting dishes at moderate prices. At the beginning of the fol

lowing year, my sister Jeanette married Mr. Max Reis who was 

recommended to my parents by my sister Ring. Mr.Reis was the 

I ' 

owner of a grocery store in Lipto-Szent-Miklos. His younger 

brother was house physician at the Karlsbad Spa; later, as a 

widower with two daughters, he married a widow who owned the 

Hotel Adlon in Berlin. My sister Jeanette took care of his two 

daughters and brought them up; they stay:ed ' with her until they 

got married. 

A substantial vailume of stone blocks were delivered in the 

first two months of the following year, and now their hewing 

into "Hackelstones'' for the revetment · had to begin, so that a 

sufficient number of the latter would be available for the low~ 

est rows of the wall by the time when the water level of the 

Danube would be at the low water mark in the summer. It was 

very important to utilize that period of low water level for 

completing at least the bottom 75 centimeters [3 feet] of the 

revetment, so as not to be hindered later when the level of the 

Danube was bound to rise. Jordana worked with his countrymen,. 
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most of whom came from his native village. These were efficient, 

41t di~igent, quiet workmen 1 whose work satisfied even that formerly 

noisy sup~vising engineer. 

4lt 

One day I received, to my understandable surprise, a letter 

that was immediately recognizable as having been written 1n a 
il ' girl's hand, and it sai4 that the writer had chosen this improper'' 

way to start a correspondence~ with me 11n spite of her good up

bringing. She wrote that she had occasions to observe me as I 

was carrying out my duties and that she would like to continue 

this correspondence without disclosing her name, and that I 

should not try to find it out. I should send my answers, provided 

I was ready to continue-· (which she wished very much), addressed 

''To the girl without a nameH by way of general delivery. First 

of all, she would like to hear whether I was inclined to carry on 

such a correspondence. I answered1stating, for the start, my ex

pression of willingness, which I s-ent by the route she wanted me 

to use. Her next letter referred to the compa.n.y I kept of which 

she was aware; and she wanted to enlighten me about the mentality 

of the Serbian and Croatian young people, so different from that 
il of young people in the West. While the latter generally profited 

from a thorough education and thus were able to use their know-

ledge of languages to enjoy the literary products of the high 

Western culture1 to gain valuable entertainment therefrom, the 

young people of the Balkans, on the other hand, because ot the1r 

very undeveloped social situation, had no interest ·.~ut -en~-ert.ainll.~t 
' 

other than too much drinking, playing cards, and other excesses. 
a. • II .., Bad company makes for bad morals; a wise a~dage. And since she 
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was ignorant of the magnitude of my resistance (to such in-

• fluencesJ, she would recommend, far safety's sake, that I with

draw from that company before I, too, begin to enjoy that kind 

of [lowly] entertainment. Then, in her subsequent letters she 

wrote about her life which was without a purpose and which left 

her unsatisfied in every respect. She had wished to become 

active 1n something that would have social. usefulness; ,) and ·~· 

perhaps to create an independent life for herselr as a teacher; 

but even for this there would be no opportunity for her in that 

small town, nor did the financial situation of her family permit 

the transformation of such desires into reality, which would 

take her away from her parentt' home. Her further letters 

revealed· both spirit and wisdom, and they became a source or 

• 
stimulation for me. That correspondence lasted until I left 

Semlin without having found a clue to the identity of that letter 

writer. True, I at least suspected her t~ be a particular girl 

·who caught my attention by being the one I most often encountered 

during evening walks on the esplanade. 

My brother Adolf completed his studies [at the Institute] 

at that time and found an engineering job with the tirm of 

Mandel, Hoffmann and Quittner 1n connection with the construction 

of a · branch railroad line; but he did not show much eagerness, 

was not zealous, nor diligent, which caused his chiefs to let him 

go even before that construction job was completed. He decided 

to apply for employment with the Hungarian State Railways, not as 

an engineer but in the division of operations where a more rapid 

• advancement was the rule for those employees who had a high 
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school education. .He was hired for the section of Debreeen 

~J:l.ere . he worked :·in the administrative offices. For a while . ~: ... . . -

after my father's death nothing particular occurred in my . . . . 

parentll' home. 

Now the work at Semlin approached its end, and all that was 

still to be done was the construction of the end-wall which we 

were instructed to do, disregarding the high water level of the 
·' 

Danube, and in face of the fact that the foundat1on of .. the ··wall was ':~,./·(.,_, 

to reach down oae ·;lleter, [about 6 feet] below the low water mark 

of the river 1 and was to be of concrete laid down under the pro-

tection of a coffer dam. It was clear to me that the continuous 

seepage of water under the pressure of the high level of the 

Danube would certainly destroy the binding capacity of the cem~t 

used. in the concrete mirture. Thus . to avoid being made responsible 
' 

for the adequacy of the foundation which would prove to have no 

satisfactory bearing capacity, I refused to accept those in

structions. Instead, I offered to the supervising engineers, 

that, shoUld they insist on their way of arranging the work, they 

coUld do that themselves. I would be willing to obtain for them 

the necessary materials and manpower as well as the foremen, 

against payment of 10% or their cost. I said, however, that I 

would still consider it better to wait for the time of low water 

levels, to bUild the foundation on a grid of pilings1and to keep 

the water out of the pit by continuous pumping [while the work 

was ~o1ng on]. The supervisors still insisted on doing the job 

Wlde:gwater and accepted my offer that we limit ourselves to 

• supplying the materials and the men. I had those engineers agree 
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to testing the cement we supplied for its binding capacity,so as 

• to forestall any later claim that weakness of the foundation was 

due to the use of cement of inferior quality. My presentation 

was entered in the log book. I designed a plat·rorm on wheels 

• 

for moving on rails lengthwise, and carrying another smaller 

platform, also with wheels, moving crosswise. A box holding up 

to 1 cubic meter [JO cubic feet] of concrete, mounted on the 

smaller platform and having a trap door on · the bottom, could 

thus be emptied over any desired point within the area of the 

foundation, was constructed. After a setting time of 4 weeks, 

the water covering the foundation was pumped out and the concrete 

was tested for its strength. And now it was revealed that the 

concrete had not hardened, showing that the cement must have 

been . leeched out by the waters of the Danube. The concrete, 

having lost its bearing capacity, had to be removed. At that 

point, the supervisors decided to revert to my recommendation 

for them to build the foundation on a grid of oak pilings. such 

pilings were obtained immediately and they were driven into the 

ground every meter [3 feet]. Meanwhile, the level of the Danube 

had fallen sufficiently to permit keeping the pit free of water 

by continuous pumping and to place oaken beams 10 centimeters 

(4 · 1nct?,es thick] across the tops of the piles, after which the 

foundation was rapidly built up on top of that grid. The re

maining work on the wall did not offer any difficulties,since all 

the necessary materials had been prepared .• 

So, the quay was completed, and as I had time in the last 

• few weeks t<;> prepare the final acc·ounting to be submitted to the 
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authorities, I was preparing to leave Semlin. OUr eqU1ptnent was 

shipped to Budapest by way of boats of the Danube Steamship Company • 

.And now I was back in Budapest where my next job awaited mea the 

construction of a large br.idge near the Franzstadt .Bailroad Station, 

to span the tracks ..._t1q t:rom that station and leading first to 

the vicinity of a gas~meter, and from there to be extended later-on 

to the great cattle market. With the exception of the actual laying 

of the rails, the construction of these tracks was also our job. 

The level of the land of the cattle market was way below that of the 

gasometer's foundation and therefore the grade of the tracks had to 

be as much as 10 in a thousand between those two points; in addi

tion, it required a deep cut all along that stretch. The area was at 

one time or another a garbage dump, the fill having turned in the 

meantime into manure. Thus the excavation of that cut spread a 

• very disagreeable stench in the neighborhood. Aside from that, the 

construction job was carried out without any difficulties. After 

its completion, my chief, who in the meantime had formed a partner
\ 

--• 

ship with an engineer named Fleischlnann, was entrusted with the con-

' struction of Hajcsar Street in the suburb that weht by the name of 
" I 

Kobanya [meaning "Quarr1.es~]; or, more correctly, the construction 

of two by-passes that were to run parallel to .that street [one on 

each side of 1t, apparently to be used for traffic that would avoid 

a level crossing of the existing street), for a distance of 1000 

feet, sloping down altogether 20 feet and ducking under the numerous 

tracks of the rail line carried by an overpass, and then climbing 

again to rejoin the existing street. The cuts for the bypasses 

required supporting walls in the form of embankments of the existing 

street. A wooden hut was bUilt for my field office and n1ght 
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shelter, since I ·often stayed"overnight at the building site during 

• the work week. · There was an inn across the street from JD7 hut; 

where I took my meals. Breakfast was brought over to me by the 

pretty young· daughter of the innkeeper·. I will ·mention her later 

again in the course of my report • 

. r ;: 

·This construction job, too, was accomplished without any 

special difficulties, not----withstanding the severe way of checking our 
f I work by the supervising railroad engineer Kadar and his unreasonable 

demands. · He was a man who put great store by the outer finish ot a 

job to be p~easing to the eye; and who later advanced to a high 

position Ul the Department of Transportation. My chief's partner, 

Mr. Fleischmann~ was the owner of the central tobacco wholesale 
I , 

store [in Budapest] on BalVSl'lY' street. A very quiet, restrained~ 

• . and passive man, he ll~1ted himself in his contacts with me to the 
minimum necessary &z:changes. In no shape or manner did he help me 

to enrich my technical knowledge. At 9 o'clock sharp, he appeared 

at the office, read the incoming letters but left 1t to his partner 

to an~wer them; then he talked for a while to Mrs. Deutsch 
1 
who left 

; I 

her household to be t~,~ ~are ot by her servants1 and appeared at 

the office,whenever Mr. Fleischmann was there. 

After several weeks, my chief ~ot the contract for building 

the stra.teg1ca117 · iaport·al'lt standard-gage rail line from M1trovicz 

to Vincovce in Croatia. That was a line 60 kilometers (40 miles) 

long, and was to be built against payment or unit prices. The con

tractors' main field office was in Mitrovicz where the Railroad 

_ · --· _Adtain1stration' s superTisi.ng ~ineers also had their main office. 
I 
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The entire job was divided in two sections of 30 kilometers each, 

• and these sections were split again in three subsections of 10 

kilometers each, I was put in charge of the second section that 

ended in Vinkovce; I had at my disposal three engineers, three 

foremen, and a bookkeeper · who doubled as paymaster. Each of the 

engineers and foremen was to be assigned to one of my three sub

sections, all of them to take up residence in their subsections. 

Each of the two section chiefs and each of the six subsection 

• 

chiefs had, as his counterpart, a supervising engineer employed by 

the Railroad Administration. I had a chief engineer by the name 

of Kusevicz as my opposite number. He was a Croatian whose family 

enjoyed great political influence in Zagreb. He was an arrogant 

man, his mind · filled with suspicion of any Jewish contractor; yet, 

in his personal contact with me, he made an effort to observe the 

customary social amenities. This railroad line was to join, at its 

terminal in Minkovce, the existing rail line from there to Bosnia 

which crossed ·the River Sava on a steam-propelled railroad ferry. 

With the exception of the construction of the railroad dam, we sub

contracted all other work, such as erecting the buildings, providing 

the gravel for the ballast, laying of the latter, and the laying of 

the rails. The water filling station [for the steam engin·esJ was 

within my section, more than 10 kilometers from V1nkovoe. For the 

train traffic on a main line like that, the water filling station 

was of great importance. All the brick needed by the subcontractor 

for building that station was to be supplied by us. However, un

fortunately, there were no suitable bricks to be had in that part or 

• the Country. Therefore, it was decided that we shall make our own 
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• 
bricks in field brick-kilns. We purchased a piece ot land that had 

clay as its soil, which had been used before for excavating the 

material needed tor ~leks, and whic-h now was ly1ng unused, There 

was also a well there. A br1ckmaker foreman was ·hired, the neces-

sary equipment obtai~ed, and the forming of bricks by gypsies 

began... ,life hired them because they were. experienced in this kind 

or work. However, the material dug from pits on that piece or 

land waa not pure clayl rather, small pieces of chalk were en

closed. in it. After forming raw ·bricks, they were tired 1n ti•lc1 

ovens whose walls were built of those same raw bricks. As many as 

several hundreds ot thousands of such bricks had been tired when 

it turned out that after each rainfall a large number of finished 

bricks that had become soaked,would fall apart, because during 

firing the chalk particles turned into quicklime and reacted 

• chemically as such when they came in contact with rain_......watera the 

carbon dioxide that was set free in the process pressed against the 

• 

mass of fired clay within the bricks and broke up the latter. So, 

this clay could not be used and we had to bring the required bricks 

t-rom a source far away. 
I 

They came from the large kilns at Eszek 1 

and this made the job of constructing those buildings considerably 

more expensive. The work of excavating and tilling-in the third 

subsection was entrusted to a subcontractor with whom I had quite 

some difficulties. Part of that stretch of the line to be built 

led through woods whose trees had been felled earlier, but the 

right-of-way for the line and the narrow strip of land needed for 

storing materials alongside had to be completely cleared of stumps 

and roots, which was again expensive and time-consuming. The 
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• 
excess cost, according to the contract, was to be the burden of 

the subcontractor, much as he would have wished it to be other

wise. As matters stood, he hoped that we, the prime contractors, 

wauld cancel the subcontract for non-feasance on .his part, and 

then he could · sue us for d.amages. Since the subcontract was made 

in Mitrovicz, the Croatian courts had competence for such a law -

suit. That was a situation undesirable for us, since we could only 

entrust our representation to an attorney in Budapest,as a matter 

of convenience in supplying him with the necessary information. 

Such an attorney would have to master the Croatian language, be

cause the briefs would have had to be written in Croatian. Also, 

he would have to be personally present at any oral proceeding be

fore the court, which would take several days of his time. The 

plaintiff's attorney was a Croatian, domiciled at Sid, the seat 

• of the competent circuit court of that part of Croatia. There-

·-· 

fore, we arranged with our attorney that the litigation should be 

dragged out by causing, with all sorts nf excuses, continuations 

of the court sessions, and therebf ,:tor.al.ng '·' the plaintiff into an 

out-of-court settlement of the case, in which we finally succeeded. 

With the subcontractor out of the picture, our engineer in charge 

of that subsection now had to continue the interrupted jobs of 

excavation and filling on his own, [with his own labor force and 

equipment]. He was still a very young man with little experience, 

which induced my chief - just so as not to p~t any extra burden on 

me - to appear in that young engineer's office from time to time 

and to give him advice. That young man was recently married and 

he had a very beautiful young wife. They were a Christian family. 
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one day the young lady complained to her husband about my chief 
Deutsch, a man who was not acouatomed to restraining himself, that 
he had behaved towards her with importunity. The young engineer 
became extremely angry and called the chief to a~eount the very 
same day. There ensued a very sharp altercation which resulted 
in the young man leaving his job and departing with his wife the 
following morning. The tale of this occurrence spread rapidly 
and reached the main office of the construction company, too, 
which affected Mr. Deutsch in a very disagreeable manner, No~ a 
new engineer had to hired, who would first have to become familiar 
with the work yet to be done, before th~ latter could be restarted. 
Consequently, Mr. Deutsch stayed on the site for a while until the 
new engineer was ready to take over his duties in an efficient way. 
The place had no tavern 1so he was constrained to cook his meals 
himself on an alcohol burner, but he had his fun with that. He was 
not spoiled in this respect. The big trouble with that job came 
with the need to supply water for the water filling station. The 
deep well which we dug did not furnish enough. It had been sunk 
in to soil rich in clay,through which only scarce amounts of water 
would filter. So it became unavoidable to dig several deep collect• 
or trenches leading to the bottom of the well, and that was possible 
only by securing the walls of the trenches by means of planks, a 
very difficult job. These trenches had to be filled to a certain 
level with stones, which in turn were to be well --covered with 
fascines of fagots before the trenches could be refilled with soil. 
Although these trenches added sufficient water to that of the well, 
and thus we had remedied the lack of its quantity, its quality fell 
short of the requirements. The water contained carbonate of lime 
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and was therefore unsuitable for use in the boilers of steam 

~ locomotives, because of .the danger of formation of scale in them. 

~ 

~ 

But since there ·was no possibility for : securing better water, it 

became necessary to pump the water from the well ·into a reserTo1r 

where it was chemically purified. The securing of gravel for, 

and laying down of,the ballast was subcontracted to the firm of 

Gfrerer. The gravel was to be dredged from the River Sava and 

heaped up on its bank at a place where rails were to be laid for 

a temporary siding later on, originating at the Mitrovice rail

road station. on that occasion I became acquainted with Mr. 

Gfrerer who later founded, in partnership with Mr. Grossmann, a 

well-known and very active construction compan~ which in due 

time, and for years to come, entrusted me with much engineering 

work. 

Not long before completion of that railroad construction, a 

very disagreeable controversy developed between the Hungarian 
I ; 

State Railroads' supervising engineer Lazar for the first sub-

section of my section and myself. His home was in Transylvania, 

and he was a nice man with good manners, who later occupied t -he 

high position in the Department of Transportation, and finally 

became President of the Hungarian State Railroads, in Budapest. 

It was spring,.·time, and the construction of the last bridge at 

the Vinkovce end of the line, a structure four meters (15 feet) 

long( was in progress. We still had plenty of cement at our : ·. 

disposal, stored for the winter months in the freight shed of 

the Vinkovce depot. Because the cement bags were piled rather 

high, the pressure formed loose lumps in the material, which 
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could be sorted out by sifting the cement. I had this done. The 

~ Station-Master observed what we were doing, and 1n spite of the 

fact that we were paying him a monthly sum to secure his co-opera-

~ 

, , 
tion and good will, he found it necessary to draw engineer ~zar's 

attention to these doings. The engineer thought, albeit erron

eously, that we were using cement which had lost its binding 

capacity due to the proceedure which we performed. Therefore, h~ 

stopped further work on the bridge and ordered the demolition of 

the portion already built, without first checking whether the 

cement mortar between the hewn stones had properly hardened. Out 

of sheer caution, I had previously ordered that this sifted cement 

should be used with sand in a mixture -ratio of 112 i..nstead of the 

usual ratio of 1a4. The cement mortar had therefore perfectly 

hardened within twenty-four hours; and based on th1s fact, I re-. 

fused to have the by then completed portion of the structure 

taken d.own again. However, to avoid further consequences of tha~ 

refusal, I decided to yield to his demand and I gave orders for 

that demolition, which was done with difficulties, given the fact 

that the cement mortar had set completely, so that the material 

could be taken down only in large chunks. I had the men leave 

those chunks right there at the building site for later examina-
. --. , I 

tion. The controversary continued to rankle both sides. But 

the supervisor of my s~ct1on did not want to find fault with his 

engineer and so the suspicion of my having tried to cheat by 

using inferior cement continued to be a burden on me, until one 

day when the chief engineer Rud.olf, head of the Hungarian State 

~ Railways• office in Mitrovicz, on a tour of 1nspeet1on, stopped 
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at Vinkovce, and examined those chunks left over from the de-

• molished portions of the bridge, and tested the cement mortar 

with his pen-~.e. My boss Fleischmann as well as myself were 

present but we both avoidai askins -&DT questions about what the 

chief engineer may have round. .Nor did he make any remark, and 

• 

-· 

. ' 

we left that spot together. A short time thereafter Mr. Lazar 

asked his superiors to transfer him back to his former job in 

the construction division of the Department of Public Works, 

which was granted him, and so he left Vincovce. He was replaced 

by his former assistant. Before the completion of that railroad 

job, I had the opportunity to meet the chief engineer Bajan who 

worked in the main office of the chief inspector, and with whom, 

several years later, after he retired, I formed a partnership for 

taking on engineering design jobs • 

I would like to revert now to the inn-keeper's daughter in . 

K6binya (whom I have mentioned before). When Mr. Deutsch visited 

Vinkovce at the very beginning of the construction work there, 

he told me about an interesting meeting which he had with that 

inn-keeper. Soon after I had set out from Budapest (to go to 

Mitrovicz and VinkoTce], Mr. Deutsch visited the construction 
I u 1 . 

site at Hajcsar Street in Kobanya, for the purpose of handing 

over the equipment 1 left there after completion of that job1 to a 

teamster for hauling it away. Suddenly, the inn-keeper was 

standing theret he inquired after me and explained that he held 

me responsible for his daughter's pregnancy. Mr. Deutsch did 

not take the matter too seriously and said that the inn-keeper 

should turn directly to me. Thereupon, the latter answered that 
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he would forget about the · whole thing if Mr. Deutsch would be 

~ willing to let h~ have the railroad ties that had been left 

ther~ and had become by then half rotten. Of ce~se, . Mr. Deutsch 

had no objection, and they parted on friendly ter~s. It goes 

without . saying that the inn-keeper's insinuation with respect to 

my person was entirely groundless, which was shown by the fact 

that h1s daughter married a street-car conductor very soon there

after. 

I stayed in Mitrovicz for several more weeks after comple-

tion of the job1 in order to help with the final accounting. I 

had my meals in the large restaurant there, together with my col-

legues, one of whom was my collegue Well whom I had brought to the 

job at the construction company. We would stay on there after our 

~ evening meals to enjoy some glasses of red Karlovicz wine, usually 

until after midnight. One · evening, around midnight, we sud.d enly 

saw a strange gentleman take a seat at our table. I asked him 

-~ 

who he was and why he took the liberty to sit down at our table 

without our permission. He answered that he, too, was one of the 

class of those men who cheat others, so he thought he belonged to 

our company. That impertinent offense so enraged my collegue 

Well that he immediately turned off all the lights and then, 

grabbing the intruder by the collar, dragged him to the entrance 

door, and simply threw him out. That man was looking for us, gun 

in hand, in front of the restaurant for several subs~uent even

ings1with the intention to eliminate his attacker. But he did 

not know which one of our company was his assa-ilant and he dawdled 

in carrying out his revenge. We notified the police, and they re-
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• 

strained him • 

Finally, I left Mitrovicz and traveled home to Budapest where 

I stayed on with that construction company. Another large rail 

project was in the offing. The Hungarian State Railways had al

ready started to stake out the right-of-way for a strategically 

important line from Nagy-Berezna to Korosmezo at the border (in 

the northeast of Hungary], The preparatory jobs to be done before 

actual construction,and intended to speed up the beginning of the 

latter, were put out for competitive bids. My chiefs submitted 

the lowest bid and were thus entrusted with these wo~ks. They 
i 

consisted of blasting through the mountains and opening up an 1ni-

tial smaller cross-section of the tunnels, which would be widened 

later to their full intended profile. Three .of such prellmin~y 

tunnels were to be prepared. I was put in charge of that job. I 
) 

set up my abode in Raho where I could put my office, too, in a 

small house, The work on each of the tunnels was let to a differ-

ent subcontractor well-versed in such work, to whom we made avail-

able the dynamite for blasting, the logs for timbering, and the 

necessary equipment of all kinds. The mountainsides were wooded, 

and an agreement with the forest administration entitled us to cut 

the logs which we needed from both fir and beech stands, against 

payment of a fixed price per cubic meter. The trees felled by our 

workers were hauled to the work sites and were there estimated for 

their cubic volume by the chief forestor. Planks and boards, also 

needed for the timbering, had to be brought from Nagy-Berezna. We 

had secured the permit necessary for the use of dynamite, with 
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I 
which we would purchase it in Marmarossziget. For the storage of 

~ this dangerous explosive, a small cave was blasted into the 

mountain, at an appropriate distance from the work-site, equipped 

with a door that could be locked, and the key left with the 

respective subcontractor. The supervision or this job on the . 

part of the authorities was in the hands of inspector Kovacsevics 
,, ,. ,. 

who had hls main office in Korosmezo. His engineers had the duty 

to check, from time to time, the correctness of the direction in 

which the blasting proceeded, by referring to their detailed 

drawings and by using their instruments for placing the marker 

stakes with precision. It was also part of their duties to de

termine the cross-sections of the slopes' embankments in the deep 

cuts at the entrances to the tunnels. The preliminary tunnelings 

were blasted out from both ends in order to have the breakthroughs 

4lt done by the set deadline. The inspector entrusted the checking of 
t I ' 

this portion of our job to his young assistant Arpad Szel who, 

years later, owned the villa next door to that of Vincent Erdelyi 

(uncle of my wife Elizabeth. She herself grew up thereJ. He was 

still Tery inexperienced in engineering work but ~ the more arrogant, 

and to me unlikable. 

Two of the tunnels were blasted through solid rock and thus 

could be completed without difficulties. The third led through a 

mountain slope that consisted of a great mass of blue clay that 

was not fully settled and involved considerable dangers. That 

part of the mountain sloped directly down to the edge of a roaring 

brook which, in its lower course, became the River Tisza. Only by 

4lt crossing the brook was it possible to get to that portion of the 
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work site. Although I had h18h rubber boots for such purposes, ·I 

was often carried across on the back of one of the workmen. In 

winter the brook was partly frozen which made crossing it very 

dangerous. Upon the suggestion of · inspector Kova~eevics, the 

work on this section was halted by order of the Hungarian State 

Railways even though the · prel11111'1817 breakthrough had already 

. been blasted out to a depth or 200 meters (700 feet]; and the- line 

was redesigned to run, in this section, on the other bank of the 

brook where the mountaina14e · was solid rock. Inspector Kovacserics, 

a Serbian national, was a very trieDdly gentleman who tr-eated me, 

k 11 II 

whenever I went to Korosmezo . to confer with him, as a guest. At. 

meals he made me sit at his right and partake of: the .wine which he 

ordered. The engineers on his staff, however, showed, as ·tradition

ally required, antagonism towards the contractors• engineers. But 

• the ·:Inspector, aware or that custom, required those gentlemen to 

behave in a friendly way on all occasions. That included young 

--· · 

., I I 

Arpad Szel. · Inspector Kovacsevies could not speak Hungarian. He 

had previously served with the Aust~ian State Railroad Admin1str~-,. 

tion as an inspector or. final line~tracing but was now employed,by 

the Hungarian State Railways and assigned. to work out the plans and 

final line-tracing for this d1fficult,strat~gieally important rail 

line. He was the ablest ellg1neer 1n the Monarchy, specialized in 

these techniques; and he was given only such engineering tasks. 

Later, 1n the year 190?, he joined me as a partner 1n similar 

technical engineering jobs which were assigned to me. 

I I 

I would a<td that I met in Baho the brother of SteYe Laszlo• s 

mother. (My wife Bozsi and ~self have known Steve Laszlo in 
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-· 
-Europe B.!ld have remained fx"iends here with him, his mother, sister 

and brother, too. J -He worked in ·liMo fer the t1rm of Gregersen, 

in charge •f setting up living quarters for -the superYis1ng en

gineers or the Hungarian State Railways who were assigned to that 

project (for which we -were the contractors). A new railroad 

project for a line [name missing in the MS) was to be carried out 

by Gregersen, the lowest bidder. OUr firm also bid on that, and 

my chief Fleischmann introduced me, at the bid-opening session, . to ... 

old man Gregersen, recommending me to him for employment at that 

great railroad building job [which they J-ust acquired). A was . 

actually invited to an interview at Gregersen's but I declined. •. 

their offer to head a subsection, rather than an entire section, 

as the latter would have been more in line with my earlier responsi

bilities. · Now .Mr. Fleischmann, for reasons unknown to me, parted 

• company with his partner Deut seh (who now changed h1 s name to 

• 

I 
Denes). I was let go but hired again Yery soon by Mr. Fleischmann 

who had aequ1~ed the contract for widening the bridges on the 

Szob-Parkanynana Line so as to permit the adding of a second track. 

This was a very pleasant job for me. I rented a _OAe•room apart-
. I I I 

ment on the grounds of the Parkanynana depot frODl a railroad em• 

ployee working there. I had my noon and evening meals at the 

station restawant and spent 117 evenings there in the company ot 

the station-master and h1s wife. The st~tiQ&-..-ster was a very 

nice gentleman ot about. 5.5; -hls wtte was _ relat1Yel.7 lluoh.. younger, 

They had two children, a boy and a girl or about 8-10. . That was 

an Austrian famil7. The stones far that construction cam._~J,. in . 
'i.' ' I •• '. • I I open freight ears from 'Xalas~ and Sutto to the Parkanynana depot 
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and, by permission of the Hungarian State Railways, these freight 

ears were hauled by a spare engine to the various br1d.gea when

ever· the traft1e permitted. ~here the workmen quickly unloaded 

the atones. The foundations for the widened bridges were bull t 

of concrete. I obtained the river gravel needed herefore from a 

gravel pit near the mid-point ef the line-section which was en· 

trusted to me,and had it transport~ in carts to the bridges. In 

order to insure the good-w1ll · or the station-master and thereby 

achieve that the arr1Ting -~e1sht'.cars-w1th ;.the iltont:t'··blocks 

would be brought to the--bridges w1 thout del~q, he was accord~ a 

regular monthly oompen$at1on • . -~.So, · ft'er7th1ng ..waa- arranged to the 

best and the job was progressing quickly. The work was sub

contracted to Jordana with whom I had usually cooperated before. 

Both the foundations made of concrete and the superstruoture,eon~ 

• sisting of stone masonry, to support the additional track, were 

just butted against, but not anchored to, the existing structure 

~-

for the first track, in order to avoid the formation or ~a~ks in. 

the new structure, if it should tend to settle. This design, pro

posed by myself, facilitated the job of widening those bridges 

quite considerably. I had only one large item in my own section, 

widening of the bridge aoroa•: the River Ipo~y, which had two piers 

in mid-river. The foundations of those piers stood in loamy soil, 

and it was_ easy to construct the concrete additions to those piers 

while the level of the !poly was near its low-water mark. I got 

the "ha-ckela.tones" and the stones intended to support the steel 

structur-e-, he-. .. ,Jlto final shape. The C\ty o.!---- Es.ztergom lies just 
. ' 

across the Danube from that point and the Danube is crossect...there 
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by a bridge, ~ some Saturdays t would take the station-master and 

• his wife to that city where ·· 11oae entertainment could always be 

found, At midnight we would be baok again. An intimate relation

ship with that family ensued. But one night as we sat together once 

more in _the restaurant, ·this is what happened.• I sat across the -

table from the lady, the -place next to her was tree, and she called 

to mer "Come closer, do, you little JewH. Her husband, terribly 

shocked by his wife's mischievous remark, which he considered most 

• 

• 

improper, or perhaps due to an impermissable intimacy, . got up 

suddenly and~ left us. His wife followed him soon. --I- did not tak~ 

the matter too seriously as I, knowing her attitude very well, did 

not consider her remark an insult. But it was just the same the r 

end of that pl'ea-8.-t daily company. · The station--master did not seek 

to join me in the evenings anymore, although his wife continued to 

come with her children to excursions which I would propose. 

I was still at fu~n&.na when I had a letter from .. my brother 

Adolf with the news that he had become engaged to a Miss Leontine 

Kohn. She was the daughter of a physician 1who lived -1n .Nagy..;B1oae, 
~ I 

from his second marriage. My b:ltother had met her on · a train trip 
- I 

from Debrecen to Ntiregyhaza. She was on her way to visit her 
I 

sister in Nyiregyhaza. The sister was married to an officer, a 

Christian, who was assigned to the garrison thereJ they had. no 

children. The girl had suggested to my brother to visit her there; 

she intended to stay 1n that town for a few months. He did visit 

her several times,and since she pleased him 1and since her sister 

encouraged him, they got engag~. Of course, I congratulated him 

on his decision,but I suggested that he give heed to the beautiful 

passage in the poem "The Bell" by S.chiller• 
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"But let those who are eager 

To tie the knot tor"·.,.,_. 

Be certain tAat their hearts 

In love will fit together.H 

A few weeks later I had another letter from him saying that he had 
I 

in the meantime gained an impression that his fiancee tended to be 

stubborn and domineering 1so that he was thinking of breaking off 

the engagement, which I founa to be the right thing to do 1 and I so 

advised him. To my great surprise, I received yet another letter 

a few weeks later in which he urged me to appear at his wedding in 

Nagy-Bicse, since otherwise no one of our family would be present. 

I bought a beautiful diamond ring for;t.his bride and went to his 

wedding, which ·was celebrated with a great display of food and 

drink and ended with dancing • 

After my return to Budapest, I decided to work from then on 

as an independent civil engineer. Mr. Fleischmann entrusted me 

with the work of pr~pal"iag :the final drawings of the widened 

bridges and with the calculations of the sums payable to him for 

those jobs that were carried out at unit prices• all this to be 

done in duplicatel and he set out a fee per bridge. I did all 

this in four weeks and earned several hundred florins. I rented 

a large room in a building behind the Opera House. My first as

signment came from Mr. Gfrerer. It was the determination of the 

final line-tracing for a short rail-line to connect the end of 
,. 

the existing line to lBoall't ~ at Brieska, and a projected line to 
I 

Sabaez which was to cross the River Sava on a wooden bridge still 

to be built, a ·Job that Mr. Gfrerer had contracted for. As he 
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was .nat . a graduate engineer but rather a master-carpenter, he 
-:: be 

went into partnership with the engineer Grossmann so as to/ready 

[as a firm) for large construction jobs, for which there were 

abundant opportunities. Upon his recommendation I was soon 
( 

thereafter giTen, b;r the fin or Or ........ c::tbe ,: ~OI) - · . ot : ttul:-

tracing- of the secondary rail line to be built from Baja to 
t I Battaszek

1
which I took care of with the aid of an engineer I ~had 

hired before. On the heels or -that job followed another, the 

completion the plans for the secondary rafl-line from. Szentes to 
I II HOd.mezo, to be built by the firm Gfrerer-Grossmann, including 

the calculations or the profile cross-sections. To be able to 

cope with the assignments which now followed one another 1n 

rapid succession, I went into partnership with a retired Chief 
I Engineer of· the Hungarian State Railways, Mr. Bajan, who was 

looking for such an association with me. Very soon we were 

flooded with work which compelled us to hire more personnel, 

which in turn required a larger office. We maved to the building 
I at 19 Isabella Street, next door to whe:re Mr. Bajan lived with 

his wife and two children. A short while later we could count 
a]tl · 

almost/large railroad construction companies among our clients, 

and from then on there was hardly any secondary rail-line built 

for which we did 'not do the final line-tracing. Not long after 

I had established myself as an independent e1 vil engineer, the 

firm of G-trerer-Grossinann recommended me to a Mr. Urban who was 

looking for opportunities for acquisitions of railroads [ob~ 

viously smaller secondary railroads, some of which at that time 

were privately owned, rather than parts of the State system) in 
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which his chief Mas interested; and he was also charged with the 

~ responsibility of searching for a reliable civil engineer who 

would be able to become his chief's technical advisor. That 

chief· was a Viennese 1Baron von Lindheimtwho wai:i, as I learned 

later, in partnership with a half-senile Jewish baron. I was 

invited [to Vienna) through Mr. Urban, where Baron von Lindheim 

received. me in a friendly manner; he asked me about t1're jobs I 

had done, and he noted with pleasure that I would be ·willing to 

advise him, or his deputy, at a.n:r time. No fees were mentioned. 

• 

-· 

From that point forward any new enterprise of that firm was first 
' discussed· with me, aDd their technical jobs were entrusted to us. 

There was no change in this arrangement .,.rt-er~ Jir. · . .>.urban~; toek · ...,. 

the t1ra~: s projects that had not yet been actually entered into, 

and formed around these his own company under the name of Hungarian 

Railroad Management Corporation~ of which he became President. 

(That company grew into a very large, rieh, and respected corpora

tion at the time I myself had my last job in Europe with them~as 

chief engineer, from 19.31 to 1938, just be!ore we. ttnigrated.. Old 

man Adolf Urban was · by then retired a.nd his son Tibor, who now 

lives in Australia 1was one of my eollegues.J The cooperation be-

. )tween us did not. end ~til after my marriage. (That was in 189?.J 

At about that time, many tragic things happene<l in 117 family • 

... My brother-in-law Ring died of heart disease. He was mourned by 

two sons and three daughters or whom the oldest was married to a 

Mr. Glasner, general manager of a large leather factory in Buda-

pest. I One of my brother-in-law's sons, Izso, was station-master 
I 

in Aes near Komorn and had married a daughter [There~a (Teresi by 
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pet name), a pet "aunt" of mine even though she was a cousin's 

wifeJ of Efraim Milch, owner of a woodworking factory in Komorn 

- JJr sister Ri,ng oontinued living, even atter the death of her 
f , 

hu_~.,'b~ 1 in-th~ir house in L1pto-szent .-H1kloe. Their Tarious en-

,_t~,Fpriaes - were·. llq'fl14ated 1 beea\lse her husband • s brother, who by 

thato :-~tilJle was a sick man~ too, could not ; continue managing those 
.. ~ . . ,..- . 

common ventures. Out of' the assets ,that resulted from the 

liquidation, my sister chose to take over for herself her brother

in-law's 50% ownership of the house; and he moved away, after the 

accounting with my sister was completed, to join his own sister, 
. .; 

f I . I 
Mrs. Trostler, who lived in Turocz-szent-Marton. The i.ncome from 

the rental from the apartment on the second floor plus that from 

the produce of her gardens sufficed for my sister''s needs.- Jc, 
f' ' • ' · I 

brother-in-law Rotthauser, now called ·autka1, became mentally ill 

• and had to be confined in a hospital where ne died of his tllness 

within the year. He had left brief instructions for the dis

tribution of his estate. He left half to his wife~ the-ather 

half to his daughter. M7 sister made an .' &9"eemel'lt with her step-

• 

- . . . 

daughter Vilma,.according to which my sister received the liquid 

assets, about 2.5000 florins and free use of the apartment in the 

villa, while the latter became Vilma's property.- My brother Max 

qUit his job as a life · insurance agent and went into partnership 

with ~ ex-textile merchant named &Q:-ber 1 who had transferred h1s 
. . 

business to his brother w1th whom he had previously s~ed that 

enterprise. · (Max and his new ·partnerJ started a company selling 

.aacluL both f'ol! grain and for flour~ · ·This Mr. Barber had married 

the .oldest daughter of Vilma's late mother's sister who was also 
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a sister or Horace DaTidson (or my mother's maternal tamilyJ. 

• She was a very plain and excitable lady. Jlfr. Barber lp!S a 

rather incapable and Tery ch1ldish'·:man, but otherwise qUite 

compan1~ble... - Two Vf!IrY tragic events .tDok place in my 

mother's home just at that time. Two or .my sisters, Hermine.., 

and Malvine died. almost at the same time or a rapidly developing 

tuberculosis of the lung, which at that time was call~ •gallop

ing consumption•. They became contaminated With that disease 

through a young Jewish teacher who was tub~ulotic and who came 

often to my mother's home to enjoy the company of my smart 

sisters, as they were full of vitality and spirit. one day 

• 
when he was visiting,he was suddenly Tominating blood and had to 

be taken immediately to the hospital where he died within a few 
11' 

weeks. My sisters cleaned up the floor themselves right after 

that incident. At that time nobody knew about the possibility of 

infection; thus that cleaning-up was done without any precautions 

whatsoever. Its consequences did not fail to follow. Both fell 

ill and ~t took the disease less than a year to make them its 

victims. - Now my mother was left with her youngest daughter, 

Gisella, who was sixteen years old and secretly engaged to my 
I 

mother's step-brother Adolf Klopstock who, in his time, had at-

tended the tech~ical high school there (in Kremnitz]; they had 

fallen in love as children. 
' I 

Since then her secret fiance had 

become an engineer and worked for the Hungarian State Railways, 

' at the office for the DGmbovar section. At the age of eighteen, 

Dey" sister Gisella married this step-uncle of hers; but une ·.or . 

us liked it. Now my mother, urged by- my sister Rosalie, joined 
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her, together with her-. granddaughter Erna, moving into a one-room 

• .apartment next door to hers • . 

• 

-· I 

I 
My · business partner Bajan who, · thanks to our numerous 

. . . ' 

technical assignments, mostly due to my connections, had. accwnula-

ted a small fortune, and in addition was rather sickly (the latt'er 

cireumstance having been the reason for his retirement from the 

Hungarian State Railways), often shied away from field work, and 

thus became ari undesirable partner for me. I resolved to part 

with him soon. Our personal relations also left much to be desired 

for which his Swiss wife was to be blamed, as she did not care for 

Jews. This was at the end of the year 1895. 

Since there were so many secondary railroad lines to be built 

at that time, there was a lively demand for young engineers that 

ind.uced them to shun government employment and to take jobs with 

construction companies instead. I hit upon the idea to enlist 

those engineers who were' wo!'kimg with ; the ~~1ld1ng:,"' industry in an 

association,abd to assure for them a greater influence in the 

business world. I conferred on this matter with several of my 

collegues,who came to share· my opinion, and we decided to t.nvite 

a larger group of our best known collegues for a discussion on 

setting up an MAssociation of Civil Engineers•. The idea met with 

general approval and so we instructed a lawyer, who was working 

for the construction company Freund & Sons, to prepare the neces

S&r7 by-laws. When he had finished, we invited all engineers in 

Budapest, except those in government service, to an organization-. 

al meeting of the MHungarian Association of C1v11 Eng1neersM and 
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•• 
r--or enrolling them as members on the same occasion. Even before 

·that meeting we made contact with Dr. Z1linsky, the best known· 

civil engineer who was also an assistant to the professor 

teaching railroad construction at the Institute or Technicology; 

we furnished him -with all information, and h~ agreed. to be Presi

dent of the Association, provided he were to be_ elected unani

mously .o --IB addition to myself, eleven collegues declared that 
-· · ~ 

they were rea:d.y to pay 2000 Kronen each as an initial tee. The 

vote for Dr. Zylinsky to be President was unanimous. The by

laws were approved, and the Association came into being. For its 

headquarters we rented a three-room apartment at the corner or 
I u 

Vaci Ring and Nagymezo Street and we equipped it appropriately. 

The only paid employee was our pookkeeper, a young lawyer. The 

administrative work was taken care of by the elected Secretary. 

• I derived great satisfaction from the success of my action. I 

felt very well at that time. I took my meals regularly at the 

Restaurant , Petanovics, across the avenue (Andrassy Avenue] from 

the Opera House, in the company of several collegues who were my 

friends and were about my age. After supper we would. stay to-

•• 

gether nigh!::_ after ni-ght • to spend the rest of the time until 

midnight in one of the night•spots, Most or the time this was 

the Orfeum on Nagymez~ Street where we, as regular customers, 
I 

had our habitues' . seats. We had little interest in the per-
/ 

rormances. but quite a bit aa the girls L'Animierdamen: meaning 

girls joining the guests at their tables and coaxing them to 

order more drinks]. My collegue Preisics, ·the oldest among us, 

a good looking, witty gentleman who loved to have fun, ruled 

the roost there. 
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Day after day, after the mid-day meal, I would drop in at 

the Cafe Abbazia, where I had, together with a few collegues, 
' 

our regular patrons' table, right next to the large, round table 

44 •I ( 

regularly used by Dr. Karl Eotvos tbe.'·9ppoiJ1tS:on··l.ader : t:n· parlt-

mentJ and his companions. He appeared~ always accompanied by 

his office manager, "Brother PerlH as he called him, whom he 
. I 

took along with him wherever he went. Count;·?" MichaeL Karolyi 
i 

(head of ta\: · short-lived government of Hungary in 1918-1919], 
I . . -

Vazsonyi [Minister of Justice in that same .governmentJ, one of 
' .. 

the Counts Zichy, the limping Paul Tanzer, editor of the news-

paper "German Peoples' Daily", were all some or his companions 

there. The guests at nearby tables would follow with great in

terest the discussions of those men, carried on in loud voices 
. :. "'; ~ 

and with great emotion. Istvan Tisza was Prime Minister at that 

time, and he would not go along with the opposition, headed by 

Eotvos, which demanded franchise for all by secret ballot, the 

Prime Minister claiming that the people were not yet mature 

enough for such a change in the voting law. The vehement speeches 
' \ : · 

in Parliment on this eubjeet, pro and con, were the topic or 

that group or men [in the coffee house]. - In the winter of 

1895-l89&',my collegue Kiss wanted to do something nice for his 

collegues, but outside h1s home in which there was no l!oom for a 

large number of guests. He rented instead the bowling alley of 

the large restaurant across the avenue from the Opera House, for 

all Saturdays until springtime. Here we met, upon .his friendly 

invitations, at cozy Saturday gatherings, bowled, and drank 

lemonade and black coffee. Young folks, eager to dance, also 

had an opportunity now and then to enjoy that activity. We were 
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soon to become a large company, I might quote here a verse from 

the ballad "The Cranes of Iblau." [by Schiller] which goes• 

· "Of any of us, he alone 

Who all the nations knows, 

Can name each single guest 

Who to such gatherings goes." 

I should not miss to mention some of the participants. In addi

tion to our host Kiss, his wife, and his younger sister, there 

were present, among others, Dr. Marton Fejer [my wifelElizabeth's 

paternal grandfather, a lawyer], with his wife [that is, his ~irst 

wife, mother of my father-in-law], his son taszlo [my father-in

law], who at that time was still a student at the University, 

and his daughter Ella. Also the present Prrs. Zelma t1aCar with 

her parents and her younger sister, and· maliy other nice young 
I 

girls. At closing time I would accompany the Fejer and Kiss 
II 

family mellibers along Nagymezo Street, all the way to the house, 
I . 

on that street, where Dr. Fejer was living. Kiss waa living on 

the Buda side where, a few years later, he built his own villa, 
I f 

according to his own designs, across the street from the Csaszar 

Baths; he called it "Villa Lidi" after the name of his little 

daUghter. The house a& Qn'::the to~ . of &.hill and it .was not 
.. 

easy to reach it. When it was completed, Kiss organized a house-

warming party to which he invited all his friends 1 inoluding my

self and my wife. (I was aiready married at that time.) His 

parents and one of his s1ste:-s were there, too. My wife recog

nized with great joy the host's sister as one who had been a 

goTernness far. many years in her parents • home when my wi,te was 

still a child, and whom she had loved very much • 
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• 
At noontime I often met Mr. Urban on his way home on 

I 
Andrassy Avenue. On those occasiotts he would ask me to ac-

compa.n.y him until we would reach his house. He was always 

eager to learn about any new · seconda:r-y railroad project, in 

order to explore whether he (that means his company) could per

haps play a role in connection with such a project. He also ap

peared to take an interest in me personallYJ he asked about my 

family relationships and that, of course, caught my attention. 

One day he mentioned that h1s w1fe would like to make ay ac

quaintance and she would be pleased if I would come to dine w1 ~h 

them the following Saturday at the Hotel Huagaria, an invitation 

which I, naturally, was pleased to accept. I attributed such 

unusual fri end.liness to some specific intention t.ozl, . .t.Aeir part, 

since Mr. Urban, as I knew him, would not undertake anything 

• without a premeditated purpose. I appeared at the appointed 

-• 

time at the dining room of the hotel where Mr. & Mrs. Urban, in 

the company of a 7oung girl, were .seated at 0R'-'' table. Now I 

knew: OUr conversation was the usual social talk and offered 

nothing of interest. The girl was the daughter of Mrs. Urban's 
I 

sister, who was liTing i:n. Nagy-Varada thus she was her niece • . 
' 

After supper I accompanied the family, for the sake of courtesy, 

to their home, and we parted 1n a fr1endl7 manner · after Mrs. 

Urban had invited me to come and see them sometime. or course, 

that Tisit never took place. 

OUr office was in an apartment of three rooms, kitchen, 

and bath. The kitchen ns our office bo7's abode. I had taken 

the smallest room, next to the kitchen, tor m7 living room1 wl\tch 
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also served. for conversations between our clients and ourselves. 

I contributed 400 florins to the yearly rent. The third room 
I . 

was adjacent t<» Mr. Bajan • a apartat!Jlt. One dll7 he notit1 ed me 

that he was compelled to join that third room ot· our office to 

his apartment, because he needed. more space tor his family. He 

did not give heed to the fact that by no means could our office 

spare that room. But the lease with the landlord was in his 

name and so my opposition to his intentions was of no avail. No 

later than the following day that room was walled off from the 

o•ter room or our office. That action of 7111' partner was the 

last straw, and our contacts became reduced to the necessary 

minimum, 

In the winter of 1896-189?, I met my future wife when she 

Tisited,together with her motber , who ·waa ·. the·: wife of Dr. Vidor, 

my sister-in-law Vilma. Mrs. Vidor, born Davidson, was an aunt 

of my sis~er-1n-law Vilma, the fourth youngest sister or Vilma's 

late mother (who was the youngest of all the sisters). I had 

known all of the many members of that family, excepting onl7 the 

Vidor family. That which ensued from that meeting, wh1ch came 

about not entirely by sheer chance, has already been reported by 

my dear Tekla in her HDiary•; therefore, it is not necessary for 

me to describe it. 

That winter I became a Preemason. A eollegue who had 

worked, same as myself, for my erstwhile chief, Fischer • at the 

sluice-gate project near Mindsz~t. recommended that I be ac

cepted in his own lodge, the Masonic Reform Lodge, whose Master 
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Mason was J~•••t V~szi, one of the most outstanding journalists 

in the Country. I was acceptec1, together with eleven other 

novices, according to a strict observance of the ritual, after 

haTing responded to the questionspresented to me.• to which I 

had to write out the answersin a black-lined cell. The questions 

read as follows• HWhy do you desire to be accepted into this 

great, old, worldwide association? And what do you expect to 

accomplish thereby? Have you resolved to work for the aims of 

this Society even if that would reqUire to sacrifice your life?• 

My response satisfied the Lodge-Brothers and there was no 

obstacle to my joining them. I was ~4eeply impressed by the 
, . I 

beautifu1 !'speech of 1nTest1ture made by Jlla$ter Mason V:eszi, 

after which I was handed the utensils of a Freemason. 

Our wedding was set for April 27, 1987, which was a Sunday •. 

T~tt fmarrtastt. before the County Registrar took place one day 

earlier. That was the first year that all ~~·• ·wC"e :r~,U1~ed 

to be performed by a Registrar; thus, it was still a very festive 

performance. It was called a Hci vil wedding". After that, we 

were handed the official Certificate or Marriage. ·Later that 

day, at J o'clock in the afternoon, we appeared before a certai~ 

HRoyal .Notuy" who read to us the marriage contract which he had 

drawn up on the basis of information that was given to him, and 

which we both had to sig~. That was the occasion on which I 

learned for the first time that my bride had a considerable 

fortune; and it had been deposited the very same morning in D17 

account with the Kommerzialbank 1 and the receipt was handed to me 

in the presence ot that Boyal .Notary. 
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My father-in-law Dr. Vidor thought it indispensible that 

his daughter be married according to the Jewish religious ritu

al, too, since he was a member of the governing body of the Jews 

(Of Budapest]. Thus our religious wedding was solemnized one 

day after our civil wedding! It took place in the presence or 

my b~_lde' s large family, none ...tJt. whoae members failing .-to. be 

present, as well as some collegues of my father-in-law who was 

President of the Association of Physicians. OUt of considera

tion for my mother and those of my brothers and sisters who 

were living in Budapest and who had no command of the Hungarian 

language, we were married by- the German Chief Rabbi Kaiserling. 

we had not planned a honeymoon, because my father-in-law had the 

. wish that such a trip b.e postponed until a more suitable time, 

and that we should rather. stQ" ttrtrt; under the protection of my 

• bride's family. For her that wish was a welcome command. So 

~· 

we limited ourselves to the satisfaction we 4erived. from a 

coach ride in City Park. That night the family gathered once 

more, and all the girl tr1ends ot. ·my bl;'ide were also invited. 

There was dancing, too, but neither I nor my bride partic~~ated 

therein. Our apartment at JO Bajza Street had been completely 

prepared by my wife' s· :aotlter;··down to the last tooth pick. 

When we arrived there at about mi.dn1ght, we were heartily con

gratulated by the servants, a cook and a maid. who had been 

waiting up for us. 

We picked Alt-Aussee [in Austria] for our first summer 

vacation, where we went at the beginning of July. My wife was 

pregnant and was most happy- about it; myself not a bit less so. 
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But ehe had a hard time of it. It would happen that .:·ahe had to 

• leave the restaurant during a meal to bring up again all that 

ehe had eaten. I was "'ery worried about that, as I did not 

know that it was the usual consequence ot her condition. One 

evening when she again felt unwell during the meal, she was ob

served by an elderly lady who sat at a nearbr tableJ she guessed 

my wife's condition, got up; hel~ her :. o1osel7, and took her out

side, Then we introduced ourselves, and I learned to my sur

pris~ ·that she was Mrs. Urban's mother. From that evening on 

she joined us often. ~e following day she v1a1ted. us to in

quire how 117 ..... 1fe wAs reeling. - My wife who preferred. to stay 

in our apartment most of the days, found that it was time to 

start making things for her so joyfully expected child. She 

bought linen for diapers, things for crocheting, and material 

• for bibs and. panties; and she started working on all this in

defatigably. I helped her in her work by cutting out patterns 

from paper and by doing the basting for her to make the hems. 

Mrs. Urban • s mother also came to help from time to time. It 

struck us that she would try in various ways to learn my wife's 

age, until I suddenly remembered that, at one time, I had 

answered Mr. Urban • s direct question whether a union between 

-· 

his niece and myself would not be possible, that although I 

woUld feel most honored by being closely connected to his 

·ramil:r, and even though I liked the young lady • I yet considered 

the age difference between the two of us to be much too great 

for permitting me making her happy. That was the end of that. 

My father-in-law [an eye specialist] was Medical Director 
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ot Stefania Children's Hospital1 located in City Park, when on 

~ his way home at noontimes, would drop in almost daily at our 

apartment where his daughter awaited him with a cup of good 

beef . broth. 

~ 

Soon my wife felt much better; the nausea.at<f.PP*l.:· \:--1'; ••• the 

beginning of February, and all preparations had been made for 

the reception of the newborn. The midwife who had delivered 

all the children of the Vidor family was alerted.J and on the 

morning of F~bruary 11, 1898, I became tha happy rather of a 

well-developed albeit not too heavy aoa.. I had spent the 

night in the adjacent room in great excitement. •. ,My wife re-

ceived me, glowing with happiness, later in the ·morning, with a 

hearty kiss. She left her bed four weeks later. She nursed 

her child herself and got all the information on how to handle 
! I 

him from the medical consultant Dr. Karman. He had written a 

book for young mothers about handling and feeding of babies, 

and he presented my wife with a copy. 

Right after our wedding and after my separation from my 
I 

associate Bajan, I installed Dl1 otrice in our nice apartment 

and went into partnership With Inspector KoTacsevios,with whom 

I had met and whom I had come to respect on occasion ot bUild-
II U ing the Nagy-Berezna-Korosmezo rail · line, and who had retired 

since then, with the purpose of continuing together to accept 

purely technical engineering jobs only, for which Mr. Kovaesevics 

was highly qualified. Our partnership covered only this type . 

of work, but not my own t1eld of activity as a bUilding con

tractor, which I planned to enter. The first opportunity for 
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the latter came soon after my marriage. Together with two col-

~ legues we succeeded in obtaining subcontracts from the firm of 

G:frerer-Grossmann for the construction ot the rail lines UjTid~k-

~ 

-~ 

, I 

Obecse and Ujvidek-Titel. A tew years earlier I ·had completed 

myself the final tracing of this secondary line, about 100 kilo

meters long, for the same firm. Consequently, I was very well 

acquainted with the details ot the right-ot-way aJild with the 

character or the land in the area, both of which were important 

from the angle of the construction job. We contracted for the 

job at a fixed price of slightly more than one million florins. 

That price did not Include the ~~ ot the rails, ties, the 
I " 

st e·el bridges proper, nor the graTel for ballast. The prime con

tractor undertook to furnish all these item~. The same was 

agreed with respect to the stone ~evetment of that section of 

the rail dam which until then had been crossing, without any 

pr,oteetion, the flood area of the Danube and was only very recent

ly protected b7 levees. It was the sectioa or the-:. line·~ ·. that 

cr_ossed the [famous) Eesecl Swamp. The contract between the 

goTerllDlent and the prime contractor had been written by a Tery 

knowledgeable lawyer1 specializing in this field 1 and did not co~

tain any pitfall• for us, since it was based on (my own,_ above

mentionedl t'lnal tracing maps. Progress pa7111ents were provided 

tor1 according to the overall percentage of completion, at certain 

specifi.ed dates. As early as Mq 1897, we started w(.)rk at the. 

site1 it was suppoae4 to be _compieted on October 1st . of the 

following year. We were abligat.cl to deposit with the prime 

contractor a security, from our .,own· funds, 1n the amount of ··· 
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.O,OOQ -::f'lorins·. My partners, even though they had enough for 

their shares of the security, had no more capital than just 

about that muchJ in other words, they did not have enough for 

the working capital needed for the time -until the fir~t progress 

payment could be collected, So, we had to as~ure ourselves ot 

sufficient working capital from a bank-loan, which imposed on 

•• 

us not only the burden of interest payments, but also a 1 ump 

sum as a commission to the bank, all of which we had not figured 

on in our original cost calculations. Therefore, it appeared to 
' . 

us best to speed up the work of excavation and transportation or 

soil as much as possible and thereby to make the f1rat progress 

payment correspondingly largeJ a thing in which we actually 

succeeded, so much so that the first progress payment covered 

not only the ~ loan but even left us with ~utf1cient wo
r~ing 

capital . until the time of the second progress payment. ~t was 

customary to relieve the contractor of the obligation to 

~~tually construct those of the planned overpasses and under

pa3ses which the cle.r~ of the municipality as well as the owner 

of the property (whicn the right-of-way was to bisect] would 

certify in writing as not being necessar7. There waa hardly a 

. 

~ 

d1 tch there that would be:; knowza:l tochaye··· : eYer~.ca.ttied.:~.••t-tr J .' s1nce 

the soil there was almost all sand. Thus we did not have to in-

stall more than a few concrete culverts and the two . bridges over 

the Franz Josef Canal, each having a length or 25 meters (80 

feetJ. As a consequence, we rea-lized a saving of a~most 50% on 

the total of these items. Difficulties arose only with one or 

of 
, 

the pair/supports or the bridge nearer Obecse. The foundation i 
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rested. on loamy soi·l. The horizontal componant or the pressure 

• on the foundation was greater than . the resistance, so the founda

tion tended to start slipping on the loam. We did not discover 

this cond~t1on until later, because of a delay in the arrival of 

the steel structure of the bridge, pending which we had placed a 

temporary wooden structure on the foundations, so as not to hinder 

the progress of all the other work to be done. Then we found 

that the rather tall rail dam was leaning against the foundation 

and pressed against the end of the bridge. We could get rid of 

that trouble only by replacing the end-portion of the earthen 

• 

dam by a solid stone dam which had no tendency to lean against 

the foundation; and that forest~lled the slippage. All remaining 

work was done in the normal manner. . .... -\ 

In order for me to be able to spend the summer months 

after the birth of our son Leo with my family, my wife decided 
I to stay in Ujv1dek. To· that pUrpose I rented a two-room apart-

ment with kitchen, the latter to-.l•O.uble as a sleeping accomoda-. / . 

tion for the nursemaid. We took our meals in the large restaur-

ant nearby, where we were taken by horse-drawn carriage, r~ted 

by the month. My young sister-in-law Juli (my mother's youngest 
(. 

sisterJ came along to .UjVidek so that my Tekla should not have 

to be alone during the day. The landlord lived in the rear 

apartment of that house. Juli slept in our second room. One 

evening, when Juli wanted to go to bed, she found the landlord • s 

daughter sleeping 1n it, and refusing to leave it, so that Juli 

had to sleep on the hard sofa. Now we came to realize that our 

• Serbian landlord intended to cause t.U!I 7'41ff:1eut1es ;:r-l lp 117.?uager 
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•• 
over his impertinance, I used offensive epithets, whereupon $he '' 

lodged a complaint in court, for cteramation. In order to aYoid 

further untoward actions, Tekla made a decision to go home with 

the · child and Juli, a decision which was carried. out the very 

next day. In September 1898, the construction Job was completed 

and accepted as adequate by the prime contractor.attit' .. ""the>

approval by the Chief Inspector or the Ministry [ot ~ransporta

tionJ as well as by the Hungarian State Ra1lw~s. That Chief 
f I 

Inspector was the same Engineer Lazar with .whom I had had earlier 

those controversies in connection with the Mltrovicz-Vinkovce 

rail line construction. Now he did not even as much as allude 

to that conflict; he was friendly and accommodating towards me. 

We found to our surprise that the completed construction job had 

paid us a profit of JOO, 000 kronen which we shared evenly. This 

• was my first great succesJt .. as a contractor. From then on I 

left all technical engineering assignments [as opposed to con

struction jobs) to Mr. Kovacsevics alone. 

-·· 

We intended to spend the summer or 1891 [I believe that 

this was actually 1900, as I was born in September of 1900) on 

the Sehwabenbe+g [one or the hills on the Buda side of the eapi

·talJ, as ,Tekla was pregnant again. Thus I rented a villa close 

to and just below the upper terminal [of the cog-railway::]. 

The house was in the shade or the woods above it so that all of 

its rooms were damp. Within a few weeks Tekla came down with 
,. 

~ 

U '' ihf'l&IDI&tioa of the joints of her right arm, accompanied by 

high fever and causing acute pain. Now we quickly returned to 

our own ;Jtoa.e.,. on-e of my father-in-law's collegues ( a ·.·apecial-
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1st in such diseases), prescribed ice compresses which,howeTer, 

did not bring any relief. He came every day and lifted her 

arm, but that made her pains even more unbearable. She suf'-

tered most during the nights. I did not know ho!' to help her 

and her suffering drove me to desperation. One day her father 

brought his friend, Dr. Sohaoht.er-,, to see her. He inquired 

about the treatment by her physician and was most surprised 

to hear that he would move her arm. He now gave orders that 

in the future she should not permit anyone to do that, and 

that her arm must stay absolutely without any movement whatso

f!!V'er. From that day on she suffered much less pain, and her 

condition improved as the day for her delivery approached. 

Four weeks before that date Leo came down with whooping 

cough and for fear of contagion of the child to be born, he 

could not stay home but went to live with his [maternal) grand

mother. He was told to spend much. time outdoors, so I would 

take him out eTery morning. (Leo was then two and one-half 

years old.J Thus, we would take the boat (on the DanubeJ to 

the [Margaret) Island day after d.ay. His thirst for informa

tion evoked great interest on the part of the boat passengers. 

In the Fonciere Building where his grandparents lived, there 

was no elevator, and Juli had to carry him up/Stairs in her 

arms, no other way being possible because of his resistance to 

walking up, combined with yelling. He wanted to stay with me 

in the worst way. 
I 

Bela was born on September 6th. According 

to the wishes of' my mother-1n-la•, I stayed away that night 

from our apartment; she was afraid that there might be complica-
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tions. Fortunately, everything went smoothly. The obstetrician 

• had stayed in our apartment the entire night. in order to help 

if neoesaar7. The child was well-developed but weighecl·:· onl;" ' 

2.8 kilograms (six pounds and three ounces), and ' could not be 

nursed satisfactor117 . because he was too weak to proper.J.7 draw 

his mother's milk. As early as a few months later 1t became 

necessary to g1ve him other nourishment. That did not go well 

with him and he developed intestinal troubles. Several pedia

tricians whom we consulted were unsuccessful in their attempts 

to cure him or that illness which afflicted him· up to the age 

of three. 

My collegue Weil had become a building contractor and pro

posed to me in the year 1890 [perhaps this should be 1900) that 

• I go 1ntot· partnership with him, which I considered advisable 

in view or the substantial reduction in the number of construc

tion projects for secondary railroads at that time. Very soon 

we received Hl ~;~ contract to build a large general hospital in 

Baja, even though at a ·,yery low price. It was my intention to 

learn everything pertaining to such building constru_ct1on and 

that was the reason for my taking on that job. 

---· 

Towards the end of that year Mor1 tz Davidson, broth«r of 

mT mother-in-law, died in Vienna where he had been living. He 

had remained a bachelor and left his large estate to his rour 

sisters who survived him. After payment or inheritance tries 

and all other expenses, each of those sisters of his inherited 

525,000 kronen. In addition, he left Jul1 a ~egacy of 50,000 
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kronen, because he ha<; .. _g1Ten, each ot his other QM•· a like 

. sum as a dcnrry, and Juli was )11s last unmarried nteoe whom he · 

did not intend to short-change. To Vilma, the only dAughter 

ot his ;roungest sister who had died, he bequeathed only 100,000 

kronen, although she should haTe !"eoeived the same share as her 

aunts. This c1rcumst~e caused w:ade•lrablet •.en•t:~s <intth&t 

famil7 as Vilma felt that -ddte had been 'denied her valid claim. I . ., 

H~ attorney adTised her to contest her uncle's will and to 

have the distributions ~rom the estate blockedJ but it did not . 

come . to that 
1 
becau~e Vilma did not want to make a b~eak with 

. I 

her iarge family and preferred to agree to a modest · settlement • 

whic~ · then , did not fail to come about. In the samtt ;rear the 

uncle of my second sister-in-law, Ho~ace Landau of Paris 1 also 

died. He left his two brothers in Vienna and to his sisters 

altogether ' S million Swiss francs j of which total Martha's (my 
i . . ' . 

uncl~ ·Arnold • s wife' s)'aoth .. receiTed 2 ·million. She, in 

turn, bequeathed that money in equal shares to her five daughters 

and one son. 

Now I want to report briefly about the hospital constr~c

t1on in Baja. I had the idea not to obtain the bricks from the 

brick ovens in ~aja. Those oTens were not efficient, the materi

al was bad and relat1 vely expensive. The dimensions or standard 

bricks had been changed shortly before1 but the differences were 

not substantial. The new standard brick was JO x 15 x 7 .s centi

meters; the old one was 31 x lS.S x 8 centimeters. As a conse

quence of the change. the old stock of the huge ring-ovens had 

remained unsalable and could be obtained for less than the,- had 
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cost tp pr~uce. Now they were available for purchase -by the 

• million, ready to be deliTer~ immediatelJ'• There was no bar 

to their use tor that particular construction job. The sh1p 

owners Jacob & Moritz Weiss were ready' to furnish Us with 

• 

such excellent br1eks t:t-om Nyerges-Ujfalu, unloaded on the 

bank of the Danube at Baja, at halt the pr1ce of bricks from 

the Baja ovens. The barges of that shipping company usually 

came down the Da.riube empty aDd returned upstream w1 th grain 

trom the B~cska, intended for the large flour mills near the 

capi~. It was therefore worthwhile for the shipping company 

to undertake the transport of those bricks [from that up

stream source to BajaJ. B.Y using this source of supply 1we 

realized a saving of 10,000 kronen... A further saving resulted 

trc>a .. trailSf~ing: a11 · plumb1:ag~ ·aJid: ·n•t1ngn rork .'to a speci.alized 

supplier 1for which the Baja city administration and thet· !!lrchi

tect in ch~ge 1 who supervised the projeet1 «&Te their approval the 

more readily as their original plans for that work had been 

drawn by the architect with little expertise. We were thus 

freed from carrying out those items or the contract and instead 

received a very nice sum or uoney, as a commission, from the 

newly appointed supp11er 1for all itema ·or plumbing and heating. 

That assured us a-.·._.t>tu·.•"f'O.r·. ~- job, which we would other

wise have gone without. The project was completed to· our sat is-

faction at the beginning of 1902. 

I I 

We spent the summer ot 1901 at the Worthersee (a large 

lake in Carinthia, AustriaJ • M1 Tekla • s parents and Juli ou• 

along, as well as Aranka (Aranka Spitz, my uncle Max's daughter} ' 
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as our guest. I .did not intend to stay with my family for the 

• entire summer, arid as 1117 Tekla was at that time in the third 

month of pregnancy [with my sister a6~~l. ::·h-.r i::par.ellta .,ante

to be near her. They stayed in tne larg" Grand Hotel, while 

• 

we had rented a small house ld.th lawn and garden, where little 

Bela, then 9 months old, ~oUld lie in his pjr&mbulator, watched 

over by his trusted nursemaid Zsuzsa [Susan, a peaeant~ · WOilan · 

of sterling character; who remained, serving various branches 

of our family 1 for decades thereafter J. one d8.1: we ~ere in

vited by the wife of a leather manufacturer named. Riess, who 

had become part of our daily company there, and her two sons 

who were still students at the Institute of' Technology, to a 

boat ride across the lake, to a much faTored outdoor coffee 
·-

house on the other side. Tekla preferred to stay and keep her 

parents company. But upon my urging she changed her mind B.1'1d. 

came along. The boat was ready. The two students attended to 

the oars, their mother to the rudder; we others, Teltla, my

self with Leo in my lap, and Aranka faeing us, took our seats 

in the mid,_$-.,$,19» of the boat. We reached the opposite 

shore which was rocky1 and steep to be almost Tertical. There 

the lake ·Wa.s several meters deep. The ~~at was pulled quite 

close to the dock and we got out cautiously. After a pleasant 

two hours there, we started. on our trip home, which would 

almost have turned into a disaster for my family
1
1f I had 

lost my presence of mind at the moment of danger. It was 

Tekla who first stepped into the boat cautiously, then myself 

with Leo in my arms, and then Aranka who, with reckless and 
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J,lindless movements, simply jumped in from the dook, The boat 
started to rock~ Tekla tell from her seat on my right,and 
over the edge or the boat1 into the deep water. With my left 
arm I held Leo, who yelled, tight to myself, and with my 
right I immediately grabbed Tekla's small bustle made of 
horse/hair, the kind that all ladies wore under their skirts, 
according to the style of that time; and I held her above 
water until the students, pale with f'rigbt~ returned with a 
rope and with borrowed warm blankets. The rope was thrown to 
Tekla, she grabbed it, and with it she was hauled to the 
shore. Now she was wrapped .in: the!.blankets ·• alicl carefully set 
down in the boat next to me, and our return trip went off 
without further difficulties, albeit under the lasting 1m-
pression of our frightening experience. Our apartment was no 

• more than· 50 steps away from the landing, and my Tekla, who 
had not yet uttered a single word, was taken inside b7 Mrs. 
Riess and put to bed that had been warmed by · means of hot 
bricks wrapped in pieces of linen. Her parents and Juli did 
not return from an excv.a1-o.nu.Ut11 '! 1&\,e :.tn ~ :th• ·',~_.AIUN<&lld 
thus did not ·learn about our terrible adventure. The fol-
lowing morning .Tekla got up from her bed, chipper and healthy. 
Never in her life did she talk ot this aec.ident. I, however, 
remained under the painful impresstons from this experience 
for many years. on December 15 [1901J she made me happy by 
the birth of our daughter Rozsi. At that time my mother-in
law decided to use a part of the fortune that she had inheri
ted1for building a villa (that would be large enough) for the • 

• 
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entire fam1ly, so as to have her daughters (my aunt Margit :: ·.· . . 

• Scheiber, my mother, and my aunt Juli, still unmarried], as 

well as her grandchildren, live close to her, That build.ing 

was to serve also to show the capabilities, as an architect, 

"~ of her. son Emil. It was to be his first independently created 

project. For this purpose a building lot of 600 Klafte.rs 

[about half an . acre] was bought on the Esplanade .. (called at 

that time in Hungarian "Fasor•,or •AlleeH in German, later re-

'' named "City Park Esplanade, still later,during the First World 

War "Queen Vilma Street", then once more "City Park Esplanade", 

and finally 1 since after the Second World War "Stalin Esplanade", 

It is a very wide esplanade, with two malls for pedestrians and 

sidewalks on both sides1 lined with altogether a1~ · r-8 . o:r ::;:: · ···9 :: 

old horse-chestnut trees, that has elegant and fairly large 

villas with very large gardens on both sides. The family home 

~ described here, now a dormit~y for students of the Academy of 

Music of· .Bud.apest, is at number JJ.J Beginning with my marriage, 

my brother-in-law Emil had his architect's office in, one room or 

my own office at our apartment, but he was without any assign

ment and therefore had spent little time there. With the help 

of his one . employee, an elderly German architect from Munich, 

the preliminary drawings that were necessar7 for obtaining the 

building permit, were now prepared on a scale of 11100 tm4 

after approval of the layout by his mother and by his sisters, 

those drawings were filed, The villa was to have three floors, 

each one with one large apartment, a small attic apartment, and · 

a number of nice semi-basement rooms for an office. The 
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detailed drawings were · started soon1to make it possible to begin 

• the work that same fall of 1901 and to haTe the building ready 

for occupancy for November of the :t'oll~wing year. All masonry 

and brickwork was contracted :t'or by a well-known; reliable 

builder .who, based on his knowledge, helped the young architect 

who was without experience in actual building. My brother-in

law was instructed [by his parents) to create the best and most 

beautiful that he could, without regard to cost. Many a feature 

that was already 1nstalled1 was removed again if it did not com

pletely satisfy· Emil's sense o:t' beauty, which del~ed completion 

of the job. From time to time I visited the building aa· ~ 1t was 

• • 
_going up, and on one such occasion I cr1tlo1ze4· "the-:.plan "": to,, con

struct the ceiling of the third :t'loor,which was to be our apart

ment, out of a double layer of wooden beams, 1n contrast to 

steel beams provided for the ceilings of the lower floors. I 

considered that a great mistake, because that design was not 

used anymore at that time 1 in view of the fact that the wooden 

beams available were not, as they had been illz'l-1.·.,, sufficiently 

dried out and were thus subject to rotting, particularly if ex

posed to further wetting by rain. There was a dl'ttagreeable 

discussion on that with my brother-in-law who resented my 

criticism and did not change the design. He never tolerated 

.B.Jl7'l . .i:Q'.rt:ttt:q.U• of his work. The mutual ill-feeling over this eon-

-· 

troversy never disappeared entirely. 

As the villa was not ready for occupancy on November 1st, 

and as we had giveJJl up our aJ)artment as of that date, we moved 

:t'or three , months into the apartment or our brother•1n•law 
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Scheiber's parents, which had been offered to us for the time thq· 

• w-ere planning to be at Keszthely, whf!!'e they owned a home in which 

they used to live. Then, in December, we did __ acwe to the villa, in

to our second (actually third] floor apartment. ·My brother-in-

law Emil transferred his office ~o the semi-basement rooms there, 

which were connected to his small apartment right on top or his 

office, on the mezzanine . rloor, by an inside staircase. My own 

office, forming part of our apartment, opened from a small ante

room 1which also led to the large living room of our apartment • 

. Inspector Kovacsevics died before our move to the villa, in 

September 1902. During our five years or collaboration he had 

been a d.iligent, conscientious business partner or mine, to whom 

I had left all the technical engineering assignments. His exag-

• gerated degree of precision and meticulousness delayed though 

quite often the completion of the work beyond the •et · deadline 

and thereby caused us losses. In one instance it even came to 

pass that our clients (the firm or Lindzer & Brown) refused to ac

cept the belatedly completed drawings, claillling that the delay be

yond the deadline caused the caaoellld;1on of the entire railroad 

construction project. It had been a difficult assignm·~t for us 

to do the final location or the right-of-way and tracing the li~e, 

requiring many measurements on the topography or· the land to be 

u&ed for the line. In s"J?ite of a "later settlement with the firm 

of L~~dzer & Brown, this job repr~sented for us a l~ss ot 5,000 
, , ' 

kronen. Then a large firewood auppl7 'Company offer~ Mr. Kova.esevics 

directly the assignment to design and construct a narrow-gage line 
' 

for servicing their forest lands, against payment of 10% of the 
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construction costs. That forest was at Csaglin. The agreement 
was concluded with him alone. As he needed an assistant, ·· 
Engineer Vince Erdelyi [who later married my mother-in-law's 
cousin Ilka1 and owned the villa on the Buda s1de

1 
where the 

I Fejer family then came to live until the second World War, and 
where Elizabeth grew upJ was hired. Mr. KoTacsevics's and his 
assistant's salaries substantially exceeded those agreed 10%. 
Inspector Kovacsevics's last job was to make the final plans 
and tracing tor the line to Uzsok, an assignment that he,once 

II more1 took directly from the client,the firm of Secondary Rail ,, Lines Corporation. That was the most difficult work of final 
tracing of a rail-line ever carried out in the Country. It 
was necessary to establish the niveau maps for the entire length 
of the line which ran on thickly wooded mountain slopes. He 

• needed eight months for the job and we exceeded our calculated 
costs by 100%. His request for a retroactive increase of the 
originally agreed unit charge per kilometer was apparently 
settled favorable after his death, but as the contract was in 
his name, his widow touched the granted bonus, without even 
lett1ng me know, Nor was I concerned about it, Altogether, my 
assoo1ation. with Inspector Kovacsevics had, as its net result, 
a. loss or 20,000 kronen which I alone had to shoulder. Upon 
his widow's request I even paid his funeral expenses. Prom 
then on we quoted on every building project that was put out 
tor bids, which required a great amount of office work. It was 
necessary for us to include in our calculations no more than a -· modest percentage of profit, to try to become the lowest bidders, 
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• 
since there was stiff competition in this field at that time. 

we did in fact manage to be awarded many of these jobs, mostly 

in provincial cities. We hired a licensed master builder as a 

supervisor, and Mr. Weil was in overall charge •. I took care 

of the administrative work, ·correspondence with the authori

ties, and the preparation ot contracts with craftsmen. For 

distributing the weekly cash pay of the workers we had a 

gentleman suitable tor such a job, whom we paid, for his part

time serviees up to three days a week, a small percentage of 

our profits. He was living in Komorn. In the office, we had 

only a typist and a part•time bookkeeper who came to the of

fice only on Sunday-s to do the books. He was a very reliable, 

specialized bookkeeper, an elderly gentleman who also worked 

part time for the firm of Henry Freund & Sons {the name Freund 

• was later changed to T6szeghy). 

When my father-in-law moved to the villa, he quit his 

practice and. resigned also from his post of Director of the 

Stefanie Children.' s Hospital. He donated his large medical 

library to the Medical Association whose President he had been 

and continued to be. He gave the Jewish community 15,000 

kronen to create a department of ophthalmology, which until 

then had not been established, at the Jewish Hospital. Mornings 

he would visit his daughters [now all three living 1n his house), 

played with his grandchildren, and spent h1s afternoons at the 

Chess Club whose President he was at that time. The families 

living in the villa would gather every evening, with the excep-

-· tion of Emil, who spent the evening with his numerous friends, 
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in the apartment of the [Vidor J parents, where n·':;w•e ·::•erY.t·:··. 

good black coffee, M7 rather-in-law was a wise and lively old 

gentleman of 72 years ot age, He led the conversation and was 

a great-patriot, having been1 as early as the Revolution of 1842 

when he was a maturing young boy, a partisan of Kossuth. [Kos

suth was the leader or the ReYolution,an uprising and war .or 

independence of the Hungarians against Austrian rule, crushed 

rather soon by Austria which had the help of Russian troops.J 

l:le .· waa tor · the introduction of general . franchise, tberefore he 

did not like Tisza who opposed that innovation. I ~self did 

not take part in those conversations, since I was so tired out 

by my daily office work that, in spite of those lively discus

sions, I would fall asleep in my comfortable rocking chair, a 

thing that was not resented by the others. My brother-in-law 

~ ~il,whose first work was well received, was now entrusted with 

the building of a villa for hie aunt Egger [my great aunt Sophie, 

my maternal grandmother's sister), also bD the '*EsplanadeHI and 

when this was accomplished, he went on to build a beautiful four

~torr apartment house for his aunt Davidson [Vilma, wife of his 

mother's brother Horace Davidson] near Freedom Square, into 

which all her children moved. My brother-in-law Emil became a 

muoh soUght-after architect. He married the daughter [Reg~n•J 

-e· 

If I 
of Villmos Freund, owner of the Kobanya Brewery. She was a very 

wise and modest girl who became a very close friend of her hus

band's family, Alfred, Tekla's younger brother, was at that 

time working at the saw mills of the firm of Polacsek and 

Scheiber at Csimpa .(in Rumania). It was his parents' intention 
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to keep him away from Budapest so as to frustrate his plan to be

come an actor. Also it was necessary to have him prepare for an 

o·ccupation, and that was another reason for his brother-in-law 

Scheiber [the husband of my mother's older sister Margit] to em

ploy ~·'f him in his lumber business. Alfred acquiepe.ed:. 1n-~. ll1s 

parents' wishes without,. however, any enthusiasm for ever becoming 

a businessman. He was a good-looking young man with pleasant 

manners and very gifted in music, same as his older brother Emil 

who played the violin, while Alfred was a pianist. After a few 

years he was transferred to the main office [in Budapest] of his 

employers, which was next door to Mr. Max Polacsek' s apartment, 

where he often played music with the latter's daughter Lincsi. 

They fell 1n love and Lincsi wanted to marry him, which then did 

come about • 

Juli was now 24 years old and it was time for her to get 

married. A matchmaker recommended a Mr. [Vilmos] Quastler who 

was a manager of the steamship company Hoffmann, and later became 

President of Levante Corporation. That was another steamship 

company, owned by the Allgemeine Kreditbank [in ViennaJ1 wh1ch 

had bought the ships ot the Hoffmann firm. Emil, after having 

built for his father-in-law Freund, a four-story apartment house 

on Franz L1szt Square (at number 2 on that square,where Emil's 
I 

sons ·- Pali ·- and ·,Antal, as well as Rose Sche~ber, widow o_f Karoly 

Scheiber, our closest friend and contact in Budapest; still 

live]-; and Emil moved. his apartment and. office to that building, 

vacating both his office and apartment in his parents' villa ~ 

• making the latter available for Juli after her marriage. In 
J. 



fact, two roomsr. were detached from her parents' adjacent large 

• apartment and added to hers. Thus, she could continue to liTe 

1n the villa (even after her marriage to Quastler). 

• 

-· 

Up to the year 1906 I took care in our office only of the 

administrative work, connected with the building contracts 

that we obtained, and that was quite a b1t. '!'here were still 

o~portunities for the construction of rail lines, but I wanted 

to cooperate only with first-class construction companies, and 

these did not have any rail projects at that time, I could 

hardly list all the numerous buildings which we constructed 1n 

those years, but I do remember several, e.g. a li1litary build

ings in -Miskolc (cavalry barracks and stables), city hall and 
I 

gymnasium in Nagy-Szalonta, a s~ool in Nagy-Tapolcsany, a 
I i I 

large penitent.i&r7 ' 1n Szuaa·'Fehe:rvar, and as the last a the 

Court House and a large jail in Zalaegerszeg, a job to which I 

will revert later. In 1906 we were entrusted by the firm of 

Gregersen with the construction ot ·the secondary rail line 

' ~karoly-Csap, at •: ·~ t1xed prtee, ' and right after that, of 
I I 

the rail line Szatmar-Mateszalka. The former line was to be 

90, 'be latter 40 kilometers long. For these two jo~s we as

sociated ourselves with eagineer Michael Scheiber (no relation 

to ~e Scheiber who had married my mother's sister Marg1t], 

a specialist in this field. As practiced on occasion of the 

' ' Ujvidek-Obecse job, we pushed the excavation and soil trans-

portation works as much as possible, because the ·progress pay

ment1stipulated for their completion,was set rather high, 

However, our contract entitled us to the first progress pay-
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ment not before the end of the third month. Up to that date we 

• could get though promissory notes paying interest at 6~ · per annum. 

As that firm enjoyed an excellent reputation, there was nq diffi~ 

culty to get those notes, endorsed by us, discounted by my bank. 

Thus 1t became possible tor us to do this job without the need 

tor working capital. There were no difficulties in the ~tire 

course or construction. · We completed it within the deadline and 
I 

cleared a profit of 1.50, 000 kronen for the Nagkarol;r-Csap lSae 
I ( I and .. or 90, 000 kronen for the Szatmar-Mat eszalka line·. of which 

a.ounts Engineer ·scheiber receiTed 1/J~ 

' In the year 1907, my rather-in-law fell graTely ill. He 

was treated b7 his friend Dr. Schachter. He did not suffer long 

but died soon. After his death we moved in with my · mother-in-

• law 8.nd ran a COtnllOn household. The Quastlers took our apart

ment, out of which three rooms had earlier been detached to _form 

a separate small apartment that was rented out. With the excep·~ 

• 

' 

tion,. of the summer or 1909, which I spent at the sanatorium 

Lehmann near Dresden, ·. to have my chronic stomach trouble cured, 

in which I succeeded, I spent all summers with my family, up 

until the beginning or the First World war in 1914, partly at 

Austrian lakes, twice with Regine Vidor and her family, in 
•I . I 

Velden [on Lake WortherseeJ, again with Regine in the Tatra 

Mountains (near · the northernmost point of the Carpathians which 

)mcircled aungary as it was constituted at that time], twice 

in Kolberg [a seaside resort at :the then German shore o1' the 

Baltic SeaJ, combined with short trips to Berlin, Munich, and the 

" BaT~lliUl r..o7al castles, twice in Dr. Szego' s children's sana-
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torium in Abbazia [on the Adriatic SeaJ when B~la and RO&si 

• were st.ill Tf!IrY little, once in· Gossensass [at the Brenner Pass 

in Western -Austria), and once in Ischl [in -Austria]. One 

sUIIlJiler we took our somewhat belated honeymoon trlp to Venice 

with Emil and. Regine, and thereafter stayed for four weeks on 

Lake Garda (1n northernmost Italy] near Verona wbich we visited 

for two days on our W8.7 home. OUr children stayed that summer 

in the villa in the care or their (maternal) grandmother. 

•• 

-• 

At this point I want to tell about the occurrences in my 
I family in those years. In 1901 my nephew Izso Ring brought 

his yotmger brother Marc1 to Budapest and apprenticed him . to a 

grain merchant. This man was a passionate speculator in stocks, 

who in the end fell Tictim to his gambling. He was an uncle or 

Klara Thei-n [who, 1n her first marriage, was the wife of Richard 
I 

Salgo, my uncle .Arnold • s oldest soJt,-·and married Dr. Thein after 

her first husband • s rather early death]. The young, inex

perienced Marci Ring observed his boas~ a speculations and saw 

in them an opportunity to get rich quick. However, since he 

had no other money than his salary or 100 kronen per month, he 

proposed to his mother and to his uncle Reiss, . Jeanette's hus-
I I band, all of whom lived in Lipto-Szent-Miklos, to let him trade 

in commodity futures at the Budapest Commodity Exchange, and 

also in common stocks at the Stook Exchange, duplicating the 

deals in which his boss, whom he considered an experienced 

trader, would engage. He hoped, as he wrote to his mother, at 

least to double her money and that of his uncle Reiss. Both 

went along with his proposal and sent him 5,000 kronen each, 
' · 
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for which he had asked them. A short time later he· reported to 

• h1s mother that, there being a down-trend of grain prices, he 

would be unable to close out his commitments, except . at ! a loss, 

• 

-· 

/ 

80 that he would. rather wait tor higher grain prices, which in 

turn required the commitment or again .5,000 kronen each. Al ... 

though he did get these sums, his mother and his uncle did now 

get to the point of desperation. Another four months later 

Marci would have needed further monies to be able to continue 

his commitments, because a good harvest was expected and that 
( 

depressed the prices further. But neither his mother nor his 

uncle had all1' mone,- left b7 then. Marci' s commitments were 

called. What he had paid down did not suffice to cover his 

losses, and in his desperation about having engaged in such un

fortunate gambling which made both his mother and his uncle to 

become paupers, he jumped to his death from the fourth floor of 
I 

a building on Andrassy Boulevard. His mother's desperation 

about the death of her youngest child was indescribable. She 

sold everything she still had and mOTed to Kaschau where she 
I 

joined her married daughter Margit Sandor. 

My brother Arnold, using part of his wife's 1nheritence of 

500',000 -'b.ODen .from her mother,who had died in the meantime,elat.id._ct+o_ 

build a villa across the street from us, that had two large 

apartments on its two floors, and one smaller apartment on the 

attic floor. The building was registered in his wife's name. 

At that time he owned a Te:ry lucratiTe enterprise, a plant 

making beech plywood and also thin beech lattices for fruit 

crate~r 1which sold well in southern Italy. He had become quite 
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wealthy and had three apartment houses in the outer Leopoldstadt 

.• section (a northern suburb of Budapest] which he intended to 

leave to his three sons. 

--· ) 

In- 1906 IIi slater Rosa1ie fell very .' 111. Her doctor sus

pected. a malignant tumor in the womb and recommended that she 

let herself be examined at the Rothchild Women~ • Hospital in 

Vienna and that, if the Medical Chief there, one of the best 

known Viennese surgeons, should find it indicated, she be opera

ted-on right away. Accompanied by my sister Flora, who··!happened 

undergo the operation then and there. However, the Chlef 

Surgeon ,who was to do the operation ,considered · it" his duty to 

bring to my sister's attention that, because of her weak heart, 

he could not guarantee a successful outcome1 thus she would ! 

have to decide herself wHether she wa.nte4. to undergo the opera

tion just the same. My sister, a resolute woman, agreed to the 

surgery 1 1n spite of what she was told, was operated on the 

same day, and died that evening. MY sister Flora, deeply sad

dened, immediately communicated with me and with my brother-in

law Schlesinger (my a~t Ernestine's husband] in Kremnitz, 
i 

gi~ing us that mournful news. I arriTed there [in Vienna] the 

following day, Schlesinger tme day later, and we brought my 
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• 
sister's bod.y back to her home from where she, deeply mourned by 

her mother and by her brothers and sisters, was taken to her 

grave and buried alongside her husband. She had bequeathed by 

her last wi114~ich she made before leaving for Vienna,all her 

property to her mother. M7 brother Max moved into · the apartm~t · 

of my sister, so as to be quite near our .aother. But he resolved 

to have that villa sold as soon as possible, whereafter he would 
•• fl 

have one built for them on the Esplanade. To this end he soon 

acquired the empty lot next door to our villa. However, before 

loll«, he changed his mind and preferred a four-story apartment 

house to be built, into wh1~h he planned to aove together with 

his sales office. So he sold the empty lot 1next-4oor to us,as 

well as the villa owned by his wife on Bulyovsky Street [where 
I they .were liv1ngJ,and acquired a suitable lot on V1segrad Street, 

• near the Comedy Theater, and he entrusted the designing of the 
I building to the architects Ney and Rona. However, after haTing 

sold the villa on Bulyovsky Street, he had to rent an apartment 

in the interim, until he could move into the new building. This 

took some time, since first he had to secure a mortgage before 

the construction could be started. They moved to an apartment on 
I 

Vaci-Ring, taking with them our mother and her granddaughter Erna. 

M7 mother, in deep sorrow because( of the sudden death of her 

beloved daughter, soon fell gravely ill. A very serious heart 

ailment befell her shortly after movingl she became bedridden and 

died entirely unexpectedly. 

Max could move to his new house fully two years after our 

• mother's death. His sales office was in the basement there. He 
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had always had an inclination to gamble, and now he was at it 

• again. Perhaps he had been m-ged-on b7 a friend; the fact is 

that he bought up all. available supplies of green pepper that 

• 

was offered for sale, had -it stored in silos, and. hoped to make 

green peppers, by his having cornered the market, a scarce item, 

to be sold at high prices. At the very same time he acquired a 

controlling interest in the St. Laurence Parquet Comp&n7 which 

had been id.led by its lack or working capital. The only suitable 

parquet . material was Slovenian oak. Same as with the green 

peppers, he embarked on cornering this market, tCDo, by buying up 

all or that material that was offered for sale in order to deny 

these supplies to the other competing parquet factories th·at were 

still in operation, and thereby turning parquets also into a 

scarce item. To accomplish all this he had to get bank loans 

which required all his property and the stored scarse goods as 

collateral. But the green peppers, for lack of expert handling 

and insufficient ventilation in the silos, turned moldy and. thus 

became unsalable; they had to be remoTed from the silos and ended 

on the garbage heap, whereupon the bank called the loan, and 

since it could not be repaid, took all the collateral. ··117 bro

ther :.'Max was now pennyless and had to giTe up his apartment and. 

his sales office. H1s business partner ,who had not taken part in 

these speculations, had become deranged several months earlier. 

His family had placed him in an institution in A~str1a wnere he 

died soon thereafter. Max moved w1.th his wife and Aranka to a 

small apartment in Buda. They had married Lenke, before those 

• spec~lat1ons started, to a stock .broker [Lajos Marko]. Aranka 
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got a job, and myself and Arnold supportei Max b,y regular monthly 

• sums. All that he still owned was a life insurance policy for 

40,000 kJ»nen aga1nst which, howeTer, he had taken a loan. 

• 

In the year 1908, my sister Gisella • a husband died or cancer 

of the throat, an ailment f'roll·~· whtoh he had •ut'fered tor a .·,nUIIber 

of years. She came to live in Budapest, together with her two 

sons, Hugo and Robert, in a three~oom apartment near the Insti

tute ot Technoloe;7, ;.aubletting one room to students. Another 

room was used by her sons and Adolf' a son ac1 [Uszlb SegoeJ 

who at that time was already a student at the Institute. She 

drew a widow• s pension of 100 kronen per month from the Hungarian 

State .Bailways, 

The construction job at Zalaegerszeg did not proceed smooth-

ly at all. The supervisor of the Building Authority was Chief 
, 

Engineer Sandor, a Jewish man who caus.ed us many difficulties 

with his groundless criticisms, to the point where we were 

greatly disgusted with that job, and my colleague We1l,who was 

1_n charge ot it, stopped entirely to go to the site, which in 

' turn caused Mr. Sandor to find fault even more with whatever we 

were doing. Finally, the building was completed,but the final 

adjustments were made in Well's .absence, supervised only by the 

t'oreman. · SeTeral shortcomings were noted, among them some lath : 

which was touched by rot under the roof t11.ea,representing a 

Talue of 100 kronen. · For lack of understanding of the matter, 

it was overlooked that the lath1• could not have been replaced 

without first partially removing the roof t1lea. The total sum 

• I .. 
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representing the .value of the shortcomings was set at 2,400 kronen. 

• We offered that we would agree to a deduction of that sum from the 

last payment due us, provided the latter were forthcoming soon, 

but we were told that we would have to actually ·remove the short

comings first, and also that the security we had given would be 

returned to us only after that was done. Now we had to go to_ 

court for the return of the securit7 which consisted of 28,000 

kronen worth of government bonds. That litigation, because of 

the F'1rl!$t World War having broken out just at that time, produced, . 

15 years later, a faTorable judgement, ordering the return of' the 
~··' 

bonds to us against our payment of 2,400 kronen on account of the 

shortcomings. However, those government bonds had in the ~ean

time been declared to be of no value. (15 years after 1914 puts 

this e\"~t :'1nthe year 1929, i.e. years after the devastating in-

• flat ion that followed the First World War. J It was in the year 

1925 when I learned. that Chief Engineer Sandor was a brother-in

law of Geza Eppinger. [We haTe known the Eppingars, who lived 

across the street from us,since 1916, and we are still close 

friends with the two daughters who are about our age, particular

ly with the older daughter Alice nanos. J 

• 

After completion of' that job, I gave up my business partn~

ship with Weil since I did not intend to continue as a build.ing 

contractor. I did not want an active part in such enterprises 

anymore, also I felt very tired., and I resolved. to devote myself' 

to my children
1
for which I had lacked. the time before. That 

decision, however, did not keep me tromttc~ :~1onaly participating, 

together with some colleague, in bid competitions, ~ore or less 
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• 
.-

as a formality 1 3U.s~ .. so as to be still taken seriously ·as a po

tential contractor,and thereby to make it possible for me to 

return to such activity later-on,if I so desired. Such an op

portunity did arise in the year 1910. The firm of Heinrich 

Freund (no relation to the F.reunds .who later called themselves 

ToszeghyJ was in charge of building ··: a : secondary rail line at 

Nagy-Kikinda,for which that firm had asked my erstwhile busi

ness partner Scheiber to do the calculation or the fixed con

tract price, promising him to let him have the job as a sub

contractor. My colleague Scheiber had proposed to me that we 

should do the calculation together. ·and then, should Heinrich 

Freund be ·the successful bidder, we should form a partnership 

for fulfilling the expected subcontract. ·Heinrich Freund's 

bid was successful and they asked us for a proposal. Freund · 

• wanted. a rebate of 50,000 kronen to which I would not agree. 

--• 

Scheiber,who was willing to accept it, obtained the subcontract, 

and I gave up my planned participation in it for a small compen

sation for the work I had already done. Scheiber, by a chafige 

ot the line's final tracing, succeeded in making a profit of 

200,000 kronen. He invested 400,000 kronen, which was all he 

had, into a group of three small buildings of two stories near 

City Park. After the First World War, he sold them for J mil-

liort kronen which sum, however, was then reduced by inflation 

to zero •. 

In 1909, my Tekla's mother fell ill. She had been in 

poor health for many years; she was vetry a~ic, and now she 

suffered. , in addition , from a heart ailment • She bore her suf-
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• 
ferings with great patience. Dr. L~rr [who was also my parents' 

doctor·, and was a brother-in-law of my aunt Regine Vidor] made 

all possible efforts to strengthen her heart, but to no avail. 

She died in the spring of 1910. She was a ~ise and refined 

w011an of .:1. noble character whom I greatl7 admired. 

My connection with the firm of Gregersen continued. I 

prepared the1r bids for a fee for each project, plus a . bonus, 

payable for each project that led to a contract. 

My brother Arnold became very ill in 191J. His doctor sus

pected an already advanced intestinal cancer and recommended an 

immediate operation which then was done by Dr. (later Baron) 

Herczl, the owner of Fasor sanatorium ·wno was considered the 

best surgeon in . Hungary. The surgery did not alleviate Arnold's 

• sufferings. He became bedridden, underwent more surgery, but 

his condition went visibly from bad to worse. Every afternoon 

he asked for me. He wanted me to read the newspaper to him • 

--· 

. 
Although his three sons were around, they were VffrY much tied 

up in their businesses. (They were lumber merchants.) He died 

towards the end of 191J. To my deep regret I could not attend 

his funeral, because on the evening of the · dq_.- of his death I had 

to leave with Mr. Nils Gregersen for Sarajevo so as to appear 

there with him at a bid opening. The construction of a main 

rail line from Sarajevo to the Serbian frontier was at stake. 

But all the bids were much higher than the government's own es

timate, so no award was made at that time, and the work was later 

given peacemeal to Croatian contractors. 



•• 
The Austrian Crown Prince Franz Fer41nand had the plan to 

to.rm. after his accession to the throne, a unif1ed 1autonomous 

state w:ith1n the Monarchy out or the three Sla'f'l~~ crown-lands, 

-Bosnia, Croatia, and Dalmatia, which idea, how8'1'er • caused 

great excitement i ·n Serbia, since Serbia claimed Bosnia for 

itself. Thus that plan of the ·presumptive heir of the Austro~Hun

garilll'l / d;rnastr had to be forestalled [b;r serbi.B:) by all possible 

means. Serb1,a- used the opportunity of an inspection trip of 
( . ' J • 

the Crown Prince to SaraJevo to have him and his wife as.sastllated 

by hired murderers. This sh&JDeful act became the trigger for 

the great war of 1914, which was wanted by both Russia· &nd France. 

When war was declared we wer.e on vacation in Velden [in Austria]. 

Leo brought us the news the TerJ moment 1t became known, pale 

with excitement, rUJmil'lg to us from the post off1ce,where he"-Q.,.ol 

• heard about it. E.Ter;rbody wanted to get home in a hurry. We 

managed to get on the train to Vienna ev(m .though it was alrea~ 

overcrowded. In Vienna, the demand far room on the trains was 

so great that we could get to Budapest only b;r boat (on the 

Danube]. We arrived. there on the morning of the second day and, 

back in our apartment, we were happy to have that trip behind us. 

I hastened to my bank in order to have all my securities sold on 

that Tery day and so to aToid even greater losses; 25% of my 

aesets were already lost by then. 

~· 

The further developments brought about b;r that war are only 

too ••11 known to my children and therefore it is unnecessary to 

report about them. The wise thoughts of the great poet [I be

lieTe it might be Goethe] which I will quote here certainly found 
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• 

--· 

their justification in these events • 

"The curse upon all evil1 

And on their evil deed 

Is that they beget 

But evil with their seed. " 

At this point I will end my report on my life and that of my 

family, and i .n closing will add onl7 this a That my declining years 

were made happy by destiny that permitted me in 19-)9, after the 

death of my beloved Tekla, mother of my dear children, to join 

them in a oountr;r that granted them the opportunities for develop

ing their capabilities with which they were born,and to apply 

their great talents. With further paternal gt-atitude for th.eir 

loving care, I will now close this report, not forgetting to note 
I 

my sincerest thanks also to Mar1ska Fejer, 111' dear daughter-in-

law' e mother, for haTing typed these pages so willingly and 

diligently, notwithstanding the fatigue which this has caused. her. 

Written in August - October 195J, in my 9Jrd year • 

. J · , .. I 
1hWA ·J' ~ ()/t_.(;(., • 
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Notes to the translation 

Mt father was born December 23, 1860 in a rather remote 
part of Slovakia, a few miles south of the headwaters .of the 
River Arva ,below the crest of the Carpathian Mountain~which 
is the northern border of Slovakia. That. chain of mountains 
encloses what was Hungary,until 1919 , on the north, east, and 
south-east. · 

My father's fir8t, handwritten manuscript of his Recollections 
is lost, but I have· ·in· mY' possession · the original text typed 
by my mother-in-law late in 1953 which my father hand-correct'!" · 
ed am signed soon thereafter. I have taken that signature and 
the two sketches from there. He died on July 3, 1955 in Yonkers. 

I have· used all first names in the rorm as I found them in the 
German manuscript, · that is in their· German form for family memb
ers : of ··my ~rather" s-· generation and ai:'iJ:)-the .. one ·before h1 s J and 
1n the Hungarian· form · which he used for Hungarian-speaking memb
ers of the younger generations. I have used pet-names also with
out change, -both in in the translation and in the family tree • 

I have lett all geogra-phic-al names also 1nthe -t'orms · used. by 
my father, which are German, Slovak, and Hunga:r1an. Since many 
places and rivers have names in two or all three of these languig
es, I have attached a list of correlation.•The Country"means Hungary. 

The change of the name Spitz,by three of the four brothers, to 
Salgo, Szego, and Szilard occurred around the turn Of the century 
when tl!nere was a "magyarizat1on llipvement" 

The florin (Gulden in German) was the unit of currency in .-e 
the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy until just before the end ot the 
last century. It was a large silver coin with a purbhasing power 
of perhaps 2 to 4 present-day dollars~ A Silber ling ~s a small 
silver coin worth 1/10 of a florin; a Groschen ~ large copper 
coih worth 1/25J a Kreutzer a small copper coin w~~th 1/100 of 
a florin. In 1892 a new unit, thr crown (Krone in German) was 
introduced at half the value Qf the florin whic~ 1t replaced as 
the. Official unit of currency. · 

The schools in the last third of the 19th century had first 
6·, ·. and later 4 elementary or primary grades, and first 6·; and 
later 8· secondary or high school grades. Graduation from the 
fatter, (call-ed Hm1ddler·8'Chool H), usually at age 18, ·entitled 
the student to enter directly the 4-year higher education pr~
ram Of the University or that of the Institute ot Techbclogy • 
There was, and sill is, no equivalent "to our American Under
graduate college studies in most of Europe. 

I ·:followed. the original text very closely, d1d not shorten the 
sentences, and lett out DOthing. MJ notes app~ in ( ] brackets, 
~here the first person singular means 'myself, not my father 

. . ., .I 

i . 
.· ... B~s. october 1981 
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Notes to the family tree 

In d~awing up the family tree,I tt~ed a list of my paternal 
~eles and aunts with notes on their deseendents,given to me 
bt my father sometime in the forties, then the · speeifie -·-tnform
ation _in the Reoolleetions on _ some members, and also some in
formation that I had myself. · 1'hus my rather's paternal::":-· cousins, 
children or his two oldest aunts, are indicated, although I do 
not have their names. These seven and the fourteen children of 
my grandparents form the total of twentyone members of my fath
ers generation or ·the 3pitzes. 

All ·my 22 eous1ns are completely identified. However, I do not 
have the names of more than half of their ·altogether 17 children, 
that 1s the generation after mine. i 

My great-grandfather Spitz was born about the end o:f ' the 18th 
century and lived with his wife in Nagy:falu on the Arva River,Slovakia_ 
where they died sometime between 1870 and 1880. All his children J 
were born there. 

My grandfather Samuel Spitz was · born around 1825. His wffe ·Leon
tine JO."Qps~oek 1f~S . born arO~d ., 1830 in Malatina, also in the 
Arva valley. They lived in. Slov!l:Jcia until my grandfather died a
bout 1885' in ~enin1tz, ' My grandm9ther died. about 1895 in Budapest • 

My father and ·· his brothers and sist.ers were born bet~een a- _ 
bput 1845 t;tnd 1870 11 the fir$t - ten of them in i',rurdoss1n. and ' ttie 
last ' fottr apparently_ 1:n, . Kremn1tz. All -y foitr· 'of the brothers and 
five of the si~ters :- . moved at various . tintes to Budapest I while 
the other _five . st~'ed in Slovakia. · · · - ·· · 

How~er; my cousins, without exeeptiOl';l. ·moved . bo Budapest, , from 
where; first .Hugo Klopstock .-went :to live .· 1n Tllrkey, and , Miehi 
Sale;o ' ~ent to Engl~d. Then ~il schles1:nger ~ a.np. Laci ~ seic>'e 
emigrat.ed t .q .. Amer1e·a soon after the end of. -~e F.tt..st..~~d Wu .. ·. · 
Robfn't · nopstock~ my brother, myself with my ·ramlly, .my fatl:ler, 
alid finally my sister came . h'ere .. :.' just before the ~-Seoond World War. 
ol!t of my _. entire generation or. ·22 . cousins now only Laci Segoe 
(a retired . PitY planner who :l1ves .with ·h1s wife 1n Cincinnati, 
and with whom I have kept 1n touch) and myself are left. 

• • . , • • • • • , •• •J .. .. . 

;t.I have ·n~er met,. :no~ have -I : ;ll~~d h-6~ any' '>·o:f my cousins' 
children whose ·total number 'Is only -17f(except Lac1 R1ng,who was 
a-bout ·.my age .. and·, with whom ·I was . on i friendly ; te,x:~s ill Hungary .: in 
t~e thirties). However, l believe that several . of Richard and 
~11 Salgo' s children tnat be li't"ing _in Engla~d .: ... and Hugo Klop-
s~ock's two sons in Turkey. · 

··Leo was born in 1898, came to America ·1936 ,and died in 1964 
in California. Rozsl. was born in. 19q1, eame herJ1 in -1948, and 
d.ied in 1967 in Del\V.er. I was born in 1900, Eliz~tbeth 1n 1907; 
John was born 1n 1929 1n V1enna. Andy was born in 1938 in Bu
d~pest, and died 1n 1974 in Cal1farh1a. We came. to Amer1ea in 
1938. . 

' ;. -
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HungariaA 

Als6 Kubin 
I 

Arva 

Besztercebanya 

BrUnn 

Bud a 

Kassa 

Komth-om 
•• •• I Kormocbanya 

Los one 
j -

Obuda 
... ' Post yen 
' , 

Szliacs 
I 

Trencsen 
I Vag 
I I 

Zagrab 

Z1mony 

• Zolyom 

zdlyom 

Zsolna 

, . 

German 

Neu-Sohl 

BrUnn 

oren 

Kaschau 

Komorn 

Kremnitz 

Altofen 

Pistian 

Slovak 

Doley Kubin 

Orava 

Banska Bystrica 

Brno 

v 
Kosice 

Komar no 

Kremnica 

Lucenec 

Pystian 

sliac 

"" Trentschin Trenc1n 

Agram 

Semlin 

Alt-Sohl . 

Sohl 

Sillein 

Vah 

~agreb 

' Zemun 

ZVolen 

Zvolen 

County and River 

Czech 

River 

Serbian 

Croatian 

Town 

County 
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